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Abstract  

Debate about the development of African American English (AAE) dominated 

sociolinguistic inquiry for the second half of the 20th century and continues to be a 

subject of investigation. All hypotheses about the development of AAE integrate ideas of 

shared linguistic features coupled with strong regional influences or founding effects. 

Most Southern evidence used in the development of these hypotheses, however, is from 

rural communities or somehow unique enclave communities. The early urban centers of 

African American life in the South that followed the abolition of slavery and 

disintegration of plantation life have seldom been investigated with respect to the 

development of AAE. This study examines precisely those sites looking at AAE in three 

Southern urban centers during the time of Jim Crow or institutionalized segregation: 

Birmingham, Memphis, and New Orleans. 

This analysis is based on a series of tape-recorded oral history interviews that 

were conducted as part of the Behind the Veil project at Duke University. The Behind the 

Veil project was launched in 1990 at Duke and the majority of the interviews were 

conducted between 1994 and 1997. Each speaker completed a survey regarding her/his 

life history, education, professional history, and family background. The speakers used 

for this study were chosen based on age (all born before 1942) and residency status in 

their respective communities – all speakers are lifelong residents of Birmingham, 

Memphis, or New Orleans. These criteria and others shape an inclusive corpus of 100 

total tape-recorded interviews with 33 from Birmingham, 35 from Memphis, and 32 from 

New Orleans.  
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Quantitative analysis of five core diagnostic structures of AAE (i.e. copula 

absence, plural –s, pre-vocalic consonant cluster reduction, rhoticity, and 3rd person 

singular verbal –s) was performed to provide a window for determining the shared and 

distinct patterns of early, urban AAE development. These data are used for inter-

generational analyses, cross-gender analyses, analyses of socioeconomic factors and 

overall interpretation for each individual site and between different sites.  

These data contribute to the continuing study and scholarship on the historical 

development of African American English, providing the first multi-community overview 

of core African American English linguistic variables from the early urban South. The 

trans-regional similarities of linguistic variables in AAE speakers are often attributed to 

the influence of early Southern English varieties. These data confirm the early presence 

of these variables in African American urban centers in the South, but also suggest how 

language ideologies relate to dialect development. 
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1. Introduction  

1.1 The History and Development of African American English 

Debate about the origin and development of African American English (AAE) or 

African American Vernacular English (AAVE) has been central to sociolinguistic inquiry 

for the past half-century. Hypotheses about its origin and subsequent development, in 

particular whether it is shaped by convergence towards or divergence from cohort 

European American vernaculars, have led to a myriad of studies on regional differences 

and variation in rural African American speech communities (Cukor-Avila 1995; 2001; 

Mallinson & Wolfram 2002; Wolfram & Thomas 2002; Childs & Mallinson 2004; 

Mallinson & Childs 2005; Carpenter 2005; Rowe 2005), trajectories of change (Wolfram 

1987, 2003; Rickford 1999), and stylistic choices in AAE (Rickford & MacNair-Knox 

1994; Rickford 2009; Baugh 1983). These studies complement the study of expatriate, 

transplant communities such as those in Nova Scotia and Samaná (Poplack & Sankoff 

1987; Poplack & Tagliamonte 1989, 1991, 2001; Poplack 1999) that offer insight into 

earlier AAE alongside the seminal descriptive and historical studies that documented this 

variety in the mid to late 1960s in the United States (Labov et al. 1968; Labov 1972a; 

Wolfram 1969; Dillard 1972; Fasold 1972). Each of these series of studies and many 

studies not listed above have been undertaken in an attempt to map out the historical 

development of AAE.  

DeBose (2005) describes the effort to account for the historical development of 

AAE as one that has centered on two opposing positions:  
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(1) The claim that the first Africans to arrive in North America 
shifted to the same English that was spoken by Whites in the area 
where they settled...; and (2) The opposing claim that the Africans 
shifted to a “Plantation creole” (Dillard 1972) similar to Gullah 
that in the ensuing years converged with other dialects, losing all 
but the slightest traces of its creole ancestry (88-9). 
 

While this summary captures some of the broad issues of AAE’s origin and early 

development, it oversimplifies a complex and multi-faceted field of inquiry that has 

emerged over the past five decades. There are, to date, four main hypotheses about the 

origin(s) and development of AAE that have been proposed over the course of the last 

half-century. Each of these hypotheses situates the origin of AAE in the American South 

during the time of slavery, or more specifically “in the speech community formed by the 

plantation system” (Labov 1987:7). 

The original hypothesis, the Anglicist position (Kurath 1949; McDavid & 

McDavid 1951; Davis 1971), posits that AAE ultimately shares its source of origin with 

other European American varieties of English and that the foundation of AAE is rooted in 

British-based varieties. Early dialectologists, such as Kurath, characterized African 

American English varieties as follows, “By and large the Southern Negro speaks the 

language of the white man of his locality or area and of his education” (1949: 6). 

According to these scholars, African American slaves and freedmen would have picked 

up and accommodated to the dialect spoken by whites with whom they interacted on a 

daily basis.  

The Creolist position, offered in part as a reaction to the dominant Anglicist 

position of the mid-1900s (Stewart 1971; Dillard 1972; Rickford 1977; Baugh 1980; 

Singler 1991), holds that the origin of AAE is to be found in a form of creole originally 
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spoken by the Africans brought to North America. The Creolist hypothesis posits that the 

slaves, who would have spoken a wide variety of West African languages, Central 

African languages, and West African Coast and Caribbean pidgins and creoles, 

developed a creole language so that they could all communicate with one another in a 

shared language. About this creolist position, Debose writes, “The strongest evidence in 

support of the creolist hypothesis is circumstantial, that is, it consists of socio-historical 

conditions that are generally conducive to the emergence of pidginized and creolized 

varieties of European languages among the Africans” (101). As this research suggests, 

the multi-lingual slave communities on plantations must be accounted for in any 

explanation of the development of AAE.  

The third hypothesis, the Neo-Anglicist position, is a reinterpretation of the 

Anglicist position holding that earlier European American and African-American 

varieties were quite similar, with significant divergence from European American norms 

taking place late in the nineteenth century and in the twentieth century (Poplack & 

Tagliamonte 1991, 2001; Poplack 1999; Montgomery, Fuller & Demarse 1993; Bailey & 

Maynor 1987). Wolfram began hinting at this hypothesis as early as 1971, when he wrote 

“It is, for example, possible to maintain that black speech was originally derived from 

British dialects but the social and geographical segregation patterns in the United States 

have resulted in speech differences between Blacks and Whites” (142).  

The fourth hypothesis about the development of AAE, the substrate hypothesis 

(Wolfram & Schilling Estes 2005; Wolfram & Thomas 2002; Wolfram 2003), contends 

that earlier AAE mirrored the regional dialect of localized, benchmark European 
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American varieties along with a persistent substrate effect from its earlier contact history. 

Burling (1973) anticipated the need for a position that integrates ideas from both creolist 

and English variationist perspectives:  

Black English is too much like other English dialects to be simply 
dismissed as a Creole, but at the same time it is too much like the 
Creoles to be dismissed as a mere dialect. ... Some elements of 
creolization have probably gone into the formation of all black 
dialects, but standard English and other forms of non-Creolized 
English have had long, persistent influence upon black speech as 
well (121).  
 

Even the early dialectologists and creolists considered the presence of this mutual 

influence, but were hesitant to state that a variety could be formed by a unique 

configuration of both influences. Stewart (1971) broached the idea when he questioned 

the influence of local dialects on AAE, “The non-standard features in the speech of such 

persons may be due in part to the influence of the non-standard dialects of the whites with 

whom they or their ancestors have come in contact, but they may also be due to the 

survival of creolisms from the older Negro field-hand speech of the plantations” (85). 

The finding that enduring substrate influence from an earlier contact situation 

coexisted with a regional founder effect (Mufwene 1996, 2001), however, did not resolve 

all of the questions about the development of AAE. The substrate hypothesis prompted 

additional questions about the role of regionality in trajectories of past and present 

change in African American communities. The findings from Hyde County and a number 

of other small enclave communities in North Carolina (Mallinson 2001; Mallinson & 

Wolfram 2002; Childs & Mallinson 2004; Carpenter 2005; Rowe 2005) appear to support 

the substrate hypothesis. These communities all show unique trajectories of change with 
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regard to AAE features, and also show interesting interplay between regional and ethnic 

dialect variables. To date, however, no studies have considered how a Southern urban 

center of AAE might bear on the substrate or other hypotheses regarding trajectories of 

change. 

Another idea that has been purported to describe the patterning of more recent 

AAE is the divergence hypothesis: “although the black and white vernaculars, especially 

in the South, were converging for many years, that convergence has ended and those 

varieties are now actually diverging, becoming more different from each other 

structurally” (Bailey & Maynor 1989, 13). Divergence, which focuses on recent change 

rather than historical development of this variety, states “AAVE is evolving 

independently in ways that increase its difference from other vernacular dialects of 

English” (Wolfram & Thomas 2002: 29). This idea is grounded in the social history of 

race division and separation in America. While this division has contributed to the 

maintenance of difference, the divergence hypothesis suggests that this separation also 

contributed to the development of innovative forms. Fasold and Wolfram (1970) were 

early to recognize this and wrote, “The social distance between white and black 

Americans must be cited as a contributing factor to the maintenance and development of 

distinct dialect features” (42). The divergence hypothesis abandons the debate about 

origins and deals with the patterns and trajectories of the moment: “The divergence 

hypothesis holds that, regardless of its origin, AAVE and White vernaculars were at one 

time more alike that they are now and that over the last half century they have become 

increasingly different” (Bailey 2001: 57). Divergence is widely accepted by 
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sociolinguists, but does not of itself suffice to explain the history and development of 

AAE. The current study of early urban AAE in the South will further the examination of 

the divergence hypothesis, as well as the theories of origins, by providing data about 

trajectories of change in AAE in distinct linguistic settings. 

1.2 African American English in the South 

The close relationship between African American English and Southern American 

English is generally accepted, but the exact nature of the relationship is difficult to 

characterize because of the many questions about the origins and development of AAE as 

a variety. It is not doubted that AAE began in the South, based on historical fact alone. 

“The sociohistorical facts support the hypothesis that AAE originated in the Southeastern 

states, where, as reported by Bailey and Maynor (1989), Bailey and Thomas (1998), and 

by Rickford (1997, 1998), close to 90% of African Americans lived up to the end of the 

nineteenth century” (Mufwene 2000: 250). So, what is the relationship between AAE and 

the South? How does AAE fit into Southern speech? And to what extent do AAE and 

Southern ways of speaking correlate?  

AAE and Southern American English share a number of features and a common 

perception of forms. Most notably, both varieties are perceived as being relatively 

homogenous, as if there is one AAE and as if there is one Southern way of speaking. 

McDavid (1980a) addressed this about Southern speech when he wrote  

The uniformity of Southern speech is grossly 
exaggerated...Actually, within the territory where Southern 
traditions are important, there is evidence of at least three major 
speech types: (1) Southern proper, the speech of the old plantation 
country; (2) South Midland, the speech of the Southern uplands ...; 
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and (3) North Midland, the speech of Pennsylvania and its 
immediate dependencies (52). 
 

The Southern speech of most concern for this study is the first that McDavid describes, 

“the speech of the old plantation country.” Similar to what McDavid notes about 

Southern speech, the diversity of AAE varieties has also been illustrated by the many 

regional studies of AAE across the state of North Carolina.  

Despite the many varieties of Southern ways of speaking and of AAE, they share 

a number of core features1. One of the most prominent of these features is r-lessness, or 

the vocalization of /r/ in postvocalic contexts so that car is pronounced more like cah. 

Bailey (2001) describes the relationship of these varieties and this particular shared 

feature, “The differences that do exist are primarily ones of frequency of occurrence 

(Kurath 1949; Atwood 1953). For example, in the Lower South, both African Americans 

and Whites were historically “r-less,” but r-lessness always was and still is more 

widespread in African American speech” (55). In other words, it is not the absence or 

presence of features that makes AAE distinct from Southern dialects; rather, it is the way 

in which these variables combine. Rickford (1999) furthers this idea when he discusses 

the types of variables that are shared versus unique in these complementary varieties. 

“The features of AAVE that appear to be distinctive to this variety (or nearly so) are 

primarily grammatical. ... Most of the time, the features which AAVE shares with 

Southern and other American vernaculars occur more frequently in AAVE and/or in a 

wider range of linguistic environments” (11).  
                                                        
1 For a closer look at the distribution of dialect variables in Southern American English varieties, see 
McDavid 1980a, the Linguistic Atlas of the Gulf States (Pederson 1986+), and the Atlas of North American 
English (Labov et al. 2005). The relationship between black and white varieties, while mentioned here, will 
not be explored at length in this study.   
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The most critical relationship between AAE and the South, I maintain, is the 

social constitution of the society from which this variety emerged. As Bailey (2001) 

writes, “While much of the research on AAVE has focused on its use in inner-cities after 

World War II, until the second quarter of the 20th century the vast majority of African 

Americans lived in the rural South” (Bailey 2001: 58). To understand better the current 

and past trajectories of change in AAE, we must revisit the roots of this variety and the 

varieties of social contexts from which it arose.  

“Relatively little work has focused on AAVE as it evolved in the rural South 

between 1790 and 1945, but careful examination of African American history and the 

available linguistic evidence suggests that this 150-year period may be crucial both in the 

emergence of AAVE and also in the development of Black-White speech relationships” 

(Bailey 2001: 58). The significance of this time period is evident. The proportion of 

African Americans living in the South then indicates that a significant population of early 

AAE speakers was living in close proximity to one another. “Blacks in the Southern 

colonies constituted 86.6% of all North American Blacks in the mid-eighteenth century, a 

proportion which had grown to 89% by 1790 (Franklin and Moss 1988: 79)” (Rickford 

1999: 240). These numbers were consistent throughout the plantation South, in particular, 

until the Civil War. After the Civil War, along with the prohibition of slavery, a series of 

changes took place – all of which could have influenced the development of AAE as a 

distinct variety. Bailey describes this series of stages in black social history as they relate 

to linguistic variation: 

In the United States the social history of blacks comprises three 
broad phases. The period of slavery, the first and longest of these, 
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involved the importation of blacks, primarily into the South, and 
their implantation into a rural, agrarian society. This period was 
characterized by forced illiteracy and the limited social and 
geographic mobility ... The second phase began with emancipation 
and lasted only about 50 years. ... Thus in 1890 almost 90 percent 
of the black population still lived in the South, with over three-
quarters of it in rural areas. The third period, which began with the 
advent of the First World War, has seen a massive migration of the 
black population out of the rural South and into the urban North. ... 
this Great Migration represents the largest demographic shift in 
U.S. history (1987: 33).  
 

One of the most critical changes after the Civil War was the undermining of the 

plantation system, which as Mufwene (2000) notes “eroded the one important difference 

that existed between former slaves and poor Whites, namely, freedom and citizens’ rights 

in the eyes of the law versus slavery and lack of such rights” (248). Stewart (1971) also 

hypothesizes about the significance of the breakdown of the plantation system with 

regards to the language of African Americans throughout the South: “After the Civil War, 

with the abolition of slavery, the breakdown of the plantation system, and the steady 

increase in education for poor as well as affluent Negroes, the older field-hand creole 

English began to lose many of its creole characteristics, and take on more and more of the 

features of the local white dialects and of the written language” (84). While I believe that 

Stewart’s assessment of the role of education is overly optimistic, I do agree that: “a 

substantial portion of blacks had significant day-to-day contacts with whites, either one-

on-one or in small groups. While this probably means that their language could have been 

significantly affected by white vernaculars, it also significantly increased the 

opportunities for white vernaculars to assimilate features of black speech” (Bailey et al. 

1991: 11).  
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As we reflect on the changes in the South as a result of the abolition of slavery, it 

is important to understand the new status of blacks engaged as tenant farmers in the 

context of Jim Crow laws that were obstacles to the social and economic mobility of 

African Americans. Bailey et al. (1991) think that following the Civil War “a primary 

effect of tenancy was to level many of the earlier social differences among slaves that did 

exist and to preserve contact among blacks and whites” (12). In their view, tenancy 

would have encouraged communication between blacks and whites in the same dire 

economic situation of perpetual indebtedness. Mufwene (2000), on the other hand, 

emphasizes the separating effect of Jim Crow segregation: 

White supremacists then sought to rearticulate this social inequity 
in other race-based terms. They enacted the Jim Crow laws in the 
Southern states in 1877, laws that disfavored African Americans in 
the competition for jobs and welfare entitlements. The laws also 
led to the establishment of a generalized, most severe form of 
segregation that forced African and European Americans to live in 
separate neighborhoods and not to use the same public facilities. 
All these changes entailed limited interaction between African and 
European Americans, thus providing the first socioeconomic 
ecology for linguistic divergence between the vernaculars of the 
two races (as noted first by Schneider 1995) (248). 
 

Both of these perspectives are true, but to different degrees depending on the specific 

community, town, city, or state2. Both underscore the fact that the abolition of slavery 

and the beginning of the Jim Crow era that lasted almost 90 years did not simplify the 

linguistic situation between the black and white races in the South. The enforcement of 

Jim Crow laws resulted in strict racial segregation that “would have seriously limited 

                                                        
2 The difference in perspectives may be influenced by the fact that Bailey is a native Southerner and Mufwene 
grew up in the Congo toward the end of the period of Belgian rule (personal communication with Erik 
Thomas) 
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their exposure to and acquisition of each other’s speech patterns, particularly where 

subtle grammatical conditioning or semantic distinctions were concerned” (Rickford 

1999: 105). This division affected public communication regardless of private friendships 

or economic similarities.  

The legal end of Jim Crow laws in the South in the 1960s changed the 

relationship between the races again. In his 1997 article about under-examined areas in 

the study of language in the American South, Michael Montgomery wrote, “There is the 

matter of racial integration, which over the past half century has not only changed the 

constituency of Southern schools but has also profoundly altered the linguistic 

interaction, at least during their school career, of millions of white and black youth. To 

date we know nothing of the effects of integration on any aspect of American English” 

(17). Since Montgomery wrote this article, a myriad of generationally based studies of 

the rural South have documented varying degrees of regional and ethnic accommodation 

by African American speakers. As I concluded in my examination (Carpenter 2006) of 

speakers who were in school immediately following the time of integration in three 

different communities, “heightened ethnolinguistic expression and the unique social 

factors that cross enclave boundaries [via integration] are, by virtue of apparent time, 

interrelated” (13). In this case, speakers in three communities showed heightened 

presence of some AAE features in the generation immediately following the integration 

of schools. However, additional studies are needed to explore the significance of this 

external and large-scale social change on development of language varieties in general, or 

AAE in particular.  
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Integration, or more accurately the legally enforced desegregation of the South, 

changed the social make-up of an entire region and thereby impacted on the development 

of contemporary AAE in the South. Rickford (1999) addresses this issue when he writes, 

There’s a general assumption that contact alone will lead to input, 
so that – if you get enough exposure – input from the outside will 
become intake, which in turn will become output. However, this is 
not always the case. Labov (1984: 14-15) and his colleagues have 
shown very clearly that this isn’t the case with data from TV or the 
mass media. But it isn’t necessarily the case with interactional data 
either. The recent study I’ve done (Rickford 1985) of one black 
and one white speaker in the South who’ve lived together on an 
island nine miles by five miles, an area of maybe 45 miles in all, 
for 70 years, who showed very strong convergence and similarity 
in phonology, with marked divergence in grammar, led me to 
question the normal assumptions about the effects of contact (257).  
 

The increased interaction of whites and blacks in the South that was prompted by 

integration does not necessarily correlate with increasingly shared language varieties. 

There is more to consider than contact and interaction alone.  

Labov (1998) outlines the social considerations of the development of 

contemporary (post-Civil War) AAE quite clearly,  

The social matrix in which this development has taken place is the 
asymmetric position of African Americans in American society. 
White speakers live in one linguistic world, continually illuminated 
and informed by borrowings and partial glimpses of African-
American lexicon and idiom, but with almost no input from the 
AA system of AAVE. African Americans live in two worlds (147).  
 

In other words, the social reality of segregation and the persistent social 

differentiation that took place during Jim Crow still takes place today and creates a social 

system whereby white and black vernaculars are developing along different trajectories, 

and based on different social ideologies.  
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The subject of social meaning assigned to language based on language ideologies 

is found throughout sociolinguistic literature. In one sense, social meaning is how 

members of a speech community include additional meaning or connotations beyond the 

literal in their utterances. In the other sense, social meaning is how members of any group 

construct and maintain a particular group identity. Certainly, time periods of social 

change, revolution, or struggle have the potential to heighten speakers’ performance to 

achieve either type of social meaning. In the case of African American communities in 

the South, social meaning in both senses contributes actively and significantly to the 

development of AAE varieties.  

1.3 An Early Urban Perspective 

Contemporary studies of AAE have overwhelmingly looked either at non-

Southern urban centers or at rural Southern regions. Wolfram (2003) characterizes the 

tradition of focusing on northern urban areas. The Southern rural beginnings of AAE are 

widely accepted. However, the Great Migration of the early to middle 1900s saw the 

movement of millions of African Americans from the South into northern cities, the site 

of the early canonical studies of African American English. Today there is also a strongly 

perceived relationship between African American culture and urbanity. One of the beliefs 

about Northern urban AAE is that these urban African American communities are unique 

because they developed with speakers from all over the South – each with a particular 

regional background – but resulted in a shared variety of African American English. 

Southern rural studies were a necessary direction of inquiry into AAE as 

questions about its history and development as a language variety took center stage in 
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sociolinguistic inquiry. These rural studies have examined AAE in the context of 

surrounding white vernaculars and found varying degrees of regional influence. These are 

the influences that perhaps blended together in the Northern cities. The early urban 

centers of African American life in the South following the abolition of slavery and 

disintegration of plantation life have seldom been investigated with respect to the 

development of AAE. These cities experienced the many social changes discussed 

previously in this chapter and served as early African American cultural centers 

following the Civil War in the South. Surely, their speech can contribute to the 

dialectological and sociolinguistic investigation of AAE. 

This study attempts to fill that void by looking at African American English in the 

urban South in the century following the Civil War. This study examines AAE in three 

Southern urban centers during the time of Jim Crow or institutionalized segregation: 

Birmingham, Memphis, and New Orleans. Each of these cities was an early African 

American center, as well as the site of important struggles in the early Civil Rights 

movement. Chapter 2 gives a brief sociohistorical background for each of these Southern 

cities, focusing on the status of African Americans during the time of Jim Crow and 

throughout the period of the Civil Rights movement. While each of these communities 

shares the reputation of being southern urban centers with vibrant African American 

communities, the social histories are markedly different.   

For this study, based on a series of tape-recorded oral history interviews that were 

conducted as part of the Behind the Veil project at Duke University, I analyze a corpus of 

100 tape-recorded interviews. I conduct quantitative analysis of core diagnostic structures 
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of AAE and use these data in generational, gender, and social status comparisons within 

and across the three communities. Chapter 3 describes the Behind the Veil corpus, my 

selection of speakers, and the methods used for systematic analysis of the data. Chapter 4 

explicitly describes each of the five linguistic variables that I examine, including the 

historical status of these variables in the AAE canon and how I approached the variables 

in my own analysis.  

Chapters 5, 6, and 7 present my findings and use those findings to comment on 

the status of early AAE in Birmingham, Memphis, and New Orleans, respectively. In 

each of these chapters, the status of the five linguistic variables is reviewed according to 

generational divisions in order to account for change over time. This analysis is followed 

by a look at the intra-community roles of gender, education, and occupation in the 

presence, absence, and variance of these features. These analyses provide a multi-faceted 

picture of early urban AAE in the South across three communities. As Rickford (1999) 

writes, “Trudgill has suggested that social class and ethnic differentiation in language 

might be partly like regional differentiation, maintained by social distance and barriers to 

interaction almost as palpable in effect as geographic ones” (104). With Trudgill’s 

suggestion in mind, I look beyond age divisions alone, considering the social class issues 

that may have contributed to AAE development in each of these communities. 

Chapter 8 gives the results of an inter-community analysis, comparing the 

findings for each of the communities according to the social parameters. This chapter 

explores the notion of shared and distinct features of AAE in the urban American South, 

as well as the influence that integration may or may not have had on the development of 
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contemporary AAE. Underlying this inter-community analysis is McDavid’s claim that 

“As the struggle between centripetal and centrifugal forces goes on, hardly any two 

American cities have the same situation. Just as the population of each of the original 

settlements was one of linguistic – or at least dialectal – diversity, with no two alike, so it 

is with our cities, and with the interactions of their population groups” (1980b: 125). 

Accordingly, this comparison is not an attempt to homogenize the findings, but rather to 

explore the shared and distinctive patterns of language use in the three communities.  

Chapter 9 offers tentative conclusions, limitations, and further research needs 

based on the analysis. In addition, I explore the ideological underpinnings of the varieties. 

I pay particular attention to the notion of the divergence hypothesis. According to 

Anderson (2008), ““Language ideologies are manifested not only in reactions and 

attitudes to varieties or linguistic forms used by salient social groups, but in patterns of 

language use” (16). It is my contention that any divergence would be motivated primarily 

by stark social conditions that prompt speakers and communities of speakers to assert 

their identity linguistically.  

These data contribute to the continuing study and scholarship on the historical 

development of African American English, providing the first multi-community overview 

of core African American English linguistic variables from the early urban South. The 

trans-regional similarities of linguistic variables in AAE speakers are often attributed to 

the influence of early Southern English varieties. These data confirm the early presence 

of these variables in African American urban centers in the South but at the same time 

stress the role of language ideology in shaping the development of AAE in more recent 
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generations. My study thus reinforces the notion that language change may not be 

motivated exclusively by either internal or external factors, but “the interplay between 

internal and external factors is important to consider,” both with respect to language 

change and in hypotheses about the development of a language variety (Anderson 2008: 

13).  
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2. Sociohistorical Backgrounds of Southern Cities 

The Southern cities of Birmingham, Memphis, and New Orleans have unique 

social histories leading up to the Civil War, during the time of Jim Crow, and throughout 

the Civil Rights movement. My sociohistorical overview for each community will focus 

on the time between January 1, 1863 when Abraham Lincoln’s Emancipation 

Proclamation was to have gone into practice, and the early 1970s, or end of the most 

tumultuous years of the Civil Rights movement. A number of major national events 

shared significance in African American history across all communities. 

Though the Emancipation Proclamation declaring the freedom of all slaves was 

issued in 1862 and was supposed to have taken effect at the beginning of 1863, it was not 

until after the close of the Civil War (April 1861 – May 1865) that the 13th Amendment 

of the Constitution was ratified and abolished slavery in the United States. Shortly after 

the abolition of slavery, Congress passed the Civil Rights Act of 1866, granting freedmen 

citizenship, equal protection under the law, and the right to due process under the law. 

The social changes immediately after the Civil War tended toward the granting of rights 

to African Americans and the simultaneous development of what would later emerge as 

institutionalized segregation, discrimination, and oppression.  

In 1870, the 15th Amendment of the Constitution granted the right to vote to all 

male citizens born in the United States. Suffrage would later become one of the most 

hotly contested issues of the Civil Rights movement and one of the most critical tools of 

maintaining segregation in the Jim Crow period. In 1875, another Civil Rights Act was 

passed by Congress to forbid discrimination in public accommodations based on race or 
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on previous conditions of servitude. This was a particularly noteworthy because it 

directly refuted prior slave status as a condition for discrimination. 

The period known as Jim Crow, a way of life marked by racial segregation, 

legalized discrimination, and violent racism, is typically understood as beginning in the 

mid- to late- 1870s following reconstruction. The name Jim Crow was initially “the title 

of an antebellum minstrel-show routine,” but was semantically broadened to be 

interpreted “as a tissue of beliefs defining blacks as inferior beings” (Baker 1996: 31). 

Jim Crow racism followed post-bellum radical reconstruction and was an avenue for 

reinstituting the racial separation that was a critical part of Southern life during the time 

of slavery.  

In 1883, the rights that were granted during reconstruction began to be 

systematically dismantled. The US Supreme Court nullified the 1875 Civil Rights Act, 

ruling that public accommodations could legally discriminate based on race. In line with 

this ruling, most public facilities in the South became black OR white establishments and 

Jim Crow became a clear way of life. In 1896, the landmark Plessy v. Ferguson decision 

by the U.S. Supreme Court set the “separate but equal” standard for public facilities, 

events, and opportunities. Following the Plessy decision, the separation of the races was 

standard and largely unchallenged practice across the country until the 1960s.  

In 1917 and 1918, the United States joined the Allied forces in World War I. The 

military at this time was segregated, but hundreds of thousands of African American 

troops enlisted and approximately 40,000 African American soldiers engaged in combat 

with the United States Army (Connerly 2005: 80). Following World War I African 
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Americans for the first time contested the status of Jim Crow laws across the country. 

Despite the increased resentment over segregation and unequal opportunities for 

employment, little change took place to improve conditions after the return of the African 

American soldiers. Jim Crow segregation continued.  

World War II witnessed even greater contributions and involvement by African 

American soldiers. Over one hundred thousand African Americans fought overseas in 

World War II in segregated conditions. When these troops returned home, the practice of 

segregation was increasingly protested and the end of World War II marks the beginning 

of the Civil Rights era in America. In 1948, President Truman issued an Executive Order 

prohibiting segregation and discrimination in the US military. Segregation in the military 

did not actually end until the September 1954 when the last all-black unit was abolished. 

The Supreme Court decision that inspired increased activism for equal rights and 

opportunities was the May 17, 1954, Brown v. Board of Education decision. Schools 

were ordered to desegregate and the legalized segregation of Plessy was finally made 

illegal. The following year, after attempts by school boards across the South to delay and 

find ways to prevent desegregation, the Supreme Court issued Brown II. This ruling 

maintained that desegregation of schools should take place “with all deliberate speed,” 

putting legal recourse into effect to protest delays and evasive maneuvering.  

After the Brown decision, a flurry of Civil Rights activity began. In 1957, 

Congress passed another Civil Rights Act designed to secure the voting rights of African 

Americans. In September 1961, the Interstate Commerce Commission outlawed 

segregation on public transportation. Over 200,000 people participated in the March on 
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Washington where Martin Luther King, Jr. delivered his “I have a dream” speech on 

August 28, 1963. Shortly thereafter, on November 22, 1963, President John F. Kennedy, 

who was perceived as a strong ally to the Civil Rights movement, was assassinated.  

The first comprehensive Civil Rights Act was passed in 1964. That same year, the 

24th Amendment to the constitution was ratified to abolish poll taxes or any kind of 

taxation for voting rights. In November 1964, Martin Luther King, Jr. was awarded the 

Nobel Peace Prize for his dedication to non-violence and the progress of civil rights. On 

April 4, 1968, three and a half years after receiving this honor, King was murdered in 

Memphis, Tennessee.  

All of these events impacted the local histories of communities across the South, 

and while all of these major national events were taking place, communities were 

engaged in their own local struggles and triumphs. The remainder of this chapter surveys 

some of the specific community instances that were critical historical moments in 

Birmingham, Memphis, and New Orleans. These historical backgrounds focus on the 

status of African Americans during the time of Jim Crow, as well as throughout the 

period of the Civil Rights movement. While each of these communities has the reputation 

of being Southern urban centers with vibrant African American communities, their social 

histories are distinctive. 

2.1 Birmingham 

Birmingham is Alabama’s largest city, though certainly not the oldest, and was 

also the center of black industrial employment in the American South for nearly a century 

despite its reputation as “The Tragic City” and its local nickname of “Bombingham” 
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during the Civil Rights movement. Alabama gained statehood in 1819, more than a 

century after the French first founded Mobile in 1702. Notwithstanding its relatively late 

development as a city, Birmingham, founded a decade after the Civil War, has a rich and 

diverse African American history. 

Alabama seceded from the Union on January 11, 1861. According to Rogers et 

al., “Almost one-half of the state’s people were slaves in 1861” (1994: 227). This statistic 

underscores the absolute dependence that Alabamans had on slave labor in the plantation 

and manual labor systems.  

After the Civil War in January 1866, the Alabama legislature “enacted laws – 

which collectively became the Alabama black code – to regulate the labor condition and 

conduct of blacks” (Rogers et al. 1994: 238). Despite the state’s regulation of African 

American opportunity, the period of reconstruction was a generally positive time for 

freedmen in Alabama. Wilson (2000) reports that “Reconstruction policies incorporated 

the competitive notions of early industrial capitalism ... many blacks did climb the ladder 

when it was there” (26). Additionally, during and immediately following Reconstruction, 

blacks were allowed to vote. Most reported estimates indicate that in the 1870s, 30% of 

Birmingham’s voting population was black.  

Birmingham was founded in 1871, in post-bellum society, as a promising 

industrial enterprise at the planned crossing of the Alabama/Chattanooga and South-

North Alabama railroads and in close proximity to deposits of iron ore, coal, and 

limestone – the three things needed for steel production. As Connerly (2005) points out, 

“even before the Civil War, Alabama’s rich supply of cheap black labor was seen as 
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instrumental to its industrial development,” but after the abolition of slavery there were 

even more black laborers available to hire (14). Industrialists found black labor both 

plentiful and cheap and black workers were employed in many difficult, dangerous, and 

undesirable positions in the steel industry. In 1890, for example, blacks constituted 46% 

of the coal mining labor force - making Birmingham an early African American center 

(Rogers et al. 1994: 283).  

When Birmingham was first founded, “African Americans living in Birmingham 

exercised their constitutional rights according to the Alabama constitutions of 1868 and 

1875” (Feldman 1999: 9). Because industrialists were so likely to hire black workers, the 

city’s black population grew rapidly. As settlement increased and Birmingham began to 

take shape as a major city, the downtown area prospered. “Both black and white 

entrepreneurs located their shops in what was becoming the Central Business District ... 

Black-owned businesses contributed to the city’s economy and to the character of the 

city’s business district” (Feldman 1999: 9). 

Beginning in 1888, the relative prosperity of the Reconstruction period for 

African Americans in Alabama began to diminish. In 1888, “an all-white city Democratic 

primary was organized to remove blacks from the decision-making process” (Feldman 

1999: 9). This was followed by a series of events in 1891 to increase separation of the 

races. Alabama passed the state’s first Jim Crow law – a separate but equal statute for the 

railways. This same year, the State Board of Education changed the method of 

distribution for education funds for “township authorities to apportion funds as they 
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deemed just and equitable. That ended any pretense of a school system that was “separate 

but equal”” (Rogers et al. 1994: 255).   

Before 1891, Birmingham didn’t have any city ordinances that called for the 

separation of races and little evidence of black ghettoization exists (Wilson 2000: 27). In 

1901, Alabama passed a new state constitution that disenfranchised a third of 

Birmingham’s black population. “Within five months of the constitution’s ratification, 

Birmingham’s black population of eighteen thousand had only thirty registered voters” 

(Feldman 1999: 10). Interracial marriage was forbidden and schools were separated by 

race. With the new local authority for educational support and the new state constitution 

segregating schools, educational disparity between the races became extreme. “In 1908 

the total value of all equipment in Alabama schools was only $262,218. The black share 

of that was $21,825. Of the 383 public school libraries, students in black schools had 

access to 25” (Rogers et al. 1994: 325). The Ku Klux Klan gained prominence and 

membership during this time period. “All the Birmingham Klans together enrolled an 

estimated 18,000 of the city’s 32,000 registered voters by 1924, including the sheriff, at 

least two city judges, and probably a majority of the city’s Protestant ministers” (Rogers 

et al. 1994: 431). 

As the severity of Jim Crow laws increased, the economy of Alabama declined. 

The depression hit the cotton industry in Alabama before the Stock Market crash of 1929 

– prompting the movement of many African Americans from rural Alabama to 

Birmingham in search of jobs as early as the mid-1920s. The changing demographics of 

Birmingham coincided with complete segregation of housing and of businesses. 
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Birmingham residents established clear demarcation of black and white neighborhoods. 

“In 1928, the National Negro Business League reported that 97.5% of black businesses 

were located in black neighborhoods ... Eighteenth Street and Fourth Avenue in 

Birmingham became the main artery” (Wilson 2000: 42). Birmingham was divided. 

As Lynne Feldman (1999) reports, “By 1930, the black racial composition of 

Birmingham was the highest of any major American City” (11). Racism during this time 

was particularly severe, due in part to the increased competition for jobs and the poor 

state of the economy. “Between 1930 and 1940 employment rates declined for both races 

in Alabama. For whites the decline amounted to 5.6%, but for blacks employment fell 

13.6%” (Rogers et al. 1994: 465). 

In the midst of this dire social and economic situation, Eugene “Bull” Connor 

gained a seat on Birmingham’s City Board of Commissioners in 1937. Connor was a 

charismatic, local celebrity who had previously gained acclaim as a radio announcer for 

the minor league Birmingham Barons baseball team. Connor would prove to be one of 

the greatest enemies to the Civil Rights movement in Birmingham for almost 30 years 

following this election. “Upon moving into his office in the fall of 1937, Bull promised 

not to improve his grammar and, as further proof of being a people person, removed the 

door from its hinges. Then he began systematically to undercut his police department’s 

civil service policies, remaking the force as his personal militia” (McWhorter 2001: 39). 

Among other things, Connor vocally “opposed unions, federal housing, and any 

concessions to blacks” (Rogers et al. 1994: 502).   
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In 1940, the economic situation of Birmingham was still grave and even worse for 

African Americans than it was for whites. According to Wilson (2000), “In 1940, almost 

60% of the actual housing segregation in Birmingham was a product of black-white 

socioeconomic differences ... the uniformly low economic class position of blacks 

removed any meaningful distinction between race and class” (32). The black residents of 

Birmingham who were employed had limited occupations available to them. The 

majority of blacks were employed in low-wage hard labor positions or the black women 

were employed as domestics. The U.S. Census of 1940 reports that African Americans 

occupied 29,477 residences in Birmingham. Of this number, Eskew (1997) found that 

“less than one-sixth were owner occupied. Nearly a third had no indoor toilet. More than 

two-thirds of Birmingham’s black population lived in blighted areas zoned for 

commercial use” (63).  

The advent of World War II quickly boosted the economy of Birmingham. The 

city’s strong steel industry was essential for wartime supplies and the demand for steel 

brought in a time of economic prosperity. Birmingham was known as “The Arsenal of the 

South.”  

After the war, the dawn of the Civil Rights movement and the continued local 

control of white segregationists, struggled with conflicting ideologies in Birmingham. In 

1947, African American Sam Matthews bought a lot on the edge of a black community. 

White residents nearby protested the zoning that allowed blacks to live in the area. “The 

dynamite blast that shattered the house of Sam Matthews on August 18, 1947, marked the 
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first in a series of racially motivated bombings brought on by the postwar transformation 

of Birmingham, Alabama” (Eskew 1997: 53).  

Following the war, economic conditions for African Americans did not improve 

much. According to Wilson (2000), “service occupations and unskilled work accounted 

for 85 to 88% of black job placements from 1948 to 1951” (32). The availability of jobs 

obviously impacted the socioeconomic status of the races. Black residents of Birmingham 

were making less than half of what white residents were being paid (Eskew 1997: 85). 

Birmingham was the 27th largest city in the United States at this time and the majority of 

its minority residents were living in poverty.  

After Brown v. Board of Education, the Birmingham school board and Alabama 

state legislature worked vigorously to prevent desegregation. In 1955, a law was passed 

that “allowed a local school board to close any school faced with integration and denied 

that the state had responsibility to provide public education at all” (Rogers et al. 1994: 

547). In 1956, a special session of the Alabama legislature denounced desegregation, the 

U.S. Supreme Court, and the National Association for the Advancement of Colored 

People (NAACP).  

In the summer of this same year, Reverend Fred Shuttlesworth captured mass 

attention and emerged as a local leader among Birmingham’s African Americans and in 

the Civil Rights movement. Shuttlesworth, a long-time member of the NAACP, 

announced that he would call a mass meeting for the following night to form a new 

organization to replace the NAACP (McWhorter 2001: 109). While he was a strong 

believer in the NAACP, Shuttlesworth felt compelled by God to lead in more deliberate 
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and immediate action. Shuttlesworth’s new organization, the Alabama Christian 

Movement for Human Rights (ACMHR), “was born in the church, of the masses ... The 

declaration of principles pledged flatly to “press forward persistently for freedom and 

democracy, and the removal from our society of any forms of second-class citizenship”” 

(McWhorter 2001: 110). 

“On Christmas morning 1956, Shuttlesworth said from his pulpit, ‘If it takes 

being killed to get integration, I’ll do just that thing, for God is with me all the way.’ 

Over the weekend he had been organizing Birmingham’s first mass protest since the 

Southern Negro Youth Congress’s voting-rights march of black veterans in 1946” 

(McWhorter 2001: 114) He had signed a number of committed non-violent protesters to 

work toward integrating the city’s buses. After this sermon, Shuttlesworth’s home was 

bombed for the first time. He survived uninjured and the bus rides began the next day.  

For over an hour, some 250 African Americans rode in the white 
section of Birmingham’s buses unmolested by the police. If white 
people reacted at all, they merely showed curiosity. No incidents of 
violence transpired. Once aware of the confrontation, Birmingham 
police arrested 21 ACMHR members for violating the city’s 
segregated seating ordinance (Eskew 1997: 134). 
 

With the Christmas bombing in 1956, Fred Shuttlesworth and other activists’ 

homes became a regular target. “Although racial attacks occurred in other Southern cities, 

the frequency and number – some fifty dynamitings between 1947 and 1965 – made 

Birmingham an exception and gave rise to the sobriquet “Bombingham” (Eskew 1997: 

53). Like the bombing of Sam Matthews’ home, many of these instances took place as a 

result of housing integration in the formerly white neighborhood of Fountain Heights – 
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better known as Dynamite Hill because of the bombings. Housing, like schools, was still 

strictly segregated.  

In June 1957, Connor was reelected to public office as the Commissioner of 

Public Safety. The result of this election ensured that Connor would have influence over 

the police force as the Civil Rights movement progressed in Birmingham. He was sworn 

in as Police Chief in November 1957.  

When the case concerning the bus riders of December 1956 finally came to the 

court in October 1958, another group of non-violent protesters boarded the buses. 

Thirteen black riders and Shuttlesworth (who did not ride) were arrested. “Thousands of 

Negroes knelt in silent prayer on the city hall lawn till after midnight as the ‘Birmingham 

fourteen’ inside were being convicted in recorder’s court. It was the first mass 

demonstration of the local Movement” (McWhorter 2001: 136). In response to this 

second round of arrests, activists called for a bus boycott by the end of the following day. 

This boycott antagonized Connor and the white elite. “Bull Connor authorized the police 

department to harass African Americans participating in the bus boycott ... Patrolmen 

attempted to force black schoolchildren walking to school to ride the bus. For the first 

time since the movement began, detectives attended ACMHR mass meetings in order to 

keep the department abreast of protest strategy” (Eskew 1997: 145). 

In 1960, the sit-in movement began in Greensboro, North Carolina, and rapidly 

spread throughout the South. “On Friday, February 16, Bull Connor threw down the 

gauntlet – a press release proclaiming that he would ‘not permit organized, planned and 

deliberate efforts to foment violence and interfere with the rights of others,’ such as the 
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unspecified incidents ‘throughout the Southeast.’” (McWhorter 2001: 151). Birmingham 

was set up for confrontation. On March 31, 1960, a group of black college students 

targeted lunch counters in downtown Birmingham. After the police were made aware of 

the sit-ins, the students were arrested and Bull Connor sent for and arrested Shuttlesworth 

in response. Shuttlesworth, though informed of the sit-in movement, had not coordinated 

it. Like in North Carolina, the Birmingham sit-ins were planned and directed by black 

college students.  

The national freedom rides of 1961 focused international attention on 

Birmingham. In May, James Peck and Charles Person, two freedom riders, were beaten 

by a mob in the Birmingham bus station while police stood by and watched. Photographs 

of this event placed Birmingham in the middle of massive media exposure. The following 

week, another freedom ride attempt was stalled in Birmingham for two days until the 

national government intervened.  

The two sides of the civil rights movement in Birmingham reached a sort of 

stalemate. In March 1962, Miles College students led a boycott of white-owned 

downtown stores in Birmingham. Once again, Connor targeted Shuttlesworth and 

arrested him for “obstructing a sidewalk” (Eskew 1997: 200). Despite the fact that he was 

not involved, Shuttlesworth was sentenced to 180 days in prison. This inequity built 

momentum for the movement and Shuttlesworth asked “Martin Luther King and the 

Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC) to join the ACMHR in nonviolent 

demonstrations designed to end racial discrimination in Birmingham” (Eskew 1997: 

201). SCLC agreed to come to Birmingham and held an annual convention in 
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Birmingham beginning in September 1962. In November 1962, George Wallace was 

elected governor and infamously pronounced “Segregation now, segregation tomorrow, 

Segregation forever” at his inauguration the following January.  

1963 was the height of the Civil Rights movement in Birmingham. March 14, 

1963, was the date selected by King and the SCLC for the beginning of the direct action 

movement. “King decided to delay the protest until after the mayoral election of March 5 

that pitted Bull Connor against Albert Boutwell and Tom King. He expected Connor to 

be defeated and out of office by the time the demonstrations began” (Eskew 1997: 211). 

Unfortunately, that election required a run-off and it wasn’t until April 1963 that Bull 

Connor was voted out of office. Until May 23, however, Connor refused to step down 

and Birmingham city government was largely paralyzed in conflict with two mayors.  

After Connor was voted out of office, the marches began. On Saturday, April 6, 

1963 Shuttlesworth was arrested along with a number of protesters in an orderly walk to 

the park for a prayer meeting. Sit-ins and boycotting continued in downtown 

Birmingham. A week after Shuttlesworth’s first 1963 arrest, King and Reverend Ralph 

Abernathy were arrested along with almost 100 other marchers. While in jail, King wrote 

his famous “Letter from the Birmingham Jail” that was released to the press on April 18. 

At this height of arrests and marches, children joined the movement. On May 2, 1963, 

“Police arrested some 600 youngsters ... and thousands more on May 3” (Rogers et al. 

1994: 557). Totals for the May 3 arrests are reported at between 1000 and 1400 

protesters, including many children. During the marches, water hoses were turned on the 

children, dogs were released, and large-scale race riots ensued. The children continued to 
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march and on May 6, the jails were full so the police confined the additional children to 

the stockade at the state fairgrounds.  

May 7, 1963, was Jubilee Day for the protesters. Black and white leaders agreed 

to negotiate with one another. The Birmingham movement resulted in the eventual 

desegregation of downtown stores and of buses, and a plan for the desegregation of 

schools -- a huge victory for the civil rights movement. Direct-action protests erupted 

across the country as a result of the movement in Birmingham. In September 1963, the 

16th St. Baptist Church bombing resulted in the deaths of four young African American 

girls. This was followed by the unpunished murder of 13 year-old Virgil Ware the same 

day. The plan to desegregate schools was supposed to have gone into effect in 1963. “By 

the end of the 1964 school year only four of the state’s 114 previously white school 

districts contained any blacks, and the total number of these Negro students amounted to 

only twenty-one” (Rogers et al. 1994: 548). 

The tragic and unique civil rights history of Birmingham strengthens the sense of 

community identity for many African American residents. Birmingham has played an 

important role in the history of Southern AAE, because of its own history as a center for 

the struggle for civil rights.  

2.2 Memphis 

Unlike Birmingham, Memphis had a very early settlement and beginnings. The 

history of African Americans in Memphis is older than the city itself. Wright (2000) 

states that “The first slaves were transported to Memphis in 1795” (8). These initial 

slaves were used to build a Spanish fort. Tennessee became the 16th state in the Union in 
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1796 and the community of Memphis was settled that same year. Memphis was founded 

in 1819 and Shelby County, the surrounding area, was concurrently named.   

“In the 1820 census slaves comprised about 20% of Shelby County’s population, 

and this percentage increased gradually through most of the 19th century. The importance 

of the Afro-American contribution to the economic growth of Memphis, Shelby County, 

and the whole South Central region can scarcely be exaggerated” (Harkins 1982: 43). 

Memphis was incorporated in 1826. The growth of the city was slow, but the status of 

blacks was clear. In the 1820s and 1830s, the Tennessee legislature took measures to 

maintain slavery and preserve the second-class existence of blacks in the state. The 

legislature, for example, “passed a law in 1831 which prohibited granting freedom to 

slaves unless provisions were made for their removal from the state” (Wright 2000: 8). In 

other words, no blacks could live in Tennessee unless they were enslaved. In 1834, the 

state constitution was revised to further reduce the status of slaves in Tennessee. 

According to Harkins, these revisions “made manumissions nearly impossible, stripped 

free blacks of their rights of citizenship, and denied them protection under state law” 

(1982: 45). 

Until the mid-1840s, there was no commercial slave trade in Memphis. Once it 

started, this trade was an important market in Memphis commerce. The names of four 

streets in downtown Memphis – Auction, Court, Exchange, and Market – “indicated their 

primary functions in the slave trade” (Wright 2000: 8). The slave market reached public 

prominence in the 1840s, which was the same time that the growth and marketing of 

cotton in Memphis reached new prominence. “Beginning with a scant 300 bales of the 
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white fiber in 1825, the cotton trade passed 35,000 bales in 1840 ... By 1850 Memphis 

was the largest inland cotton market in the world. The year before the Civil War, 

Memphis shipped 400,000 bales of cotton” (Harkins 1982: 41). The cotton industry 

boosted Memphis’s economy and dependence on slaves for plantation labor.  

In 1850, Memphis experienced its first big building boom as its viability as a port 

on the Mississippi was recognized and the value of cotton rose. “By 1852 Memphis had 

clearly emerged as the third most important port on the Mississippi, bowing only to St. 

Louis and New Orleans in volume of commerce” (Harkins 1982: 54). By 1860, the 

population of Memphis was over 22,000 citizens. Booming Memphis was getting bigger, 

but attitudes were not changing. In 1861, “3,000 citizens stage a mass meeting and vote 

unanimously for secession” (Harkins 1982: 68).  

Despite strong Confederate sentiments, Memphis was never engaged in major 

Civil War battles. Memphis unofficially surrendered to the Union without gunfire in June 

1862. The closest thing to reconstruction in Memphis began with the military occupation 

of the city in 1862. Unlike many of the other Confederate states, military occupation in 

Tennessee lasted only into the late-1860s because of Tennessee’s willingness to reenter 

the Union. Because Tennessee ratified the fourteenth amendment, the only Confederate 

state to do so, the state was quickly readmitted to the Union and spared the turmoil of 

radical reconstruction.  

Following the Civil War, thousands of African Americans headed toward 

Memphis to look for employment. There were neither opportunities nor housing enough 

for this inundation of residents. “Thousands of blacks, living in dreadful conditions on 
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the outskirts of town and subsisting largely on government rations, doubtlessly depressed 

the wages for Irish and other day laborers resident before refugees came. In addition 

these blacks were believed to be responsible for a great deal of Memphis’ nighttime thefts 

and violence” (Harkins 1982: 83). Despite many difficult circumstances, the black 

community was still thriving in its new freedom. In addition to strong church 

communities, a number of black fraternal and benevolent societies were formed during 

Reconstruction. These groups were important to community life, but also to the future of 

black politics in Memphis – they were an opportunity for individuals to establish 

leadership. 

During this period of poverty, reconstruction, community development and 

negotiation, an unprecedented race riot erupted in Memphis. Black Union soldiers who 

were waiting to be discharged from Fort Pickering got in an altercation with some white, 

Irish residents in the same area. News of the altercation spread and violence followed. 

Wright (2000) describes the riot that followed: 

In May 1866, four days of rioting in Memphis resulted in 
approximately $130,000 in property damage, the deaths of 46 
blacks and 2 whites, 75 other injuries, 5 rapes, 10 assaults, 100 
robberies, 91 incidents of arson, and the destruction of 4 churches 
and 12 schools. Although local papers described the incident as 
nothing more than a “nigger riot,” a congressional committee 
found that black Memphians retaliated only after being attacked 
(14).  
 

Included in the reported events of arson was “every Negro school in the city” (Lovett 

2005: 28). Reconstruction and the subsequent protection that blacks in Memphis had 

enjoyed with government occupation were over. “In a postwar biracial state, Tennessee 

authorities began to erect a Jim Crow system to favor themselves and their ethnic 
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descendents by devising a more exact definition of ‘race’ and using violence to enforce 

racial restrictions” (Lovett 2005: 28). After the 1866 riot, race relations remained tense in 

Memphis and “random killings and assaults went without punishment” (Wright 2000: 

16).  

Despite the race relation problems in Memphis, African Americans were 

advancing in Memphis society. In addition to thousands of black men in Tennessee 

registering to vote, “the first black elected officials won offices in Memphis” in the mid-

1870s (Wright 2000: 10). In the mid- to late-1800s, Memphis was struck with a series of 

yellow fever epidemics. In 1878, the fifth and worst epidemic hit the city, resulting in 

over five thousand deaths (Harkins 1982: 12). In the face of the epidemic, “blacks 

numbered about 70% of the population that remained in the city, and they provided 

virtually the entire work force for the stricken community” (Harkins 1982: 90). The 

African American community in Memphis was strong.  

 In Tennessee, as in most of the formerly Confederate South, suffrage laws were 

amended in the late 1880s and early 1890s, disenfranchising black populations. In 1891, 

the Tennessee state poll tax was implemented and most black participation in local 

political processes ended. With respect to education, “Memphis seemed to adhere to 

Plessy v. Ferguson. The city built new Negro schools as fast as needed in order to prevent 

any discussion about racial inequality ... Memphis Negroes seemed to be content with 

their schools, parks, and swimming pools” (Lovett 2005: 61). The disenfranchisement 

and racial separation was particularly noticeable in Memphis, where by the year 1900 

“blacks comprised 49% of the city’s population” (Harkins 1982: 108).  
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In 1909, a new era of Memphis politics that would last for more than forty-five 

years began. E.H. Crump was elected mayor of Memphis on the reform ticket. Crump, a 

master of machine politics, would dominate the Memphis political scene until 1956 (two 

years after his death). A large part of Crump’s success was his manipulation of the black 

vote, once they were re-enfranchised, for most of the time that he was in office. Part of 

Crump’s political working relied on dependent, poor black citizens of Memphis whom he 

could manipulate. Lovett describes Crump’s methods, “The Crump machine pressured 

thousands of Negroes to work for low wages, or else go to the jails and prisons on 

trumped-up charges, including vagrancy” (Lovett 2005: 109). A number of speakers in 

the Behind the Veil corpus recall Crump’s hosting picnics for black voters and then 

having people drive them directly to the polls to vote for him.  

During the Crump era in Memphis, the African American musical community 

prospered. In the early 1900s, the Memphis blues became a popular style of music and 

African American musicians gained special social status and opportunity. The Blues were 

popularized in the 1920s, in large part because of musical legend B.B. King. In 1948, 

“B.B. King became a blues disc jockey at WDIA radio in Memphis, Tennessee. WDIA 

became the first radio station to feature all black-oriented programming” (Caldwell 1995: 

216). The history of and prominence of African American musicians in Memphis is a 

strong tradition in this black community.  

Jim Crow was a way of life in Memphis for the first half of the twentieth century. 

Even the Supreme Court’s Brown decisions did not interfere with the established 

separation of the races. “Memphis remained a segregated city in 1960. Black citizens 
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could only visit the zoo, Brooks Memorial Art Gallery, and the main branch of the 

Memphis Public Library and Information Center on “black Thursday” (Wright 2000: 56). 

Neighborhoods were so segregated that the integration of black and white schools would 

have required what Lovett (2005) called “massive busing,” and this was an expense that 

the federal courts would not mandate in the early 1960s (62).  

In 1960, direct action and civil rights demonstrations began in Memphis. Just like 

college students across much of the South, students from LeMoyne College began a sit-in 

movement on Main Street (Lovett 2005: 189). In May 1960, eleven black citizens filed 

I.T. Watson et al. v. City of Memphis et al. in district court. “The plaintiffs asked for 

declaratory and injunctive relief that would result in immediate desegregation of public 

parks and other publicly owned or operated recreational facilities” (Lovett 2005: 191). 

The Watson case did not result in a victory, per se, but the judge did order the city to 

develop a gradual desegregation plan. Protests, in the form of sit-ins and merchant 

boycotts, continued. “Beginning in the fall of 1960, the City Commission, seeing no end 

to protests and the inevitability of court-ordered desegregation, agreed to ban the practice 

of segregation in buses, libraries, restaurants, parks, and the city zoo” (Wright 2000: 58). 

It seemed that the move toward equal rights was happening more easily in Memphis than 

in some other Southern communities. By the late 1960s, the city was essentially publicly 

desegregated and African Americans had been elected to both the city council and the 

state house of representatives.  

In spite of all of this progress, “significant employment and income disparities 

remained among black and white citizens” (Wright 2000: 66). The most visible 
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disparities were the hiring and employment of teachers and the treatment of the black 

sanitation workers. The disparity in the treatment of sanitation workers was one that had 

existed for years. “On rainy days, Negro garbage men, who made up 98% of the public 

sanitation workers in Memphis, were routinely paid for two hours of work and sent home, 

whereas the white workers were encouraged to stay around a little longer and receive a 

day’s pay” (Lovett 2005: 215). The distribution of labor in the sanitation department was 

also discriminatory – white men did easier jobs like driving the trucks, while black 

workers were paid less to do more difficult jobs like loading all the trash. “On February 

12 [1968], some 1,375 garbage workers and the all-Negro Memphis Local 1733 of the 

American Federation of State, Local, and Municipal Employees (AFSCME), a union 

affiliated with the AFL-CIO, declared a strike, demanding better wages and improved 

working conditions” for the Memphis sanitation workers (Lovett 2005: 215).  

On March 18, Martin Luther King, Jr. went to Memphis and spoke in support of 

the sanitation strike. He vowed to return soon and lead a march. Although King did 

return, he was not able to lead a march because of an outburst of violence. When he 

returned to Memphis in support of the sanitation strike on April 4, 1968, King was 

assassinated. Rioting broke out in Memphis and across the country. “The garbage strike, 

which had gone on for two months, reached a compromise settlement 12 days after the 

King murder” (Harkins 1982: 148). 

A year after the sanitation strike, economic disparities still existed for educators in 

Memphis. “Since 1965, some 70% of new teachers hired in Memphis were whites. The 

percentage of black teachers was on the decline.” (Lovett 2005: 84). In early 1969, the 
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Memphis branch of the NAACP presented demands for integration of school faculty and 

black representation on the school board (Wright 2000: 72). The school board denied 

their requests and in response, “On September 24, 1969, Maxine Smith and the NAACP 

devised the “Black Monday” protest” according to which black students and teachers 

would boycott schools on Mondays (Lovett 2005: 85). The first Black Monday was 

October 13, and the school boycotts were coupled with economic boycotts of stores. On 

the fourth Black Monday, black citizens were also asked to miss work and close black-

owned businesses. “The Black Monday protest threatened to bankrupt the Memphis city 

schools because Tennessee appropriated public school funds on local per-pupil daily 

attendance” (Lovett 2005: 85). In mid-November, the NAACP requests were met and the 

Black Monday protests ended.  

The troubles in Memphis were not over. In October 1971, a seventeen-year-old 

black boy named Elton Hayes and two of his friends had a violent encounter with some 

white Memphis police officers. The boys, in a truck, were involved in a high-speed chase 

by the police. When it ended, “approximately twenty-three policemen had gathered at the 

scene. While some watched, several officers attacked the three youths with nightsticks” 

(Wright 2000: 75). Elton Hayes died. The black Memphis community believed this was 

an example of police abuse and four days of unrest followed the incident. In December, 

charges were filed against a number of police officers.  

 In her 1972 NAACP report, Maxine Smith stated that “37% of local blacks lived 

below the poverty level, thirty thousand families (95% of them black) lived in 

substandard housing, 30% of blacks remained in segregated all-black schools, and the 
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justice and police systems continued to terrorize black citizens” (Lovett 2005: 91). In 

1978, Memphis selected a new, black superintendent of schools – a sign that change was 

finally coming to Memphis.  

The African American history in Memphis, dating from the plantation era of the 

cotton industry when Memphis was known as the “Cotton King” through the sanitation 

strike and Black Mondays, is a powerful community history. A Southern urban center for 

African Americans with a distinctive, empowered, and unifying social history, Memphis 

is a key site for investigating the history of AAE.  

2.3 New Orleans  

The social history of blacks in New Orleans is perhaps the most complicated 

history of race for any Southern city in the United States. Like the rest of the Gulf States, 

Louisiana was peppered with Spanish and French settlement and the massive 

immigration that is common for port cities. Countless books recount the distinctions, 

similarities, and relationships between black, white, colored, creole, and any combination 

thereof in New Orleans. This sociohistorical overview will be necessarily 

(over)simplified. During the period of Jim Crow, the label of “black” was applied to 

anyone who was not white. I will use the same working definitions in this brief history of 

the New Orleans African American community. All of the speakers in the New Orleans 

corpus self-identified as black in their interviews or on their speaker information 

documents. 

New Orleans was founded 100 years before either of the other communities in 

this study, and had the most tumultuous settlement history. The French first founded New 
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Orleans in 1718. During the initial settlement by the French, New Orleans – a major port 

- required a great deal of manual labor. As early as 1721, “there were almost half as many 

slaves in the colony as white” (Evans 1959: 24). Slaves working in New Orleans had a 

different experience than slaves that would later live in other parts of the plantation 

South. In early French New Orleans, a vibrant slave culture was permitted to prosper. 

“As far back as the 1740s the African-descended population of New Orleans was using 

the clearing on Rampart Street, just behind what is now known as the French Quarter, for 

Sunday gatherings” (Walker 2004: 2).   

In 1767, the French ceded the port of New Orleans to Spain, who then returned it 

to France in 1800. Throughout the French and Spanish rule, residents of New Orleans 

“relied heavily on the importation of slaves directly from Africa as their main source of 

labor” (Walker 2004: 4). New Orleans became an American port in 1803, as part of the 

Louisiana Purchase. Because of the precedent set under French rule, city-slaves in New 

Orleans maintained their distinctive community. The Rampart Street gatherings 

continued through the onset of the Civil War and were known “as the site where African-

descended peoples would gather by the thousands in the afternoon” (Walker 2004: 3).  

In New Orleans, a diverse population was always present throughout the 

settlement history. Walker (2004) reports that the free black and slave populations in 

1788 were 823 and 2,126, respectively (5). This number grew rapidly and “in 1810, the 

city contained 5,727 free blacks ... and 10,824 African and African American slaves” 

(Rogers 1993: 3). The distribution of slaves in New Orleans was notable – most free 

blacks living in the city, regardless of whether they considered themselves black or 
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creole, were said to have owned at least one slave. “New Orleans eventually attained an 

antebellum high mark of 15,072 free persons of color and 18,208 slaves in 1840” (Walker 

2004: 5). The culture of race during the antebellum period in New Orleans had many 

layers. On the one hand, free blacks owned slaves and could live in comparable 

socioeconomic spheres as whites. On the other hand, “the space-related social-control 

mechanism was centered on the actions of the city guard and on an elaborate system of 

racial segregation. Throughout the city, blacks and mulattoes were barred from the full 

utilization of public spaces and services. In its theaters and public exhibition halls, people 

of color, no matter what their status or amount of wealth, had to sit in separate sections” 

(Walker 2004: 39). In contrast, “From 1718 through the 1890s, New Orleans parish 

churches were racially integrated. Throughout this period blacks (slaves and free blacks) 

and whites all worshiped together” (Anderson 2005: 3). The coexistence of the races was 

further complicated by the unique demographics of New Orleans. In the census of 1860, 

Louisiana reported more slaves than free-whites in the total population of the state.  

Another complicated aspect of the race relations in pre-Civil War New Orleans 

was that the treatment of blacks was largely related to the darkness of their skin. Because 

of the complex creole/white/black relationships, dark-skinned males in particular were 

perceived as “the antithesis of the social and class models put forth by the slave regime ... 

Also, because the city’s slave population, as late as 1860, was overwhelmingly dark-

skinned (75.2%) and the free colored population was overwhelmingly mulatto (81%), the 

relationship between blackness and slave status was clear” (Walker 2004: 68). 
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New Orleans’ prosperity was largely dependent on its port-city status. With the 

onset of the steamboat era, around 1820, New Orleans’ prosperity seemed boundless. 

“Lloyd’s of London prophesied in 1821 that it [New Orleans] was destined to become the 

greatest port in the world” (Evans 1959: 50). For a time, it certainly seemed that New 

Orleans was destined to be one of the most prosperous cities in America. However, 

change in New Orleans did not occur at the same rate in commerce and the city struggled 

to keep up with the growth. The central market and the exchange in New Orleans weren’t 

established until the mid-1830s. Regardless, “in 1840 her population was exceeded by 

only three American cities – New York, Baltimore, and Philadelphia” (Evans 1959: 50). 

At the outset of the Civil War, New Orleans was the largest city in the 

Confederacy. Surprisingly, the Civil War period was not a particularly volatile or 

contentious time in New Orleans. “No important battles were fought in or around” New 

Orleans and the city surrendered to the Union army within a week of their approach in 

April 1862 (Evans 1959: 60). The arrival of the Union army in New Orleans did enflame 

the racial situation in the city. One of the reasons for the heightened emotions was the 

federal decision to create black regiments from the fugitive slaves who came to New 

Orleans to live under the protection of the Union army. Hollandsworth  describes the 

attitude of white New Orleans residents, “It was bad enough that slaves had fled the 

plantations for a life of idleness in the city ... Now the “Beast” was arming them” (2001: 

54). In addition to expediting emancipation in New Orleans, this practice of the Union 

army ensured that “Louisiana contributed more black soldiers and more black officers to 

the Union cause than any other state, North or South” (Hogue 2006: 24).  
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The end of the Civil War was a welcomed relief for most New Orleans residents, 

as it essentially ended the strict military occupation of the city. “Though the loss of their 

slaves was a severe economic blow the prospect of once more being their own masters 

was a welcome one” (Evans 1959: 63). At a Union-mandated constitutional convention 

of 1864 blacks were given more rights and education was put in the hands of the State 

legislature, but suffrage was not granted to blacks.  

In an unprecedented political move, the Louisiana Constitutional Convention of 

1864 decided to reconvene two years later to address the issue of black suffrage. After 

waiting for blacks to gain voting rights in Louisiana, reconvening the convention seemed 

to unionists and suffrage-rights activists like the clearest path to black suffrage. The 

political climate in New Orleans practically guaranteed conflict “when the convention 

reconvened at the Mechanics’ Institute on Monday, July 30, 1866” (Hollandsworth 2001: 

2). A large-scale race riot on the day of the reconvened convention took over New 

Orleans, resulting in numerous deaths and countless injuries. The riot lasted only around 

three hours, but set the stage for post-reconstruction race relations in New Orleans.  The 

causes of the riot are unclear, but it is doubtful that either side of the suffrage issue was 

without blame. A grand jury was assembled “to investigate the nature and cause of the 

riot” (Hollandsworth 2001: 145). The grand jury, however, was not without its bias. “The 

grand jury did not call any blacks to testify, or any members of the convention, or anyone 

who was present in the hall. ... Not surprisingly, the grand jury voted to indict all those 

who had been present at the roll call. None of the police, not one white citizen, was 
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charged” (Hollandsworth 2001: 146). Following the riot, New Orleans and the rest of the 

state of Louisiana were put under military rule until the end of Reconstruction.  

After the reconstruction period, the race lines that had always been blurry in New 

Orleans gradually acquired more definition. “Black Creoles saw their own prospects 

collapse into the system of oppression that came to dominate all African–Americans in 

the Southern states” (Rogers 1993: 4). In 1879, a new Louisiana constitution was passed 

and, for the most part, “color lines were reinstated” (Baker 1996: 31). Fear of federal or 

military authority added to the covert nature of the reinstitution of race discrimination. 

The new constitution authorized public schools, for example, but did not make any 

comment about the racial composition of those schools. In the face of the new 

black/white polarity in laws and opportunities, “Many light-skinned creoles and African 

Americans responded to the increasingly oppressive atmosphere by passing for white” 

(Rogers 1993: 5). When the state rewrote the constitution again in 1898, the situation 

became less hopeful for all people of color. The new constitution “retained racial 

segregation in Louisiana’s schools and imposed voter qualifications few blacks could 

meet: ownership of property valued at not less than $300, a minimum standard of 

literacy, and the ability to calculate age by the number of years, months, and days since 

birth” (Baker 1996: 46). New Orleans, like the rest of the South, was adopting Jim Crow 

as a way of life.  

The African American musical traditions have always been a vital part of New 

Orleans culture and lifestyle. Classic or traditional jazz was born “in New Orleans, 

Louisiana, sometime before 1897” (Stewart 1998: 103). According to Stewart, “Two 
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groups were principally responsible for the creation of this music: one was the blacks, the 

other creoles of color” (1998: 107). This jazz tradition spread across the country and 

many black musicians were recognized for their musical accomplishments in this style of 

music.  

In 1927, the first court ruling to directly combat race discrimination in New 

Orleans was issued. The Supreme Court denied New Orleans the right to maintain a city 

ordinance that established segregation in residential areas in the city. Despite this success 

for civil rights, the period between 1928 and 1940 was not one of much progress. This 

period, known as the time of “Longism” because of governor Huey Long who was in 

office from 1928-1932 and then elected to U.S. Senate, was a time where traditions held 

and even “Long himself did not question white supremacy” (Fairclough 1995: 42). The 

plight of blacks in New Orleans was grim. Police violence was standard. “In 1939 the 

ACLU condemned New Orleans as one of the three worst cities in American from the 

standpoint of civil liberties” (Fairclough 1995: 34).  

In Louisiana as a whole, blacks were very slow to gain the vote, but New Orleans 

blacks faired better. DeLesseps Story Morrison, Sr., the mayor of New Orleans from 

1946 to 1961, was a dynamic reformer who was responsible for much of the progress. In 

1948, when black voters composed only 2% of Louisiana’s voters, “New Orleans 

accounted for at least half of the state total” (Fairclough 1995: 123). In New Orleans, 

black students had easy access to education, but there were rarely enough supplies or 

facilities. The Superintendent of Schools once admitted, “At no time in the history of 
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public education in New Orleans has there been even a semblance of adequate housing 

for Negro children” (Fairclough 1995: 108).  

The 1950s saw the beginnings of slow progress for civil rights in New Orleans. In 

1950, “New Orleans recruited two black policemen, its first since 1915 ... In 1952 blacks 

gained admittance to City Park in New Orleans. Two years later, the city’s public 

libraries were quietly integrated” (Fairclough 1995: 106). Unlike most cities during this 

time, New Orleans didn’t develop black ghettoes. “Instead, many neighborhoods were 

characterized by “salt-and-pepper” housing patterns, with blacks and whites living in 

close proximity” (Rogers 1993: 5). In May 1954, the first mass protest of any kind by 

New Orleans’ black community took place. Each year, the city’s schoolchildren would 

have a parade in honor of “John McDonagh, the slaveholder who had bequeathed his 

fortune to the public schools of Baltimore and New Orleans” (Fairclough 1995: 163). In 

1954, black teachers protested the practice of segregating the parade and mandating all 

black students to the back of the line. When the school board refused to compromise, a 

boycott of the parade was organized. On May 8, 1954, the parade took place with only 

thirty-four black children (Fairclough 1995: 163).  

In May 1958, segregation on public transportation in New Orleans was outlawed. 

The state of Louisiana, however, maintained segregation on transportation. As a result, 

the outcome of the ruling was often left up to the driver.  

In the 1960s, school integration became the hot issue in New Orleans civil rights 

activism. In New Orleans, there was a healthy private school system, Catholic school 

system, and public school system. “All three systems were segregated” (Rogers 1993: 
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62). The push was for the integration of public schools, although this also engaged issues 

of class. In general, “black public schools were acknowledged to be inferior to white 

public schools,” but the affluence of the surrounding neighborhoods had a strong 

influence on the quality of the school (Rogers 1993: 63). In 1960, after a long and heated 

legal and political debate, token desegregation was supposed to take place in New 

Orleans schools – but the responsibility fell to black students and their families to apply 

for a transfer to a formerly white school. Only five students ended up with approved 

requests- all black females – to go to white schools. They were supposed to begin in 

November, but in response, the white students boycotted school. 

The press coverage of the white student boycott, accompanied by photos of white 

adults heckling black schoolchildren, tarnished New Orleans’ image in the national eye. 

At the same time as the New Orleans school controversy heightened, the Congress of 

Racial Equality (CORE) “added a new dimension to the civil rights struggle in 

Louisiana” by starting a nonviolent direct action sit-in movement. (Fairclough 1995: 

275). In 1961, following the advent of the sit-in movement and the New Orleans school 

crisis, things did not change. In 1961, twelve black students were allowed to integrate. 

While there was no subsequent boycott, the numbers were not achieving the ends of 

equality. CORE continued its direct action protest and began picketing merchants who 

would not desegregate their stores. This same year, “In a protest against police brutality, 

CORE members staged sit-ins at the mayor’s office and at a district police station” 

(Fairclough 1995: 278). New Orleans officials frowned on the negative publicity. 
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In 1962, New Orleans’ parochial schools began token desegregation without 

incident. Lunch counter integration took place at nearly the same time. “A few months 

later, Tulane University admitted its first black students” (Fairclough 1995: 284). It 

appeared that New Orleans had accepted the inevitable change and advancement. In 

1963, attention shifted away from New Orleans schools, even though only token 

integration had taken place. Compared to other communities across the South, the social 

situation in New Orleans was positive and progressive.  

Perhaps because of the traditions of the city or the early history of the races, New 

Orleans was free from major violence during the Jim Crow era. The absence of violence 

does not mean that there was ease of integration. Like other Southern communities, the 

dynamic relationships between the races were systematically altered in a way that would 

shape individual and group identities. The added complexities of race relations because 

of the creole population in New Orleans contribute to the unique status of AAE in this 

Southern urban center. Like present day communities, New Orleans during Jim Crow was 

not operating according to a simple dichotomy of race.  
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3. Data and Methodology 

3.1 The Behind the Veil Project 

The Behind the Veil project at Duke University was a large-scale, oral history 

project designed to document and preserve the stories of African American residents of 

the American South who lived during the time of Jim Crow segregation. This collection, 

housed in the Rare Books, Manuscripts, and Special Collections Library at Duke 

University, includes 1260 tape-recorded interviews with African Americans across 20 

Southern communities – some urban, some rural, more than 5000 photographs and slides, 

and personal papers for a number of the interviewees. Each speaker who was interviewed 

completed a biographical information folder – complete with information about his or her 

life, work, education, parents, siblings and children.  

This sociolinguistic analysis is based on data from a subset of the Behind the Veil 

interviews. The bulk of the 1260 interviews were conducted in the summers between 

1993 and 1997. “The majority of these individuals were born before 1930. 58% of the 

informants were women. 25% were educators” (Ortiz 2007: 112). All interviews were 

conducted by multi-racial research teams composed of history graduate students who 

were hired directly to conduct interviews and research on the Behind the Veil project at 

Duke University. Interviewers attended “oral history workshops and research seminars to 

ensure that they were prepared to ask informed questions at each of the sites” (Ortiz 

2007: 112). Interviews ranged from approximately 40 minutes to 200 minutes in length, 

often determined by the interviewee’s lead in the conversation. Conversations during the 

interviews had a strong orientation toward oral history and were guided by a set of 
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interview questions found in Appendix 1. This analysis is based on the conversational 

parts of the interviews. Subjects’ oral responses to questions when filling out the 

informational folders and about basic demographic information were discarded. 

Typically, the analysis begins five to seven minutes into the interview. While these 

recorded interviews focused on the speakers’ experiences during segregation, the period 

of integration, and the civil rights movement, the collection also offers remarkable insight 

into the language of African Americans in a Southern metropolitan context in the early 

twentieth century.   

3.2 The Speakers 

The speakers in this study were chosen based on age (all born before 1942) and 

length of residency within their respective communities. All speakers are lifelong 

residents of Birmingham, Memphis, or New Orleans and each of the speakers also had at 

least one primary caregiver (parent or guardian) who was a lifelong resident of the same 

community or surrounding county of that community. All speakers whose demographic 

information conformed to these conditions were included in the analysis. Birmingham, 

Memphis, and New Orleans were chosen both because of their historically strong black 

communities with unique social histories and because of the availability of speakers from 

these cities meeting selection criteria from the Behind the Veil corpus. My sub-corpus 

consisted of 100 total tape-recorded interviews from the Behind the Veil collection with 

33 from Birmingham, 35 from Memphis, and 32 from New Orleans.  

A look at AAE in these three distinct communities will give breadth to 

establishing a history of early urban AAE in the South. The speakers from each 
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community were divided into three generational age groups according to date-of-birth 

parameters as shown in Table 3.1. The range of speakers in this corpus spans over 50 

years in apparent time, with the oldest speaker born as early as 1892 and the youngest 

speaker born as recently as 1942.  

Table 3.1: Generational Divisions for Subject Pool 

Birmingham 17 speakers 
Memphis 7 speakers 

Gen I/Oldest: 1892-1914 

New Orleans 10 speakers 
Birmingham 10 speakers 
Memphis 18 speakers 

Gen II/ Middle: 1915-1929 

New Orleans 15 speakers 
Birmingham 6 speakers 
Memphis 10 speakers 

Gen III/ Youngest: 1930-1942 

New Orleans 7 speakers 
 

Apparent time, first proposed by Labov in his study of Martha’s Vineyard, 

assumes “that when social and stylistic factors were held constant, linguistic differences 

among different generations of a population (apparent-time differences) would mirror 

actual diachronic developments in the language (real-time linguistic changes)” (Bailey 

2004: 313). The use of apparent time in this study enables the examination of linguistic 

evidence in each of three cities in the speaker generations present during the time of 

desegregation. Apparent time is not a substitute for longitudinal data, but is a method that 

allows for analysis of archived audio-recorded interviews and for consideration of 

diachronic variation and change using data elicited at a given point in time. The 

comparison of generational cohort groups in the investigation of language variation is 

based on Labov’s early observation, “The simplest data that will establish the existence 

of a linguistic change is a set of observations of two successive generations of speakers – 
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generations of comparable social characteristics which represent stages in the evolution 

of the same speech community” (1972b: 163).  

The criteria for the generational divisions in this study were determined using 

major historical events, as suggested by Bailey (2001), rather than arbitrary divisions. 

Sociologist Karl Mannheim (1952) proposed similar generational divisions based on 

shared political and historical experiences that enable groups to “develop integrative 

attitudes which do justice to their common ‘location’” (302). One of the critical factors in 

determining these generational divisions was the selection of major historical events that 

would have been shared across all three communities – Birmingham, Memphis, and New 

Orleans. Accordingly, only major national events were used in the generational 

breakdowns. The oldest, or Gen I speakers were all born before 1914, or prior to the 

onset of World War I. The middle generation, or Gen II speakers, were all born between 

1914 and 1929 or after the onset of World War I but before the Stock Market Crash of 

1929 marking the beginning of the Great Depression. Gen III, or the youngest group of 

speakers, consists of individuals who were born between 1929 and 1942 or during the 

Great Depression and before the onset of World War II.  

Speakers were also divided into socioeconomic cohort groups based on 

educational attainment and on occupation. Educational attainment was divided into three 

categories: (1) speakers with less than a high school education, (2) speakers who are high 

school graduates, and (3) speakers who are college graduates. Occupations were 

categorized according to type of work: industrial or agricultural jobs, service jobs, 

professional or office jobs, and jobs in churches and schools. Variation analyses based on 
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the socioeconomic factors of occupation and education were conducted for members of 

each of the generational cohorts in each of the three communities.  

For a closer look at the sociolinguistic variation within and across communities, 

the gender of the speakers is also considered. Of the 100 speakers, 53 are female and 47 

are male. Each generational group in each community has both male and female 

speakers, with the exception of the all-female Generation I in Memphis.  

The breakdown of speakers into education, class, and gender groups is designed 

in accordance with Chambers’ (2004) claim that, “the essential function of linguistic 

variables is to mark group membership. Age is one of the three overriding social 

categories in modern industrialized societies, along with social class and sex” (349). In 

order to get a more comprehensive look at the status of African American English in 

early Southern, urban settings, all of these social categories must be considered.  

3.3 Methodology 

For each of the phonological and morphosyntactic linguistic features examined in 

this analysis, tokens were taken from the tape-recorded oral history interviews. 

Phonological features such as prevocalic consonant cluster reduction and rhoticity were 

impressionistically categorized, taking either all available tokens or a minimum of 100 

tokens from each speaker. All available tokens from each of the interviews were used in 

the morphosyntactic analysis. Specific parameters for extracting each variable are 

discussed in Chapter 4.  

In addition to descriptive statistical analysis of the data, a probabilistic-based, 

multivariate statistical procedure was applied. GOLDVARB calculates the relative 
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influence of various social factors (e.g., age group or gender) and linguistic factors (e.g., 

morphemic status, phonetic environment) on the systematic variability of fluctuating 

forms (Guy 1993). GOLDVARB assigns a factor weight between 0 and 1 to each of the 

factors, where a weighting greater than .5 denotes a favoring effect and a weighting less 

than .5 denotes a hindering effect. In addition, a Chi square per cell value from the 

GOLDVARB analysis indicates the relative “goodness of fit”: a lower value indicates a 

better fit than a higher value (Young & Bayley 1996). To achieve statistical significance 

in the application, a Chi square score of 1.5 per cell is generally expected (Young & 

Bayley 1996). A step-up and step-down analysis, conducted post-hoc, in GOLDVARB 

considers the statistical significance of each factor in isolation and in combination with 

the other factor groups and eliminates those that do not contribute to the accuracy of the 

likelihood rankings (Rand & Sankoff 1990).  

The variable rule program or variable rule analysis is one of the predominant data 

analysis tools used in sociolinguistics. The GOLDVARB paradigm (previously 

VARBRUL) has been used for decades to evaluate the influence of multiple factors on 

linguistic variables. GOLDVARB is not a perfect tool. It does allow researchers to obtain 

descriptive statistics and uncover the inferential statistics of variable phenomena. In order 

to use the program successfully, a researcher must understand the relationship between 

linguistic and social factors. There is no control for what kinds of factors a researcher can 

input into the program and as a result, the outcome of the analysis will always depend on 

the skill and knowledge of the researcher. One of the strongest benefits of the 

GOLDVARB program is the step-up and step-down feature where each factor group is 
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evaluated for its contribution to the likelihood of the outcome. It is an automated measure 

of significance that is unmatched by other multivariate analysis programs. Using 

GOLDVARB in variationist sociolinguistics can provide an understanding of vast arrays 

of factors and their interactive relationships in language production.  
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4. The Linguistic Variables 

Five sociolinguistic variables are analyzed in this study: two phonological 

variables and three morphosyntactic, or grammatical, variables. The three 

morphosyntactic variables are plural –s absence as in two piece_ of bread for two pieces 

of bread; copula absence as in they hungry for they’re hungry or she pretty for she’s 

pretty; and third person –s absence as in the dog eat_. The two phonological variables are 

pre-vocalic consonant cluster reduction as in slice_ apple for sliced apple or mis_ on the 

windshield for mist on the windshield, and r-lessness as in cah for car.  

Each of these five variables is a widely attested feature of AAE (Fasold & 

Wolfram 1970; Rickford 1999; Baugh 1983; Green 2002; Bailey & Thomas 1998). These 

variables are deliberately restricted to generally accepted core features of AAE in order to 

provide a window for determining the shared and distinct patterns of early, urban AAE 

development in the South. As Bailey and Thomas (1998) note with respect to 

phonological features of AAE, “AAVE shared much of its history with Southern white 

vernaculars” (91). In Labov’s (1998) words, “The most distinctive feature of modern 

AAVE is the rich development of semantic possibilities in the AA system, possibilities 

that are unavailable and unknown to speakers of Other American Dialects” (147). It is the 

unique realizations and development of AAE in urban centers that can contribute to the 

conversation about the history of AAE. 

Each dialect variable is first examined in isolation and then in groups of variables 

– morphosyntactic or phonological. Tokens of each variable are extracted according to 
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standard quantitative sociolinguistic practice and presented descriptively. GOLDVARB 

analyses are also conducted for each variable in each community.  

4.1 Morphosyntactic Variables 

4.1.1 Plural –s Absence 

Plural –s absence has been documented in communities throughout the English-

speaking world including ex-slave recordings from the American South and African 

American expatriate communities in Liberia, Nova Scotia, and the Dominican Republic 

(Poplack et al. 2000; Singler 1989; Rickford 2004). Null plural marking has also been 

reported at low rates in Wolfram’s (1969) study of Detroit English and Labov et al.’s 

(1968) study in New York, and at mid-range rates in Rowe’s (2005) study of rural 

Princeville, NC. Some studies of white Appalachian English have documented a low 

frequency of plural –s absence, but only in the restricted contexts of nouns of weight and 

measure (ten mile or a few pound) (Wolfram & Christian 1976; Montgomery & Hall 

2004). Poplack et al. (2000) observe “in early AAE ... -s was often absent from nouns 

with plural reference” (73). Cukor-Avila (2001) reports that comparisons of AAE with 

forms of Southern White Vernacular English (SWVE) indicate that null plural marking is 

one feature that the two varieties do not share. The inclusion of plural –s absence in this 

study will offer the first quantitative analysis of this feature from a long-standing 

Southern urban setting.  

Table 4.1 lists rates of plural –s absence given in earlier studies of AAE varieties 

from the English-speaking diaspora.  
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Table 4.1: Plural –s Absence in Previous AAE Studies 

Community Study Plural –s Absence 
Harlem (adults) Labov et. al 

1968 
middle class: 0-1% 
working class: <19% 

Washington D.C. Kessler 1972 upper middle class: 0% 
lower middle class & upper working class: 
5% 
lower working class: 10.5% 

Ex-Slave 
Recordings1 

Singler 1991 21% 

Detroit Wolfram 1969  middle class: .5-1.2% 
upper working class: 4.4% 
lower working class: 5.8% 

Princeville, NC Rowe 2005 14.1% 
 

Each potential instance (or a minimum of 100) of the plural –s morpheme in each 

tape-recorded interview was extracted and coded in order to determine the rate of plural –

s absence for each speaker in this study. Instances that exhibit difficulty in interpretation 

such as those from homorganic environments and those from ambiguous contexts were 

excluded according to the methodology outlined in Poplack et. al (2000). All remaining 

tokens were coded according to two additional factors: nominal and semantic reference. 

With respect to nominal reference, tokens were evaluated either as having a quantifier of 

any kind or as not having a quantifier. Quantifiers include numbers (e.g., seven or 46), 

non-numeric quantifying terms (e.g., a few or many), and demonstratives (e.g., them or 

those). Semantic reference describes each token as a noun of measure (e.g., meters or 

ounces) or not a noun of measure. The selection of these two factors was based on 

                                                        
1 The ex-slave recordings are recorded interviews with former slaves from five Southern states, but constitute 
only a small duration of usable speech.  
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findings of previous studies and observations of null plural marking. Poplack et al. (2000) 

give a sound overview of previous considerations for plural –s analyses:  

Early attempts to account for the variable, albeit infrequent, 
absence of plural –s in contemporary AAVE have appealed to 
three types of linguistic factors: (i) the principle of non-redundant 
pluralization ... (ii) phonetic conditioning ... (iii) individual lexical 
preferences for certain nouns ... Although the same (few) factors 
are recurrently cited as constraining variability in plural –s 
inflection in contemporary AAVE, the effects reported have not 
been consistent (76).  
 

Nouns of weight and measure have been found to favor plural –s absence in regional, 

white Appalachian English (Wolfram & Christian 1976). Accordingly, measure was 

coded to check for this trend in early urban AAE in the South. Similarly, previous studies 

of plural –s marking in African American communities have shown a favorable 

conditioning for nouns marked with quantifiers to exhibit plural –s absence (Wolfram 

1969; Rowe 2005), so these tokens were coded as well.  

4.1.2 Copula Absence 

Copula absence is one of the best-attested and most diagnostic features of AAE. 

Numerous studies have investigated copula absence in African American communities in 

the United States (Labov 1969; Fasold 1972; Baugh 1980; Rickford 1998,1999) and in 

transplant black communities from the United States (Poplack & Sankoff 1987; Walker 

2000). While copula absence is frequently used as evidence of creole origins (Stewart 

1968; Rickford 1977; Singler 1991), AAE actually displays a unique configuration of 

copula absence as compared to the English-based creoles that also feature copula absence 

(Reaser 2000). In AAE, the most prevalent forms subject to deletion are is and are, and 
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only in positions where the copula can be contracted (Labov 1969; McElhinney 1993; 

Fasold & Nakano 1996; Wolfram & Thomas 2002).  

Copula absence is largely an African American dialect feature, excepting some 

white speakers in rural Southern lowland areas that have high populations of African 

Americans and some English-based creole varieties. Even then, the rate of is absence is a 

marker of ethnic dialect alignment; are absence has been observed among some 

European Americans, especially in non-rhotic regions of the rural South (Wolfram 1974; 

Feagin 1979; Bailey & Maynor 1985) and in former plantation communities (Thomas 

2007). Is absence is almost exclusively an African American dialect trait. As reported by 

Rickford et al. (1999), “European American vernacular varieties as far apart as 

Mississippi, New York, and Palo Alto, California, show some are absence, but little or no 

is absence; by contrast is absence for African American vernacular speakers in the same 

areas runs to 80% or more” (61). Walker (2000) underscores the importance of 

considering is and are absence separately, “since we cannot distinguish are-deletion from 

(r)-deletion” (65). Rates of copula absence in other seminal studies in AAE are found in 

Table 4.2.  
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Table 4.2: Copula Absence in Previous AAE Studies 

Community Study is Absence are Absence 
Harlem (adults – informal) Labov 1972 reported in 

Singler 1991 
14-27% X 

Samana English2  Poplack and Sankoff 1987 
reported in Walker 2000 

13% 71% 

Ex-Slave Recordings Bailey et. al (1991) reported 
in Walker 2000 

24% 78% 

Detroit Wolfram 1969  middle class: 
1-5% 
working 
class: 17-
37% 

middle 
class: 8-18% 
working 
class: 47-
69% 

Hyde County, NC (elderly 
& senior speakers) 

Wolfram and Thomas 2002 14-15% 39-68% 

 

In order to determine levels of is and are absence among the speakers of this 

study, all occurrences of is and are in potentially contractible environments were 

extracted from the interviews. Non-deleted forms included both contracted (e.g. you’re 

crazy) and full forms (e.g. you are crazy). Each extracted token was then coded according 

to presence or absence and copula form (is or are).  

4.1.3 Third Person –s Absence 

The absence of inflectional –s in third person singular verb forms is a benchmark 

variable of historical and contemporary AAE (Labov et al. 1968; Wolfram 1969; 

Rickford 1999; Fasold 1972; Green 2002). In contrast, this variable is not documented in 

European American speakers in the American South. Based on their data from Samana 

English, Poplack and Tagliamonte (1991) proposed that “-s usage was a prestige marker” 

                                                        
2 Samana is an isolated peninsula in the Dominican Republic that was settled in the mid-1800s by ex-slaves 
and their descendents from the US. 
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in earlier AAVE “as would be expected if it were associated with the speech of the white 

masters” (317). They note that their verbal –s data “all militate in favor of the suggestion 

that present-tense marking via verbal –s was an integral part of the early black English 

grammar,” indicating that verbal –s absence may be a more recent development (318). 

Sommer’s (1986) survey of Atlanta youth concludes that “deletion of the third person 

marker in verbs ... is a defining characteristic of Black English Vernacular” (199). Rates 

of inflectional –s absence from earlier studies of AAE are found in Table 4.3.  

Table 4.3: Verbal –s Absence in Previous AAE Studies 

Community Study -s Absence 
Harlem (adults – informal) Labov et. al 1968 working class: < 82% 
Washington D.C Fasold 1972 65% 
Ex-Slave Recordings Poplack and Tagliamonte 

1991 
71% 

Detroit Wolfram 1969 middle class: 1-10% 
working class: 57-71% 

Hyde County, NC (elderly 
& senior speakers) 

Wolfram and Thomas 2002 53-60% 

 

To determine the patterning of third person singular verbal –s marking, each 

instance of a singular third person, present-tense verb form was extracted. Tokens were 

then impressionistically categorized for the presence or absence of the –s marker.  

4.2 Phonological Variables 

4.2.1 Rhoticity 

The majority of the mainland South has been historically described as exhibiting 

high degrees of postvocalic r vocalization (Kurath & McDavid 1961; Kretzschmar et al. 

1994). In fact, Feagin (1997) writes “It is clear that r-lessness was completely established 
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in the Deep South among the middle and upper classes by 1860” but contends that this r-

lessness was influenced by AAE (126). Thomas (2007) notes that r-lessness has been 

declining in European American speech – especially in the South. AAE, on the other 

hand, has been described as a post-vocalic r-less dialect, regardless of region (Bailey & 

Thomas 1998; Labov et al. 1968; Wolfram 1969; Wolfram & Thomas 2002). 

Furthermore, Bailey (2001) notes that the frequency and contexts of r vocalization differ 

between Southern White Vernacular English and AAE norms. The r-lessness associated 

with AAE is more widespread and of higher frequency than the r-lessness of traditional 

white Southern speech. Rates of r vocalization from previous studies are found in Table 

4.4.  

Table 4.4: r-Vocalization in Previous AAE Studies 

Community Study stressed –r unstressed -r 
Harlem (adults – careful) Labov et. al 1968 middle class: 75% 

working class: 89-95% 
Detroit Wolfram 1969 middle class: 

16-31% 
working class: 
49-68% 

middle class: 
29-50% 
working class: 
78-84% 

Hyde County, NC (elderly 
& senior speakers) 

Wolfram and Thomas 
2002 

23% 57% 

 

To determine the rhoticity of speakers, either every instance or at least 100 tokens 

of post-vocalic r were extracted from each of the interviews, broken down into r-types 

and impressionistically characterized as either constricted or vocalized. The different r-

types were stressed, nuclear r, as in thirst or girl; stressed non-nuclear r, as in corn or 

farm; and unstressed syllabic r as in favor or twister. Stressed nuclear r is almost always 

realized as rhotic, as found in Wolfram’s (1969) study of AAE in Detroit and according 
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to Thomas’s (2001) work on North American English variation. The stressed nuclear r-

type simply is not favored for vocalization in AAE or other non-rhotic dialects and was 

excluded from further analysis. Unlike the consistently rhotic realizations of stressed, 

nuclear r, the other r-types (both stressed and unstressed, syllabic) typically exhibit 

patterns of vocalization in AAE regardless of geographic region.  

4.2.2 Consonant Cluster Reduction 

Although most speakers of American English will sometimes reduce word-final 

consonant clusters in pre-consonantal or pre-pausal positions, as in work late for worked 

late, the reduction of pre-vocalic word-final consonant clusters is a dialect feature mainly 

associated with AAE and with other vernacular dialects arising from language contact 

(Wolfram et al. 2000; Wolfram & Thomas 2002). In fact, this distinct feature is 

frequently cited as a defining variable of AAE, due to the greater breadth and extent of its 

occurrence compared to other American English dialects (Bailey & Thomas 1998). Pre-

vocalic consonant cluster reduction has been attested trans-regionally in AAE. The level 

of prevocalic consonant cluster noted across generations in Southern urban centers will 

therefore contribute to the discussion of uniformity or variation in transregional AAE. 

Levels of consonant cluster reduction from previous sociolinguistic studies are listed in 

Table 4.5.  

In order to determine the levels of consonant cluster reduction, all cases of pre-

vocalic consonant clusters consistent with the parameters set forth in Wolfram, Childs 

and Torbert (2000) were extracted for each of the speakers in this corpus. These 

parameters specify that only clusters in which the final member is a stop that shares 
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voicing with the preceding member of the consonant cluster should be counted. These 

parameters were based on the early finding in AAE studies that “words ending in one of 

each kind of consonant [voiced and voiceless] never have reduced clusters” (Fasold & 

Wolfram 1970: 45). The presence or the absence of the final consonant sound was 

evaluated impressionistically for each extracted token. Each token was also characterized 

as either monomorphemic, as in mist, or bimorphemic, as in missed.  

Table 4.5 Consonant Cluster Reduction in Previous AAE Studies 

Community Study Monomorphemic  Bimorphemic  
Harlem (adults – 
careful) 

Labov et. al 1968 49% 18% 

Washington D.C Fasold 1972 X 29% 
Detroit (Adults) Wolfram 1969 middle class: 18-

32% 
working class: 74-
79% 

middle class: 3-
15% 
working class: 18-
33% 

Hyde County, NC 
(elderly & senior 
speakers) 

Wolfram and Thomas 
2002 

52-55% 22-29% 
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5. Early AAE in Birmingham  

In an attempt to gain perspective about the development of early Southern, urban 

AAE in Birmingham, each of the five diagnostic variables is examined over time, by 

gender, and by educational and occupational parameters. The regional dialect of the 

Birmingham area is described as the dialect of the plantation South or Lower South. It is 

characterized as an r-less region with many distinct pronunciations, grammatical 

constructions, and lexical forms.  

5.1 Change Over Time 

The data from the Birmingham speakers are first analyzed by generation to look for 

patterns, trends, or notable distributions of dialect variables over time. The oldest 

generation (Gen I) in Birmingham consists of 17 speakers: four female speakers and 13 

male speakers. The middle generation (Gen II) includes ten Birmingham speakers: five 

females and five males. Gen III, the youngest generation of Birmingham speakers, totals 

six speakers: three female speakers and three male speakers. The speakers in the 

Birmingham corpus represent 35 years in apparent time – the oldest speakers were born 

in 1907 and the youngest was born in 1942. A comprehensive breakdown of the 

Birmingham speakers is found in Table 5.1. 
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Table 5.1: Birmingham Speaker Demographics 

Age Category Speaker 
Pseudonym 

Year 
of 
Birth 

Sex Educational 
Attainment 

Occupation 

Gen I Jennifer 1907 F <HS Agricultural 
Michael  1907 M none Preacher 
Chris 1907 M HS Preacher 
Jason 1909 M <HS Agricultural 
John  1909 M <HS Industrial 
James 1909 M <HS Industrial  
Amy 1910 F <HS Service  
William 1910 M HS  Industrial 
David  1910 M <HS Industrial 
Kimberly 1912 F HS Education 
Amanda 1912 F College  Education 
Robert 1912 M <HS Industrial 
Jeremy 1912 M College   Education 
Brian 1913 M College   Professional 
Charles 1913 M College    Education 
Joseph  1914 M College   Education 

 

Kevin  1914 M <HS Industrial 
Gen II Tim 1918 M <HS Industrial 

Angela 1920 F HS   Service 
Eric 1923 M <HS Industrial 
Heather 1924 F College   Education 
Stephanie 1924 F HS Professional 
Anthony 1924 M HS Professional 
Jonathan 1924 M HS   Industrial 
Melissa 1926 F HS Professional 
Mary 1928 F HS    Service 

 

Matthew 1928 M HS Preacher 
Gen III Shannon 1932 F HS   Professional 

Daniel 1932 M HS   Service 
Jamie 1933 F College    Education 
Thomas 1935 M HS   Service 
April 1938 F HS   Service 

 

Ken 1942 M College   Education 
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5.1.1 Plural –s Absence 

Figure 5.1 summarizes the overall incidence for plural –s absence for three 

generations of speakers in Birmingham. Descriptive data are given for overall plural –s 

absence, for nominal reference based on the presence or absence of a quantifier, and for 

semantic class based on whether or not the token is a unit of measure. The raw data and 

percentages of plural –s absence are given in Figure 5.1, as well as the results of a 

GOLDVARB analysis of generational and linguistic factor groups.  

According to the descriptive plot and the GOLDVARB analysis of the 

generational factor groups, there is a clear pattern of declining incidence of plural –s 

absence by Birmingham speakers over time. The GOLDVARB analysis indicates the 

highest generational factor weight for Gen I, with declining weights for both Gen II and 

Gen III. Both linguistic factor groups – that of nominal reference and that of semantic 

classification – were knocked out by a step-up, step-down analysis in GOLDVARB 

indicating that they were not viable factor groups. For both factors - nominal reference 

and semantic classification - nearly neutral factor weights were assigned. The inclusion 

of these factor groups could also account for the Chi-square per cell total, which indicates 

a less than favorable goodness of fit for the data.  

Impressionistically, these tokens seemed to show a pattern whereby the nouns of 

measure with quantifiers more frequently exhibited plural –s absence than other forms of 

extracted tokens. In order to explore this notion, a secondary GOLDVARB analysis was 

conducted based on generation and four specific lexical categories. These lexical 

categories were based on the nominal reference and semantic classification labels that 
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were knocked out by the initial GOLDVARB analysis: measures with and without 

quantifiers and non-measures with and without quantifiers. Results from this 

GOLDVARB analysis are found in Table 5.2.  

 

Gen. Nominal Reference & Semantic Classification Categories Total 
 +Q -Q +M -M   

 No/T % No/T % No/T % No/T % No/T % 
I 100/622 16.1 124/840 14.8 53/280 18.9 171/1182 14.5 224/1386 16.2 
II 45/382 11.8 50/522 9.6 19/172 11.0 76/732 10.4 95/904 10.5 
III 14/259 5.4 10/310 3.2 7/153 4.6 17/416 4.1 24/569 4.2 
  
GOLDVARB Results 
Input probability = .11 
Nominal Reference* 
with quantifier = [.52]; without quantifier = [.49]  
Semantic Classification* 
measure = [.54]; non-measure = [.49]  
Generation 
Gen I = .60; Gen II = .50; Gen III = .26 
Total Chi square = 34.007; Chi square per cell = 2.834 

*knocked out by step-by-step analysis; not a viable factor group  
Data for Plural –s Absence in Birmingham (No. absent/N) 

 
Figure 5.1: Incidence of Plural –s Absence in Birmingham 
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Table 5.2: Plural –s Absence by Lexical Categorization in Birmingham  

GOLDVARB Results 
Input probability = .10 
Lexical Category 
measure with quantifier = .67; measure without quantifier = .26; non-measure 
with quantifier = .47; non-measure without quantifier = .52 
Generation 
Gen I = .60; Gen II = .50; Gen III = .27 
Total Chi square = 3.200; Chi square per cell = .267 

 

The results of this GOLDVARB analysis support the same generational trend of 

decreasing incidence of plural –s absence, but also reveal an interesting pattern whereby 

the interplay between nominal reference and semantic classification creates lexical 

categories that are favored or disfavored for the marking of plural –s. In this case, much 

like the pattern found in white Appalachian English, nouns of measure with quantifiers 

are favored for plural –s deletion, demonstrated by a factor weight of .67. The only other 

lexemes that have a factor weight favoring plural –s absence, albeit very slightly, are 

nouns of non-measure without quantifiers. As the Chi-square for this analysis indicates, 

these factor groups show a strong goodness of fit for the pattern of plural –s marking for 

this group of Birmingham speakers. 

5.1.2 Copula Absence 

In Figure 5.2, I chart the incidence of copula absence across generations by 

copula type and by overall absence. This plot reflects a marked preference for the 

absence of are copula forms over the absence of is copula forms. The levels of absence 

across generations show a marked decline in copula absence for Gen III, regardless of 
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form, and relative consistency across the oldest two cohort groups. The results of the 

GOLDVARB analysis, also in Figure 5.2, provide a closer look at these data.   

 

Generation is are Total 
 No/T % No/T % No/T % 
Gen I 27/342 7.9 44/80 55.0 71/422 16.8 
Gen II 23/207 11.1 28/54 51.9 51/261 19.5 
Gen III 4/112 3.6 6/24 25.0 10/136 7.4 
 
GOLDVARB Results 
Input probability = .12 
Copula Form 
is = .39, are = .88 
Generation 
Gen I = .53; Gen II = .57; Gen III = .28 
Total Chi square = 1.304; Chi square per cell = .217 

Data for Copula Absence in Birmingham (No. absent/N) 

Figure 5.2: Incidence of Copula Absence in Birmingham 

As the factor weights for copula form demonstrate, are is highly favored for 

absence while the is form is disfavored for absence. The generational factor group reveals 

a slightly more complicated pattern than revealed by the graphical representation of the 

descriptive data. While the Gen I group slightly favors copula absence, the Gen II group 
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favors copula absence just slightly more. The relative consistent favoring for absence by 

these two groups is in stark contrast to the factor weight of .28 assigned to Gen III. This 

factor weight indicates a strong disfavoring effect for copula absence for the youngest 

group of Birmingham speakers.  

5.1.3 Third Person –s Absence 

The descriptive data for third person singular verbal –s absence show an 

interesting trend whereby Gen II speakers exhibit a higher rate of this feature in their 

speech than either the preceding or the following generational groups. These data, as well 

as total Chi-square and p values for Chi square runs between successive generations, are 

found in Table 5.3.  

Table 5.3:  Incidence of Verbal –s Absence in Birmingham (No. absent/N) 

Generation verbal –s absence 
 No/T % 
Gen I 25/76 32.9 
Gen II 29/49 59.2 
Gen III 7/25 28.0 
 
Chi square Results 
Gen I/Gen II total Chi square = 8.391; p< .01 
Gen II/Gen III total Chi square = 6.444; p< .025 
Gen I/Gen III total Chi square = .208; not significant 

 

As the p values for the Chi-squares indicate, there is a significant difference in the 

use of verbal –s absence between pairs of adjacent generations. The marked increase in 

this feature for Gen II speakers appears to be statistically significant. Interestingly, each 

of the three generations use this feature at a rate that is less than the rates of absence 

found in other AAE speaking communities. Only Gen II, with 59% verbal –s absence, 
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exhibits this feature near the range of absence found in the communities listed in Table 

4.3. A closer look at this variable with respect to education and occupation may 

demonstrate a socioeconomic stratification of this feature similar to what Wolfram (1969) 

reported.  On the other hand, the heightened presence of this AAE feature in Gen II may 

indicate a generational trend toward a more marked AAE dialect.  

5.1.4 Rhoticity 

The data for rhoticity over time in Birmingham show a pattern of consistent r 

vocalization for the two oldest generations and a decreasing rate of r vocalization in Gen 

III. Rates of r vocalization across all three generations are consistent with r-lessness data 

from previous studies of AAE in other urban communities (like Detroit and Harlem). All 

generations of speakers in Birmingham show a greater incidence of r vocalization in 

unstressed environments than in stressed, non-nuclear environments. These descriptive 

data are plotted graphically and listed in the table in Figure 5.3.  

The GOLDVARB analysis supports the trends illustrated by the graphic depiction 

of the descriptive data. The unstressed r-type is assigned a factor weight of .68, indicating 

that it favors r vocalization. The stressed r-type does not favor r vocalization and is 

assigned a factor weight of .34. The Gen I and Gen II factor groups are assigned factor 

weights of .55 and .50 respectively, supporting the observation of consistent r 

vocalization across these two generational groups. Each of these two oldest generations 

very slightly favors the process of r vocalization while Gen III disfavors it (factor weight 

= .36).  
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Generation stressed, non-nuclear unstressed Total 
 No/T % No/T % No/T % 
Gen I 848/1446 58.6 862/1077 80.0 1710/2523 67.8 
Gen II 411/837 49.1 680/819 83.0 1091/1656 65.9 
Gen III 150/465 32.3 364/490 74.3 514/955 53.8 
 
GOLDVARB Results 
Input probability = .66 
r-type  
stressed = .34, unstressed = .68 
Generation 
Gen I = .55; Gen II = .50; Gen III = .36 
Total Chi square = 26.652; Chi square per cell = 4.442 

Data for r-vocalization in Birmingham (No. vocalized/N) 

Figure 5.3:  Incidence of r-vocalization in Birmingham 

The Chi square figure for this analysis indicates a less favorable goodness-of-fit, 

most likely related to the interplay between social and linguistic features. None of the 

factor groups were excluded on a step-up, step-down analysis of these data, indicating 

that the interplay was not one that could be controlled by the elimination of one of the 

factors. In this case, the vocalization of unstressed r-types by Gen I is the cell with the 
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highest error rate from this analysis, as more vocalization of this r-type was modeled in 

this analysis for the oldest speakers.    

5.1.5 Consonant Cluster Reduction 

Figure 5.4 summarizes the reduction of prevocalic consonant clusters by 

generations of Birmingham speakers. The plot of the descriptive data shows this dialect 

variable receding over time and across generations, with a general preference for the 

reduction of monomorphemic clusters over the reduction of bimorphemic consonant 

clusters. The status of the –ed suffix in bimorphemic constructions is morphologically 

meaningful, and its reduction is sometimes treated prescriptively as a loss of the ability to 

signal past tense. Hence it has become a marked feature of vernacular speech. The 

percentages of reduced consonant clusters in Birmingham are consistent with previous 

studies of other AAE communities of approximately the same aged cohort group.  

The status of the –ed morpheme as a more prescriptively marked reduction may 

influence the slope of change over time. As the data show, there were more bimorphemic 

tokens for each generation.  As the Chi square per cell indicates in Figure 5.4, these data 

maintain a strong goodness of fit, so that the gradual reduction of rates of prevocalic 

consonant cluster reduction over time is a statistically supported pattern of early 

Birmingham AAE.  
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Generation Monomorphemic Bimorphemic Total 
 No/T % No/T % No/T % 
Gen I 132/218 60.6 81/372 21.8 213/590 36.1 
Gen II 77/168 45.8 43/252 17.1 120/420 28.6 
Gen III 28/78 35.9 22/146 15.1 50/224 22.3 
 
GOLDVARB Results 
Input probability = .30 
Morphemic status 
bimorphemic = .36, monomorphemic = .72 
Generation 
Gen I = .57; Gen II = .45; Gen III = .38 
Total Chi square = 2.205; Chi square per cell = .367 

Data for Prevocalic Consonant Cluster Reduction in Birmingham (No. 
Reduced/N) 

 
Figure 5.4: Incidence of Prevocalic Consonant Cluster Reduction in Birmingham  

5.1.6 Patterns Over Time 

The generational analyses reveal a number of interesting patterns in the AAE 

spoken in Birmingham. Overall, the youngest generation, Gen III, exhibits the lowest 

rates of each of the linguistic variables. However, the preceding generations do not 
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always show rates of steady decline nor does Gen III consistently differ in degree from 

the preceding generation.  

The morphosyntactic variables show three different patterns for change over time 

and across generations. Plural –s absence shows a consistent rate of decline across all 

three generations. Generation I exhibits plural –s absence at rates comparable to the Ex-

Slave Recordings, reported in Singler (1991), and Labov et al.’s working class data 

(1969). Generation II exhibits very low rates of plural –s absence that are more like the 

rates found in Detroit (Wolfram 1969), and Gen III attests even lower use of this variable. 

This variable, which may have once been robust in Birmingham AAE, shows a move 

toward become only a remnant feature in the dialect. This pattern could be evidence of 

plural –s absence as a substrate feature. Copula absence, while also showing decline from 

Gen I to Gen III, continues at relatively stable rates between Gen I and Gen II regardless 

of the copula form. The absence of verbal –s peaks in Gen II, but does not show a 

significant difference between Gen I and Gen III where the speakers omit the verbal –s at 

much lower rates. The stable rate of copula absence coupled with the peak of verbal –s 

absence for Gen II may be considered as the maintenance of grammatical AAE features 

across these first two generations of speakers. The consistent use of these features across 

the two older generations may also indicate that these features retain some sort of social 

meaning that speakers are careful to maintain in their dialect.  These oldest two 

generations lived the majority of their lives in segregated Birmingham; only Gen III lived 

out most of their working years in an integrated society. The different progression for 

rates of plural –s absence may reflect a different status or social meaning of this 
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particular variable. The data for plural marking in Gen I align with the results found in 

the all black, Southern rural town of Princeville, NC rather than with the lower 

percentages of null plural marking found for African American speakers in other urban 

contexts like New York or Detroit, possibly underscoring a difference in the development 

of AAE with respect to the retention of this feature in Southern urban contexts as 

compared to contemporary northern urban contexts.  

Unlike the grammatical features, the phonological features show consistent 

decline across the generations for both r-lessness and consonant cluster reduction. 

Generations show decreasing favor in the factor weights for both of these features over 

time, but consonant cluster reduction and r-lessness are still present at noteworthy rates in 

Gen III. The data for r-lessness, in particular, reflect the maintenance of this feature over 

time; the lowest rates of r-lessness are still over 50% and the difference in rates between 

the first two generations is negligible. These features are declining, but not disappearing. 

5.2 The Role of Gender in Early Birmingham AAE 

A closer look at the presence of these variables in the speech of Birmingham 

residents according to gender demonstrates a markedly consistent pattern whereby the 

men of Gen II consistently use heightened rates of features as compared to the women of 

the same generation, with varying degrees of similarity and difference in Gen I and Gen 

III. These data will be examined first by feature and then by patterns of each feature’s 

use.  
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5.2.1 Variable Use by Gender Across Three Generations 

Each of the grammatical variables demonstrates a unique pattern of use according 

to gender over the three generations. The absence of plural –s marking is present in men’s 

speech at higher rates across all three generations than compared to the women of 

Birmingham. In contrast, men and women are only significantly different with respect to 

rates of copula absence, regardless of copula form, for Generation II. Verbal –s absence 

shows the same trend for both gender groups over time: maximal use in Gen II, followed 

by subsequent decline.  

Figure 5.5 shows the distribution of plural –s absence according to gender and 

generation. A GOLDVARB analysis of these data affirms the graphic depiction. Men are 

assigned a factor weight of .55, indicating a slight favoring effect, and women are 

assigned a disfavoring factor weight of .40. The Chi-square per cell indicates a strong 

goodness-of-fit and supports the conclusion of male preference for plural –s absence 

regardless of age.  
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Generation Men Women Total 
 No/T % No/T % No/T % 
Gen I 188/1084 17.3 36/302 11.9 224/1386 16.2 
Gen II 72/505 14.3 23/399 5.8 95/904 10.5 
Gen III 16/292 5.5 8/277 2.9 24/569 4.2 
 
GOLDVARB Results 
Input probability = .11 
Gender 
male = .55, female = .40 
Generation 
Gen I = .58; Gen II = .51; Gen III = .29 
Total Chi square = 4.202; Chi square per cell = .700 

Data for Plural –s Absence by Gender in Birmingham (No. Reduced/N) 

Figure 5.5: Incidence of Plural –s Absence in Birmingham According to Gender  
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Generation Men Women Total 
 No/T % No/T % No/T % 
Gen I 53/319 16.6 18/103 17.5 71/422 16.8 
Gen II 33/135 24.4 18/126 14.3 51/261 19.5 
Gen III 4/64 6.3 6.72 8.3 10/136 7.4 
 
GOLDVARB Results 
Input probability = .12 
Gender 
male = .53, female = .46 
Generation 
Gen I = .52; Gen II = .58; Gen III = .29 
Total Chi square = 14.207; Chi square per cell = 1.184 
 
Chi square Results 
Gen I male/female total Chi square = .041; not significant 
Gen II male/female total Chi square = 4.802; p< .03 
Gen IIII male/female total Chi square = .216; not significant 

Data for Copula Absence by Gender in Birmingham (No. Reduced/N) 

Figure 5.6: Incidence of Copula Absence in Birmingham According to Gender  

Figure 5.6 lists the GOLDVARB results and shows the graphic representation of 

copula absence in Birmingham over time and by gender. In this instance, the factor 

weights for men (.53) and women (.46) do not indicate much distinction in use by gender. 
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The factor weight for Gen II, however, does indicate a favoring effect and the role of the 

men in that difference is intuitively clear based on the descriptive data. Chi-square 

comparisons between genders for each generation were run to confirm the significance of 

the Gen II gender distinction. These runs did return a significant p-value of less than .05 

between the data for men and the data for women in Gen II. For the Gen II data only, 

there is a significant difference in rates of copula absence according to gender.  

The data for verbal –s absence, given in Figure 5.7, show very similar patterns for 

men and women. This similarity is affirmed by the GOLDVARB step-up and step-down 

analysis, which discards the gender factor group. In other words, inclusion of gender as a 

factor group does not improve the predictive model for verbal –s absence.  The low 

number of instances of potential verbal –s marking, particularly for Gen II, could also 

have affected the results of this analysis.  

The phonological variables, consonant cluster reduction and r-lessness, mirror the 

patterns of copula absence and plural –s absence, respectively. Like copula absence, 

consonant cluster reduction, overall and in bimorphemic contexts, is present at similar 

rates regardless of gender in Gen I and Gen III, but in Gen II, there is a notable increase 

in difference between the men and the women. Across all three generations, r-lessness, 

on the other hand, is consistently more present in male speech than in female speech.  
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Generation Men Women Total 
 No/T % No/T % No/T % 
Gen I 25/68 36.8 0/8 0.0 25/76 32.9 
Gen II 18/31 58.1 11/18 61.1 29/49 59.2 
Gen III 4/14 28.6 3/11 27.3 7/25 28.0 
 
GOLDVARB Results 
Input probability = .40 
Gender* 
male = [.53], female = [.42] 
Generation 
Gen I = .41; Gen II = .70; Gen III = .38 
Total Chi square = 3.937; Chi square per cell = .656 

*knocked out by step-by-step analysis; not a viable factor group 
Data for Verbal –s Absence by Gender in Birmingham (No. Reduced/N) 

 
Figure 5.7: Incidence of Verbal –s Absence in Birmingham According to Gender  

Figure 5.8 gives the descriptive data, GOLDVARB analysis results, and Chi-

square results comparing gender in each generation for overall consonant cluster 

reduction in Birmingham. The factor weights for males (.52) and females (.46) are 

similar, but the Chi-square results for Gen II demonstrate that there is a significant 

difference by gender in that particular cohort group. 
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Generation Men Women Total 
 No/T % No/T % No/T % 
Gen I 167/470 35.5 46/120 38.3 213/590 36.1 
Gen II 81/248 32.7 39/172 22.7 120/420 28.6 
Gen III 27/109 24.8 23/115 20.0 50/224 22.3 
 
GOLDVARB Results 
Input probability = .30 
Gender 
male = .52, female = .46 
Generation 
Gen I = .56; Gen II = .46; Gen III = .40 
Total Chi square = 9.647; Chi square per cell = .804 
 
Chi square Results 
Gen I male/female total Chi square = .325; not significant 
Gen II male/female total Chi square = 4.963; p< .03 
Gen III male/female total Chi square = .735; not significant 

Data for Consonant Cluster Reduction by Gender in Birmingham (No. 
Reduced/N) 

 
Figure 5.8: Incidence of Consonant Cluster Reduction in Birmingham According 

to Gender  
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The gender-related data for r-lessness is given in Figure 5.9. As the descriptive 

data illustrate, men favor the vocalization of r (.57), in comparison to women in 

Birmingham, who disfavor this feature (.35). The Chi square per cell does not indicate a 

strong goodness of fit for these data, but no factor groups were thrown out on a step-by-

step analysis. The highest error rates in the GOLDVARB data are related to the slight 

increase in r-vocalization for the Gen II men.  

 

Generation Men Women Total 
 No/T % No/T % No/T % 
Gen I 1427/2031 70.3 283/492 57.5 1710/2523 67.8 
Gen II 727/954 76.2 364/702 51.9 1091/1656 65.9 
Gen III 311/496 62.7 203/459 44.2 514/955 53.8 
 
GOLDVARB Results 
Input probability = .67 
Gender 
male = .57, female = .35 
Generation 
Gen I = .52; Gen II = .53; Gen III = .39 
Total Chi square = 59.731; Chi square per cell = 4.9776 

Data for r-vocalization by Gender in Birmingham (No. Vocalized/N) 

Figure 5.9: Incidence of r-vocalization in Birmingham According to Gender  
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5.2.2 Patterns of AAE by Gender in Birmingham 

Three distinctive patterns emerged for the use of these five AAE variables 

according to gender in Birmingham. In the first pattern, seen in the rates of plural –s 

absence and r-vocalization, males and females display similar paths of change, but men 

maintain higher rates of the vernacular feature in their speech. Both of these variables are 

generally declining in use over time.  

The second and third patterns both demonstrate shared rates of feature presence 

for some variables by gender, but not all. The second pattern, seen only in the gender data 

for verbal –s absence, shows very similar rates of feature use regardless of gender in each 

generational cohort group. Gen I women are the only exception, but given the low N (8 

tokens total) for this group, it is not clear how they align with the men. Gen II and Gen III 

show very similar rates of verbal –s absence at nearly the same rate of decline between 

these youngest two groups. 

Consonant cluster reduction and copula absence share the third and final pattern 

of feature presence among the men and women in Birmingham. For each of these 

variables, Gen I and Gen III show no significant difference according to gender. Gen II, 

however, shows the strong relevance of gender : the men use these features with greater 

frequency than the women. The disparate patterns for feature presence over time may 

indicate a variable social marking of the different features or different degrees of salience 

or group marking of features. This difference between men and women could also reflect 

the different speech communities and networks in which the speakers of the two genders 

were able to participate. The third pattern, exhibiting peak use of consonant cluster 
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reduction and copula absence in the Gen II data, aligns with the speakers who would have 

been in school and in their critical periods of dialect acquisition during the least contested 

era of Birmingham segregation history.  

5.3 A Look at Social Class and Variation in Birmingham 

5.3.1 Educational Parameters 

Speakers in Birmingham were divided into three cohort groups based on highest 

level of education: speakers who had less than a high school education, speakers who 

graduated high school or received adult GEDs, and speakers who graduated from a four-

year college or beyond. Speakers who took some classes in college or night school were 

grouped with the high school graduates. According to these parameters, eleven 

Birmingham speakers had less than a high school diploma, fourteen speakers were high 

school graduates or equivalent, and eight speakers were college graduates. There were 

male and female speakers in each of the educational attainment groups.  

Figure 5.10 illustrates the general descriptive data for each of the five linguistic 

variables in the study, for each of the education groups. The table in Figure 5.10 gives 

generational breakdowns for educational attainment. Table 5.4 lists the factor weights for 

GOLDVARB runs based on generational data. Speakers with less than a high school 

degree (<HS) show the most vernacular speech with respect to all five of the variables, 

and the college-educated speakers appear to have the least vernacular speech. These 

results are, for the most part, what would be expected, since vernacular speech is 

typically associated with lower educational attainment.  
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 % r-lessness % ccr % copula 
absence 

% plural –s 
absence 

% verbal –s 
absence 

Generation I II III I II III I II III I II III I II III 
<HS 75 88 X 37 40 X 18 23 X 21 19 X 17 65 X 

HS Grad 70 58 57 40 26 23 23 20 10 21 8 5 31 57 44 
College 56 74 70 32 10 20 12 0 2 8 7 3 15 0 0 

Figure 5.10: Birmingham Education Classification Data 

The percentages of feature use according to educational attainment and generation 

do not show a fixed pattern for the phonological features. For the grammatical variables, 

younger speakers and speakers with higher levels of educational attainment are more 

likely to have lower rates of variable use. The percentages of plural –s absence best 

represent this pattern – within each level of educational attainment, the younger 

generations show less null plural marking. The GOLDVARB analysis confirms this 

pattern, assigning the most favoring factor weights to the lowest educational attainment. 

GOLDVARB also confirms the status of educational attainment as a productive factor 
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group for four of the five variables. Educational attainment did not improve the predictive 

power of the model with regard to consonant cluster reduction.   

Table 5.4: GOLDVARB Statistics for Birmingham Education Data by Generation 

 r-lessness ccr copula 
absence 

plural –s 
absence 

verbal –s 
absence 

input 
probability 

.671 .287 .108 .103 .374 

Education: 
<HS 
HS 

College 

 
.66 
.46 
.37 

* 
[.54] 
[.51] 
[.43] 

 
.65 
.53 
.28 

 
.62 
.53 
.32 

 
.69 
.58 
.21 

Generation: 
Gen I 
Gen II 
Gen III 

 
.53 
.50 
.42 

 
.57 
.45 
.40 

* 
[.54] 
[.53] 
[.32] 

 
.61 
.46 
.29 

* 
[.46] 
[.60] 
[.42] 

 stressed = 
.37 

unstressed 
= .69 

bimorphemic = 
.36 

monomorphemic 
= .72 

is = .37 
are = .90 

  

total Chi 
square=; 

Chi square 
per cell= 

 
99.425 

 
6.214 

 
23.584 

 
1.470 

 
14.092 

 
.881 

 
12.451 

 
1.556 

 
2.524 

 
.316 

*knocked out in step-by-step analysis; not a viable factor group 

Chi square tests were run for each of the variables to test the significance of the 

differences in vernacular use for each education group. These results are given in Table 

5.5. With the exception of two features, copula absence and the absence of the third 

person verbal –s marker, the observed differences between the high school graduates and 

those who did not graduate from high school are significant. The differences between 

high school and college graduates also appear to be significant, with only consonant 

cluster reduction as an exception. Increased educational attainment in Birmingham does 

appear to conversely influence the use of AAE variables by these speakers.  
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Table 5.5: Tests for Significance of Education Group Differences in Birmingham 

 r-lessness  ccr copula 
absence 

plural –s 
absence 

verbal –s 
absence 

<HS/HS total Chi 
square 

141.352 
p=0 

9.368 
p<.01 

.146 
not sig. 

33.034 
p<.01 

1.207 
not sig. 

HS/College total Chi 
square  

10.902 
p<.01 

.157 
not sig. 

7.811 
p<.01 

8.157 
p<.01 

14.388 
p<.01 

 

5.3.2 Occupational Parameters 

Speakers were also divided into four occupational classes: industrial/agricultural, 

service, education, and professional. Speakers in the industrial and agricultural 

occupational class in Birmingham were either sharecroppers on the edge of town or 

workers in the iron and steel industries. The jobs in the service group included domestics 

and restaurant workers. Professional jobs are secular, non-education related jobs. These 

include government jobs like a police officer and a postal worker. The professional class 

also includes certified nurses and an employment commission officer. In Birmingham, 

the educator class includes both teachers and preachers. The decision to group these two 

careers together was based the high social status of both teachers and preachers in the 

Birmingham black community and on recurring comments in the interviews where 

speakers would credit teachers and preachers as being the leaders in their communities. In 

the Birmingham tapes, there are six speakers in the service class, eleven speakers in both 

the industrial and education classes, and five speakers in the professional class. 

 The descriptive rates of feature use by each of these occupational groups and each 

of the generations of occupation groups are illustrated in Figure 5.11. The 

industrial/agricultural group of workers has the most vernacular feature rates for each of 
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the five AAE variables in Birmingham. Among the other three groups, the relative rates 

of feature presence are variable. For the phonological features, the educator group has the 

next highest percentage of feature presence. The professional group has the second 

highest rates of plural –s absence and of verbal –s absence, but the service industry 

workers have the second highest rates of copula absence.  

 

 % r-lessness % ccr % copula 
absence 

% plural –s 
absence 

% verbal –s 
absence 

Generation I II III I II III I II III I II III I II III 
Industrial 74 80 X 36 43 X 21 26 X 20 18 X 54 63 X 

Service 66 43 61 27 23 27 16 24 9 4 7 5 0 86 36 
Education 62 74 47 37 16 20 7 13 2 12 3 3 9 0 0 

Professional 68 58 48 38 23 15 16 11 12 16 8 3 43 55 60 
 

Figure 5.11: Birmingham Occupation Classification Data 
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Results for a generational GOLDVVARB analysis by occupation class are given 

in Table 5.6. The generational data within each occupation group exhibits a strong 

correlation between feature use and age. With the exception of the service workers and 

verbal –s absence in the professional category, speakers within each occupation class use 

the AAE variables at decreasing rates over time. For all variables, the occupational class 

group was viable in the GOLDVARB analysis. In fact, for verbal –s absence, generation 

is thrown out on a step-by-step analysis indicating that occupation contributes more to the 

likelihood of the model than a speaker’s generation.  

Table 5.6: GOLDVARB Statistics for Birmingham Occupation Data by Generation 

 r-lessness ccr copula 
absence 

plural –s 
absence 

verbal –s 
absence 

input 
probability 

.668 .286 .107 .103 .344 

Occupation: 
Industrial 

Service 
Education 

Professional 

 
.64 
.44 
.44 
.42 

 
.57 
.45 
.49 
.44 

 
.67 
.59 
.36 
.32 

 
.64 
.43 
.42 
.48 

 
.70 
.68 
.13 
.66 

Generation: 
Gen I 
Gen II 
Gen III 

 
.53 
50 
.42 

 
.55 
.46 
.43 

 
.52 
.56 
.32 

 
.58 
.48 
.33 

* 
[.47] 
[.60] 
[.39] 

 stressed = 
.34 

unstressed 
=.68 

bimorphemic = 
.36 

monomorphemic 
= .72 

is = .37 
are = .90 

  

total Chi 
square=; 

Chi square 
per cell= 

 
136.591 

 
6.209 

 
39.129 

 
1.779 

 
14.214 

 
.646 

 
13.274 

 
1.207 

 
6.240 

 
.567 

*knocked out in step-by-step analysis; not a viable factor group 

As with the education data, Chi square tests were run to determine the 

significance of these differences in occupation groups. The results are listed in Table 5.7. 
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The differences between these descriptive data for occupation classes vary in 

significance. The higher rate of presence exhibited by the industrial group for both 

phonological features is found to be statistically significant when compared to any of the 

other occupation group-types. The only additional differences in phonological feature 

presence found to be significant is for r-lessness between the teacher/preacher group and 

the service group. For both copula absence and plural –s absence, the industrial group’s 

higher rates of feature use are significantly different from all of the other occupation 

groups. The service workers’ low rate of plural –s absence is also significantly lower than 

any of the other occupation groups. The only feature where the highest rate of use is not 

significantly different from every other occupational group is third person verbal –s 

absence. For this feature, only the educators’ very low use of this feature is significantly 

different from the other groups’ data.  

Table 5.7: Tests for Significance of Occupation Group Differences in Birmingham 

 r-lessness  ccr copula 
absence 

plural –s 
absence 

verbal –s 
absence 

Ind./Ser. total Chi 
square 

109.925 
p=0 

9.614 
p<.01 

2.732 
not sig.  

52.633 
p=0 

.399 
not sig. 

Ind./Ed. total Chi 
square 

97.065 
p=0 

5.452 
p<.025 

11.941 
p<.01 

44.264 
p=0 

29.737 
p<.01 

Ind./Prof total Chi 
square 

95.107 
p=0 

13.499 
p<.01 

6.161 
p<.025 

26.912 
p<.01 

.237 
no sig. 

Ser./Ed. total Chi 
square 

4.608 
p<.05 

1.612 
not sig. 

1.968 
not sig. 

5.122 
p<.025 

16.250 
p<.01 

Ser./Prof. total Chi 
square 

.61 
not sig. 

.174 
not sig. 

1.04 
not sig 

4.977 
p<.05 

.020 
not sig. 

Ed./Prof. total Chi 
square 

1.647 
not sig. 

3.184 
not sig. 

.012 
not sig. 

.046 
not sig. 

18.333 
p<.01 
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5.3.3 Language and Social Class in Birmingham 

 In addition to the data for singular factor groups, a GOLDVARB analysis was run 

for each of the AAE variables according to education and occupation in Birmingham. 

The results of these analyses, given in Table 5.8 generally correspond to the descriptive 

data and Chi square results, but also underscore the relationship of education and 

occupation when considering socioeconomic classifications. For both consonant cluster 

reduction and verbal –s absence, the educational attainment factor group was knocked out 

in the step-up and step-down analysis. There was no case in which the occupation class 

groups were eliminated as viable factor groups. Although both factor groups were 

meaningful when examined in isolation, this analysis indicates the inevitable interplay 

between educational attainment and occupational opportunity.  

A number of interesting patterns from the descriptive data are confirmed by the 

GOLDVARB analysis. First, the correlation between increased education and less 

vernacular speech is corroborated by the factor weights assigned to educational 

attainment groups – the less than high school education group in Birmingham is always 

assigned the factor weight that most favors the application of the AAE variable. The 

occupation groups indicate some less predictable patterns. Only the industrial/agricultural 

group is assigned factor weights that clearly favor the presence of the AAE variables, 

with one noteworthy exception. For verbal –s absence, the professional group appears to 

strongly favor the application of the vernacular form. Also of note, the educators in the 

Birmingham corpus do not tend to use the most standard speech. Rather, other than the 

highly vernacular industrial group, they are the occupation group that most favors the use 
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of AAE phonology. The service workers seem to disfavor AAE features in their speech, 

with the one exception of verbal –s absence. The many similar factor weights between 

different occupation categories, like .53 and .54 for educators and industrial workers for 

r-lessness, may indicate that there were different social groupings according to which 

speakers shaped their dialects.  

Table 5.8: GOLDVARB Analysis of Birmingham Class Data  

 r-lessness ccr copula 
absence 

plural –s 
absence 

verbal –s 
absence 

input 
probability 

.671 .287 .107 .104 .342 

Education: 
<HS 
HS 

College 

 
.66 
.48 
.35 

* 
[.51] 
[.52] 
[.44] 

 
.60 
.55 
.31 

 
.58 
.53 
.37 

* 
[.61] 
[.51] 
[.37] 

Occupation: 
Industrial 

Service 
Education 

Professional 

 
.54 
.40 
.53 
.46 

 
.58 
.40 
.53 
.41 

 
.62 
.50 
.46 
.31 

 
.62 
.31 
.51 
.48 

 
.66 
.64 
.17 
.71 

 stressed = 
.34 

unstressed = 
.68 

bimorphemic = 
.36 

monomorphemic 
= .72 

is = .37 
are = .91 

  

total Chi 
square=; 

Chi square 
per cell= 

 
93.056 

 
5.170 

 
35.492 

 
1.972 

 
16.815 

 
.934 

 
47.762 

 
5.307 

 
4.948 

 
.550 

*knocked out in step-by-step analysis; not a viable factor group 
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6. Early AAE in Memphis 

In order to investigate the development of early Southern, urban AAE in 

Memphis, each of the five diagnostic variables is examined, as they were in the 

Birmingham data, over time, by gender, and by educational and occupational parameters. 

Like Birmingham, Memphis is also considered part of the Lower South. This separates 

the Memphis area from other regions of Tennessee and is a distinction based primarily on 

the lowland geography and early plantation culture of the Memphis area.  

6.1 Change Over Time 

A generational examination of the dialect variables of the Memphis data reveals 

trends or patterns of dialect use by these 35 speakers across 50 years in apparent time. 

The oldest Memphis speaker was born in 1892, and the youngest Memphis speaker was 

born in 1942. The oldest generation (Gen I) in Memphis consists of 7 female speakers; 

this is the only single-gendered generational grouping. The middle generation (Gen II) 

consists of 18 Memphis speakers: nine females and nine males. Gen III, the youngest 

generation of Memphis speakers, totals ten speakers: seven female speakers and three 

male speakers. A comprehensive breakdown of the Memphis speaker corpus is found in 

Table 6.1. 

6.1.1 Plural –s Absence  

Figure 6.1 summarizes the incidence of overall plural –s absence across three 

generations of Memphis speakers. As the plot of these descriptive data illustrates, 

summary data of all types of plural –s absence in Memphis show a unique pattern 

whereby Gen II speakers exhibit this feature at slightly greater levels than Gen I speakers, 
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but the Gen III speakers show the most distinct usage at a lower rate. All three 

generations of speakers exhibit null plural marking at very low rates with overall 

percentages of only 8.4, 9.4 and 3.5%, respectively.  

Table 6.1: Memphis Speaker Demographics 

Age Category Speaker 
Pseudonym 

Year of 
Birth 

Sex Educational 
Attainment 

Occupation 

Gen I Rebecca 1892 F HS   Education 
Elizabeth 1904 F HS   Education 
Michelle 1907 F HS +  Education 
Jessica 1909 F College    Education 
Tonya 1909 F College   Education 
Laura 1910 F HS   Service 

 

Tammy 1911  F <HS Industrial 
Gen II Kelly 1915 F <HS Agricultural 

Sarah 1919 F HS   Professional 
Andrea 1919 F <HS Service 
Steven  1919 M HS   Service 
Jeffrey 1920 M HS   Industrial 
Mark 1920 M HS Grad Service 
Tracy 1921 F <HS Service 
Karen 1922 F <HS Service 
Gregory 1922 M HS    Professional 
Emily 1924 F College   Education 
Stacy 1924 F College   Professional 
Lori 1926 F <HS Service 
Brandon 1926 M HS   Agricultural 
Larry 1926 M <HS Industrial 
Marie 1927 F HS    Service 
Andrew 1927 M <HS Service 
Paul 1928 M HS   Professional 

 

Jerry 1929 M HS   Professional 
Gen III Tina 1930 F College    Service 

Leslie 1933 F <HS Industrial 
Susan 1934 F College    Professional 
Travis 1935 M HS   Industrial 
Melanie 1935 F College    Education 
Holly 1938 F HS   Professional 
Marcus 1938 M GED Service 
Adam 1938 M HS   Service 
Ashley 1940 F College   Professional 

 

Keisha 1942 F College   Education 
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The data table in Figure 6.1 gives percentages of plural –s absence for two 

linguistic categories, nominal reference (with or without quantifiers) and semantic 

classification (nouns of measure or nouns not of measure). The descriptive data show the 

same pattern for plural –s absence across the generations regardless of these 

classifications. In all categories, Gen III shows the lowest frequency of plural –s absence, 

and in three of the four, Gen II shows the highest percentage of –s absence. Only in the 

non-quantified nouns does Gen I exhibit the most null plural marking, but then only by 

one tenth of one percent.  

A GOLDVARB analysis of these data confirms these descriptive patterns. The 

linguistic factor group of nominal reference showed no difference for favoring or 

disfavoring plural –s absence. Both quantified and not-quantified nominal reference was 

assigned a neutral factor weight of .50. Nouns of measure and non-measure, the factors in 

the semantic classification group, were assigned factor weights of .54 and .49 

respectively showing a small difference in the favoring of nouns of measure for null 

plural marking. Both of the linguistic factor groups, however, were eliminated in a step-

up, step-down analysis indicating that they do not contribute to the predictive likelihood 

of the model. The generational differences were affirmed by the GOLDVARB analysis. 

Gen I and Gen II both show very similar factor weights that slightly favor plural –s 

absence while Gen III has a factor weight of .33, disfavoring null plural marking.  
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Gen. Nominal Reference & Semantic Classification Categories Total 

 +Q -Q +M -M   
 No/T % No/T % No/T % No/T % No/T % 
Gen I 21/267 7.9 34/389 8.7 8/95 8.4 47/561 8.4 55/656 8.4 
Gen II 73/717 10.2 73/845 8.6 34/315 10.8 113/1247 9.1 147/1562 9.4 
Gen III 13/416 3.1 20/534 3.7 8/143 5.6 25/807 3.1 33/950 3.5 
  
GOLDVARB Results 
Input probability = .07 
Nominal Reference* 
with quantifier = [.50]; without quantifier = [.50]  
Semantic Classification* 
measure = [.54]; non-measure = [.49]  
Generation 
Gen I = .56; Gen II = .58; Gen III = .33 
Total Chi square = 8.811; Chi square per cell = .734 

*knocked out by step-by-step analysis; not a viable factor group 
Data for Plural –s Absence in Memphis (No. Absent/N) 

Figure 6.1: Incidence of Plural –s Absence in Memphis 

A complementary GOLDVARB analysis looking at lexical classifications of 

tokens based on the eliminated nominal reference and semantic class factor groups 

reveals a very slight favoring effect for the absence of the plural –s in tokens that are 

quantified nouns of measure. The results from this analysis are found in Table 6.2.  
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Table 6.2: Plural –s Absence by Lexical Categorization in Memphis 

GOLDVARB Results 
Input probability = .07 
Lexical Category 
measure with quantifier = .59; measure without quantifier = .48; non-measure 
with quantifier = .48; non-measure without quantifier = .50 
Generation 
Gen I = .62; Gen II = .56; Gen III = .33 
Total Chi square = 11.765; Chi square per cell = .588 

 

As the Chi-squares for both GOLDVARB analyses indicate, the pattern of plural 

–s absence is meaningfully distributed across these three generations of speakers. The 

goodness-of-fit of the second GOLDVARB analysis may indicate that the lexical 

categorization of tokens provides a window for closer analysis of the plural –s variable. 

The categories of semantic classification and nominal reference did not reveal a 

meaningful distribution of null plural marking, but the unique interplay of these 

categories seems to create a lexical classification system that does demonstrate 

meaningful distribution of this feature.  

6.1.2 Copula Absence 

Rates of copula absence, regardless of copula form, are much lower in this sample 

from Memphis than in other communities where copula absence in AAE has been 

documented. Even are absence, which is a more common form of copula absence across 

dialect varieties, occurs only at an overall rate of 36.5% for the Memphis corpus. This is 

a markedly low rate of occurrence compared to rates of 68%, 69%, and 78% in Hyde 

County, Detroit, and the Ex-Slave Recordings, respectively.  
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Generation is are Total 
 No/T % No/T % No/T % 
Gen I 0/135 0 12/43 27.9 12/178 6.7 
Gen II 8/254 3.2 36/79 45.6 44/333 13.2 
Gen III 3/165 1.8 18/59 30.5 21/224 9.4 
GOLDVARB Results 
Input probability = .04 
Copula Form 
is = .30, are = .93 
Generation 
Gen I = .37; Gen II = .61; Gen III = .45  
Total Chi square = 2.000; Chi square per cell = .333 

Data for Copula Absence in Memphis (No. Absent/N) 

Figure 6.2:  Incidence of Copula Absence in Memphis  

The descriptive data for copula absence, found in Figure 6.2, reflect some 

expected, as well as surprising, trends. As in other AAE varieties, are absence appears to 

be favored over is absence across all three generations. The rates of overall copula 

absence in general and of are absence in particular reveal that Gen II has the highest rate 

of copula absence, with Gen I and Gen III demonstrating very similar, somewhat lower 

rates of overall absence.  
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Figure 6.2 also lists the factor weights from the GOLDVARB analysis. These 

statistics support this trend with more clarity, assigning generational factor weights of 

.37, .61, and .45. Gen I has the factor weight that most disfavors copula absence, while 

the Gen III factor weight of .45 only slightly disfavors the absence of the copula. The 

Gen II factor weight of .61 favors copula absence. There is a strong polarization of factor 

weights for copula forms – is disfavors absence and are strongly favors absence. The Chi 

square for this analysis indicates goodness-of-fit for these data, confirming the 

interpretation of the descriptive data. The heightened rates of copula absence in Gen II 

align with the strong maintenance of plural –s absence in Gen II noted above.  

6.1.3 Third Person –s Absence 

Table 6.3 summarizes the rates of third person singular verbal –s absence for the 

three generations of Memphis speakers. Gen I speakers have a very low rate of 

occurrence for this feature, while Gen II and Gen III speakers share a moderate level of 

verbal –s absence. The rate of verbal –s absence for all generations is markedly lower 

than what was found in earlier studies of northern urban AAE varieties and Southern 

rural varieties.  

As the p values for the Chi-squares in Table 6.3 indicate, there are a significant 

difference in the rates of verbal –s absence in Gen I as compared to the two following 

generations. The two younger generations, however, do not exhibit this feature at 

significantly different degrees.  
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It is important to note that the low occurrence of verbal –s marking in this corpus 

is compounded by the interview format. Present tense constructions are rare in oral 

history interviews when speakers are recounting the past. 

Table 6.3: Incidence of Verbal –s Absence in Memphis (No. Absent/N) 

Generation verbal –s absence 
 No/T % 
Gen I 1/28 3.6 
Gen II 15/55 27.3 
Gen III 14/55 25.5 
 
Chi square Results 
Gen I/Gen II total Chi square = 6.698; p< .01 
Gen II/Gen III total Chi square = .047; not significant 
Gen I/Gen III total Chi square = 6.001; p< .025 

 

6.1.4 Rhoticity 

The descriptive data for r-lessness in Memphis, plotted in Figure 6.3, indicate an 

interesting pattern whereby unstressed –r vocalization occurs at consistently high rates 

across all three generations of speakers but vocalization of the stressed r-type shows 

slightly more variability across generations, peaking in Gen II. Rates for r-lessness of 

either r-type are consistent with Wolfram’s (1969) findings in Detroit and slightly higher 

than Wolfram and Thomas’s (2002) findings in Southern Hyde County, North Carolina.  

The GOLDVARB analysis of r-vocalization in Memphis confirms the 

generational pattern of r-vocalization seen in the descriptive plot. The factor weights 

assigned to the different r-types underscore that the unstressed r is strongly favored for 

vocalization and the stressed r is disfavored for vocalization. Looking at the speaker 

cohort groups, only Gen II is assigned a factor weight favoring the vocalization of r and 
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even then, it is a negligible favoring effect at .53. Generations I and III are assigned 

equally negligible disfavoring factor weights of .47. These factor weights are all very 

close to the neutral score of .50, denoting that none of the generational groups strongly 

favors or disfavors the vocalization of r. 

 

Generation stressed, non-nuclear unstressed Total 
 No/T % No/T % No/T % 
Gen I 181/543 33.3 555/697 79.6 736/1240 59.4 
Gen II 613/1530 40.1 1189/1450 82.0 1802/2980 60.5 
Gen III 241/779 30.9 729/906 80.5 970/1685 57.6 
 
GOLDVARB Results 
Input probability = .62 
r-type 
stressed = .26, unstressed = .73 
Generation 
Gen I = .47; Gen II = .53; Gen III = .46  
Total Chi square = 4.435; Chi square per cell = .739 

Data for r-vocalization in Memphis (No. Vocalized/N) 

Figure 6.3: Incidence of r-vocalization in Memphis  
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The Chi square scores indicate a favorable goodness-of-fit so that the consistent 

pattern of r-vocalization across generations appears to be a significant trend. There is 

little change in the presence of this feature over the 50 years represented by these three 

generations of Memphis speakers. As was the case with copula absence and null plural 

marking, the Gen II peak in stressed position r-lessness indicates an interesting 

generational alignment with AAE norms.  

6.1.5 Consonant Cluster Reduction 

Figure 6.4 summarizes the incidence of prevocalic consonant cluster reduction in 

Memphis for three generations and two morphemic statuses. The descriptive data show a 

clear favoring for reduction of monomorphemic clusters over bimorphemic clusters and 

the gradual lessening of all cluster reduction across generations. Reduced bimorphemic 

clusters appear to be less frequently attested over time across all three generations while 

monomorphemic clusters are reduced at comparable rates by Gen I and Gen II and then 

are less frequently reduced in Gen III. The GOLDVARB analysis of these data supports 

the descriptive trend for monomorphemic clusters to be reduced with greater frequency 

than bimorphemic clusters, assigning factor weights of .68 and .34 respectively. The 

factor weights for the generational groups also support the descriptive trends with both 

Gen I and Gen II slightly favoring the reduction of consonant clusters and Gen III 

disfavoring the reduction of consonant clusters.  
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Generation Monomorphemic Bimorphemic Total 
 No/T % No/T % No/T % 
Gen I 56/127 44.1 36/160 22.5 92/287 32.1 
Gen II 153/325 47.1 64/341 18.8 217/666 32.6 
Gen III 76/174 43.7 24/223 10.8 100/397 25.2 
 
GOLDVARB Results 
Input probability = .28 
Morphemic status 
bimorphemic = .34, monomorphemic = .68 
Generation* 
Gen I = [.53]; Gen II = [.52]; Gen III = [.44] 
Total Chi square = 5.515; Chi square per cell = .919 

*knocked out by step-by-step analysis; not a viable factor group 
Data for Prevocalic Consonant Cluster Reduction in Memphis (No. Reduced/N) 

Figure 6.4: Incidence of Prevocalic Consonant Cluster Reduction in Memphis 

The Chi square score for the GOLDVARB analysis indicates a favorable 

goodness-of-fit for these data, denoting a statistically significant distribution. On the step-

by-step analysis, however, GOLDVARB eliminated generation as a viable factor group. 

In other words, the inclusion of generation does not increase the predictive capabilities of 

the GOLDVARB model to determine whether or not a consonant cluster would be 
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reduced. This does not, however, negate the pattern of decreasing reduction across 

generations. It may highlight the distinctly different patterns of reduction according to 

morphemic status.  

6.1.6 Patterns Over Time 

The generational analysis of AAE features in Memphis revealed a number of 

different patterns in dialect development and change over apparent time. The 

grammatical features, plural –s absence, copula absence, and verbal –s absence, all were 

attested at the highest rate in Gen II. The rise in feature rates for Gen II is consistent with 

the patterns found in Birmingham. The relationship of Gen II to the surrounding 

generations was variable depending on the feature. The generational pattern for 

consonant cluster reduction corresponds to the pattern of the grammatical features, but 

the change in time for r-vocalization is negligible.  

Plural –s absence is maintained between 8% and 9% in Gen I and in Gen II, 

respectively. In Gen III in Memphis AAE, the absence of plural –s occurs much less 

frequently. In contrast to this pattern, rates of copula absence in Memphis AAE exhibit a 

small peak in Gen II. Rates for Gen I and Gen III are less than 10%, but for the middle 

generation copula absence is exhibited at a rate of 13%. Verbal –s absence shows change 

in the exact opposite pattern as plural –s. The rate of verbal –s absence is lowest for the 

oldest generation, peaks significantly in Gen II, and then remains relatively stable in Gen 

III. Each of these grammatical features is present in a distinctive pattern over time in 

Memphis AAE, but they all occur most robustly in the middle generation. This pattern 

mirrors the pattern of the men in the Birmingham data.  
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Consonant cluster reduction, one of the two phonological variables in this 

analysis, has a pattern over time that is similar to plural –s absence. Gens I and II both 

exhibit consonant cluster at a rate of 32%. In Gen III, the rate of consonant cluster 

reduction decreases. In this way, consonant cluster reduction is similar to the grammatical 

variables in Memphis AAE over time.  

Over time, r-vocalization does not show any marked increase or decrease in use. 

Rates between 58% and 60% vocalization are recorded for each of the three generations. 

In Memphis AAE, r is not subject to variation over time, like the other AAE variables. 

The pattern whereby Gen II exhibits the highest rates of feature presence may be 

compounded by the fact that Gen I is an all-female cohort group. It is clear, however, that 

in the time between Gen II and Gen III, there is a decline in feature rates.  

6.2 The Role of Gender in Early Memphis AAE 

The all-female, oldest generation in the Memphis data is the only unisex 

generational cohort group in the corpus used for this study. The spike in rates of AAE 

dialect variables in Gen II as compared to the preceding generation is probably a 

byproduct of the gender differences in the generational groups, and the absence of older 

males may skew the overall findings. Even with this additional consideration, some 

interesting relationships between feature use and gender emerge in these Memphis AAE 

data. In the data for four of the five variables, men in Gen II use the variable significantly 

more than women. In three of these four instances, women and men use these variables at 

much more comparable rates in the following generation. What circumstances 
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surrounding AAE in Memphis would motivate a specific time period with a more clearly 

marked gender divide in AAE? 

6.2.1 Variable Use by Gender Across Three Generations 

 

Generation Men Women Total 
 No/T % No/T % No/T % 
Gen I   55/656 8.4 55/656 8.4 
Gen II 100/820 12.2 47/742 6.3 147/1562 9.4 
Gen III 14/306 4.6 19.644 3.0 33/950 3.5 
 
GOLDVARB Results 
Input probability = .07 
Gender 
male = .60, female = .44 
Generation 
Gen I = .62; Gen II = .57; Gen III = .33 
Total Chi square = 5.515; Chi square per cell = .919 

Data for Plural –s Absence by Gender in Memphis (No. Absent/N) 

Figure 6.5: Incidence of Plural –s Absence in Memphis According to Gender 

Figure 6.5 includes descriptive data and the results of a GOLDVARB analysis for 

the incidence of plural –s absence in Memphis AAE according to gender. Across the 
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three generations, the women use this feature at a decreasing rate so that Gen I has the 

highest rate of –s absence and Gen III has the lowest rate. The data for the men in Gen II 

indicate 12% plural –s absence, a rate higher than that found for the women of Gen I. The 

men’s rate is lower for Gen III, showing more alignment with the rate of –s absence in 

the women’s speech.  

Like plural –s absence, copula absence also demonstrates a pattern in the men’s 

speech whereby Gen II exhibits the highest rate of absence of all of the cohort and gender 

groups, but then Gen III shows a decline in feature use. These data are given in Figure 

6.6. The women exhibit a relatively static level of copula absence across all three 

generations of speakers in Memphis. From Gen I to Gen III, there is less than a 2% 

difference in the rates of copula absence by female speakers. Although the rates of copula 

absence decrease for the men in Gen III and increase very slightly for the women, there is 

still a noteworthy distinction between the two genders, and copula absence does not 

demonstrate the seeming convergence of the genders seen for plural –s rates. Generation 

as a factor group is knocked out by the step-up and step-down analysis. This is likely 

related to the relatively stable generational pattern for the women in contrast to the 

peaking pattern for men.  
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Generation Men Women Total 
 No/T % No/T % No/T % 
Gen I   12/178 6.7 12/178 6.7 
Gen II 32/178 18.0 12/155 7.7 44/333 13.2 
Gen III 6/46 13.0 15/178 8.4 21/224 9.4 
 
GOLDVARB Results 
Input probability = .04 
Gender 
male = .63, female = .44 
Generation* 
Gen I = [.43]; Gen II = [.56]; Gen III = [.47] 
Total Chi square = 2.145; Chi square per cell = .214 

*knocked out by step-by-step analysis; not a viable factor group 
Data Copula Absence by Gender in Memphis (No. Absent/N) 

Figure 6.6: Incidence of Copula Absence in Memphis According to Gender 

For the men in Memphis, verbal –s absence is the only AAE variable that shows an 

increase between Gen II and Gen III. It is also the only feature for which the women’s 

rates do not show a consistent change over time. Data for verbal –s absence according to 

gender are given in Figure 6.7.  
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Generation Men Women Total 
 No/T % No/T % No/T % 
Gen I   1/28 3.6 1/28 3.6 
Gen II 6/28 21.4 9/27 33.3 15/55 27.3 
Gen III 5/10 50.0 9/45 20.0 14/55 25.5 
 
GOLDVARB Results 
Input probability = .17 
Gender* 
male = [.51], female = [.50] 
Generation 
Gen I = .16; Gen II = .64; Gen III = .56 
Total Chi square = 2.934; Chi square per cell = .587 
 
Chi square Results 
Gen I male/female total Chi square = NA 
Gen II male/female total Chi square = .982; not significant 
Gen III male/female total Chi square = 3.881; p< .05 
Overall male/female total Chi square = 1.602; not significant 

*knocked out by step-by-step analysis; not a viable factor group 
Data for Verbal –s Absence by Gender in Memphis (No. Absent/N) 

Figure 6.7: Incidence of Verbal –s Absence in Memphis According to Gender 
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Unlike any of the other variables, in Gen II the rate of verbal –s absence for 

women is higher than the rate for men. For women, this represents an increase in verbal –

s absence from Gen I and is followed by a decrease in –s absence in Gen III. The 

women’s rate of –s absence may decrease from Gen II to Gen III, but the men’s rate 

increases to the highest rate in the data. These opposing changes represent the only 

significant difference between the genders for verbal –s. This is also the only instance in 

the Memphis data when the most vernacular rate exhibited by a gendered group is not in 

Gen II.  

For the Memphis men, rates of consonant cluster reduction for Gen II and Gen III 

mirror the same trend as found in the plural –s marking and copula absence data. Gen II 

men exhibit the highest overall rate of absence, with a declining rate that is much closer 

to the women’s rate of absence in Gen III. The men and women’s rates for cluster 

reduction in Gen III are nearly the same. For the women, consonant cluster reduction 

shows a slightly different pattern over time. In these data, shown in Figure 6.8, women 

exhibit the highest rate of cluster reduction in Gen I. Women reduce consonant clusters 

less frequently in Gen II, but then maintain a comparable rate of reduction for Gen III.  
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Generation Men  Women Total 
 No/T % No/T % No/T % 
Gen I   92/287 32.1 92/287 32.1 
Gen II 134/327 41.0 83/339 24.5 217/666 32.6 
Gen III 22/90 24.4 78/307 25.4 100/397 25.2 
 
GOLDVARB Results 
Input probability = .28 
Gender* 
male = [.47], female = [.51] 
Generation 
Gen I = .52; Gen II = .44; Gen III = .57 
Total Chi square = 9.104; Chi square per cell = .910 

*knocked out by step-by-step analysis; not a viable factor group 
Data for Prevocalic Consonant Cluster Reduction by Gender in Memphis (No. 

Reduced/N) 
 

Figure 6.8: Incidence of Prevocalic Consonant Cluster Reduction in Memphis 
According to Gender 

 
The Memphis women have very similar patterns for r-vocalization and consonant 

cluster reduction over time. Data for r-vocalization, found in Figure 6.9, illustrate the 

women using the highest rates of r-vocalization in Gen I, showing less reduction in Gen 

II, and then maintaining that static rate into Gen III. The men match this pattern for r-
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vocalization, albeit at higher frequencies. Like the Gen II and Gen III women, the 

Memphis men exhibit the same rates of r-vocalization in Gen II and Gen III. This is the 

only example of the men’s AAE maintaining a static rate for a variable between Gen II 

and Gen III.  

 

Generation Men Women Total 
 No/T % No/T % No/T % 
Gen I   736/1240 59.4 736/1240 59.4 
Gen II 1019/1549 65.8 783/1431 54.7 1802/2980 60.5 
Gen III 279/424 65.8 691/1261 54.8 970/1685 57.6 
 
GOLDVARB Results 
Input probability = .62 
Gender 
male = .61, female = .45 
Generation* 
Gen I = [.53]; Gen II = [.50]; Gen III = [.48] 
Total Chi square = 5.884; Chi square per cell = .588 
*knocked out by step-by-step analysis; not a viable factor group 

Data for r-Vocalization by Gender in Memphis (No. Vocalized/N) 

Figure 6.9: Incidence of r-Vocalization in Memphis According to Gender 
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6.2.2 Patterns of AAE by Gender in Memphis 

The Memphis AAE data provide an interesting look at the differences and 

similarities between men’s language and women’s language in Gen II and Gen III. It is 

difficult to assess all of the differences and similarities between the genders because of 

the absence of Gen I data for men. There is no way to tell if the relationship between Gen 

II and Gen III data is continuing a trend that started in Gen I for the men or reversing it. It 

is clear, however, that the change in AAE variables between Gen II men and Gen III men 

tends to be movement toward a less vernacular variety. In contrast, the women’s use of 

AAE grammatical variables in Memphis does not seem to follow a particular trajectory 

toward or away from vernacularity, though the rates of phonological variables do appear 

to pattern together.  

For three of the five AAE features, Memphis men exhibit less vernacular feature 

use from Gen II to Gen III. For another, the men show static maintenance from Gen II to 

Gen III, mirroring the pattern illustrated by the women’s data for the phonological 

variables. The only variable that men use with greater frequency from Gen II to Gen III is 

verbal –s absence. Because of the nature of the interviews, this is the feature with the 

consistently lowest Ns – in this case, only ten possible instances of verbal –s for the Gen 

III men.  

The women in Memphis do not show a marked pattern with regard to the 

morphosyntactic features. Women exhibit progressively less plural –s absence over time, 

progressively more copula absence over time, and a peak in Gen II for verbal –s absence. 

For the two phonological AAE variables, i.e., for both consonant cluster reduction and r-
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vocalization, the women have the highest rates in Gen I and static rates between Gen II 

and Gen III. The phonological features do not exhibit notable change in frequency for the 

last two generations of Memphis women.  

There are quite obviously different patterns of dialect change over time depending 

on the gender of the speakers in Memphis. Only in r-lessness do the genders mirror the 

same pattern. For copula absence, plural –s absence, and consonant cluster reduction, the 

men and women exhibit more similar rates in Gen III than in the preceding generation, 

marking a kind of gendered convergence of dialect feature use. As in the case of the 

Birmingham data, this could be the product of different social networks and different 

kinds of opportunities for the respective genders. Gender is a socially constructed 

variable and not an essentialist label that singularly predicts linguistic choices.  

6.3 A Look at Social Class and Variation in Memphis 

6.3.1 Educational Parameters 

The Memphis speakers were divided into groups of shared educational attainment 

according to the guidelines of separating speakers who have less than a high school 

education, speakers who are high school graduates, and speakers who are college 

graduates. Nine Memphis speakers in the corpus have less than a high school education, 

and 17 speakers are high school graduates. Both of these groups have both men and 

women in them. The college graduate group in the Memphis data is composed of nine 

women. 

The general descriptive data for the use of AAE linguistic variables by each of 

these educational attainment groups and generations in Memphis are illustrated in Figure 
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6.10. These data show predictable patterns with respect to levels of vernacular features in 

relationship to levels of education achieved and are confirmed by the GOLDVARB factor 

weights found in Table 6.4. The only feature where the group of speakers with less than a 

high school education exhibits the most vernacular use is verbal –s absence. For the other 

four features, the high school graduates exhibit the most vernacular use. The college 

graduates show the least vernacular speech with respect to all five of the AAE variables.  

 
 % r-lessness % ccr % copula 

absence 
% plural –s 

absence 
% verbal –s 

absence 
Generation I II III I II III I II III I II III I II III 

<HS 59 62 53 43 32 31 25 9 9 16 8 11 0 41 67 
HS Grad 59 64 66 34 39 28 6 19 13 1 12 5 5 28 47 
College 60 40 53 18 11 23 5 0 8 2 2 1 0 0 11 

 

Figure 6.10: Memphis Education Classification Data 
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Table 6.4: GOLDVARB Statistics for Memphis Education Data by Generation 

 r-lessness ccr copula 
absence 

plural –s 
absence 

verbal –s 
absence 

input 
probability 

.620 .277 .038 .058 .149 

Education: 
<HS 
HS 

College 

 
.51 
.56 
.38 

 
.55 
.57 
.35 

 
.52 
.63 
.30 

 
.59 
.62 
.24 

 
.80 
.67 
.19 

Generation: 
Gen I 
Gen II 
Gen III 

* 
[.48] 
[.51] 
[.50] 

 
.51 
.49 
.51 

* 
[.36] 
[.54] 
[.55] 

 
.55 
.55 
.39 

 
.12 
.50 
.73 

 stressed = 
.25 

unstressed 
= .73 

bimorphemic = 
.34 

monomorphemi
c = .68 

is = .30 
are = .93 

  

total Chi 
square=; 

Chi square 
per cell= 

 
51.233 

 
3.014 

 
25.237 

 
1.402 

 
5.463 

 
.314 

 
17.106 

 
1.900 

 
.648 

 
.072 

 *knocked out in step-by-step analysis; not a viable factor group 

The generational breakdown into the three education cohorts shows clear patterns 

for both of the phonological features: r-lessness is maintained at moderate rates 

regardless of educational attainment or age and consonant cluster reduction is used at 

lower rates in the college educated cohort of each of the generations. Verbal –s absence 

percentages increase over time, but decrease with increased education. Copula absence 

demonstrates an increase in use by the high school graduate cohort in Gen II and Gen III. 

This increase could be a result of the changing gender demographic in Gen II. 

Interestingly, the generational cohort group was knocked out for two of the variables, but 

the educational attainment group was a viable factor group for all of the variables. Like in 
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Birmingham, education conversely relates to the levels of AAE features used by 

speakers.  

Table 6.5 gives the statistics from Chi square tests for each of the AAE variables 

for the different education groups in Memphis. Although the high school graduates do 

show higher percentages of use of most of the AAE features, it seems that the differences 

between the high school graduates and speakers who did not graduate from high school is 

not significant. On the other hand, the differences between college graduates and high 

school graduates are significant for every variable. In this case, educational attainment 

seems not to make much difference until college. It is important to keep in mind that the 

speakers in the college-educated group are also all women. The gender analysis does 

indicate that the women in Memphis are less likely to exhibit vernacular features at high 

rates in their speech, so the interplay of education and gender could be at work in these 

data.   

Table 6.5: Tests for Significance of Education Group Differences in Memphis 

 r-lessness  ccr copula 
absence 

plural –s 
absence 

verbal –s 
absence 

<HS/HS total Chi 
square 

2.571 
not sig. 

.360 
not sig. 

1.371 
not sig. 

.099 
not sig. 

2.099 
not sig. 

HS/College total Chi 
square  

61.213 
p=0 

27.415 
p<.01 

8.834 
p<.01 

57.676 
p=0 

6.686 
p<.01 

 

6.3.2 Occupational Parameters 

The classifications of occupations as industrial/agricultural, service, education, 

and professional were used to group the speakers into occupational class groups. In 

Memphis, the seven speakers in the industrial group were factory employees and farmers. 
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The ten Memphis speakers in the service occupation group were domestics, beauticians, 

cooks, and baseball players. The decision to put the two semi-pro black baseball players 

in the service category was based on information shared in the interviews. The black 

baseball players were not allowed to play against white teams, played for teams owned 

by white businessmen, and were subject to all the divisions of Jim Crow as a team. They 

did not have the professional athlete status that one thinks of with respect to present-day 

professional athletes. They did their own laundry, cleaned their own locker rooms, and 

even had to fend for themselves to find food when traveling in segregated cities in the 

South. The speakers in the educator class include seven teachers and one school 

principal. The Memphis professional occupation class had eight speakers in diverse jobs 

including a journalist, a photographer, a postal worker, a police officer, and bookkeepers.  

Figure 6.11 illustrates the percentage of each AAE feature used by each 

occupation classification in Memphis. The tables in Figure 6.11 give the same data, 

broken down into generational cohorts. With the exception of third verbal –s absence, a 

pattern emerges in these data whereby the industrial class has the highest rate of feature 

use and the service and professional occupation groups show comparable rates of feature 

presence. The teachers categorically speak the least vernacular AAE variety. This is true 

even within generation cohorts for each of the variables. Across generations, the speakers 

in each occupation class have lower rates of AAE feature use over time. The only 

exception to this pattern is verbal –s absence. The service workers show the second 

highest rates of feature use for r-lessness, plural –s absence and verbal –s absence; the 

professional group shows the second highest rates for consonant cluster reduction and 
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copula absence. Factor weights from the GOLDVARB analyses, found in Table 6.6, 

confirm these patterns.  

 

 % r-lessness % ccr % copula 
absence 

% plural –s 
absence 

% verbal –s 
absence 

Generation I II III I II III I II III I II III I II III 
Industrial 59 75 60 43 32 26 25 23 8 16 16 6 0 44 50 

Service 64 58 60 41 32 26 6 9 13 7 8 5 0 32 60 
Education 58 44 49 28 10 24 6 0 5 7 2 1 4 0 6 

Professional X 60 60 X 36 24 X 11 13 X 7 2 X 11 18 
 

Figure 6.11: Memphis Occupation Classification Data 
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Table 6.6: GOLDVARB Statistics for Memphis Occupation Data by Generation 

 r-lessness ccr copula 
absence 

plural –s 
absence 

verbal –s 
absence 

input 
probability 

.625 .278 .035 .063 .146 

Occupation: 
Industrial 

Service 
Education 

Professional 

 
.62 
.50 
.40 
.51 

* 
[.52] 
[.53] 
[.41] 
[.54] 

 
.73 
.48 
.33 
.59 

 
.67 
.51 
.37 
.47 

 
.81 
.78 
.23 
.22 

Generation: 
Gen I 
Gen II 
Gen III 

 
.53 
.51 
.46 

* 
[.60] 
[.50] 
[.44] 

* 
[.47] 
[.53] 
[.47 

 
.62 
.56 
.33 

 
.30 
.47 
.64 

 stressed = 
.26 

unstressed 
= .73 

bimorphemic = 
.34 

monomorphemi
c = .68 

is = .29 
are = .94 

  

total Chi 
square=; 

Chi square 
per cell= 

 
81.820 

 
3.719 

 
36.050 

 
1.639 

 
12.426 

 
.565 

 
57.432 

 
5.221 

 
1.735 

 
.158 

 *knocked out in step-by-step analysis; not a viable factor group 

The Chi square statistics in Table 6.7 affirm the status of the educators as the 

group with the significantly least vernacular speech. The Chi square statistics indicate 

that the education cohort shows a significant difference from the industrial group for all 

features and from the service and professional groups the majority of the time. The lack 

of significant differences between the service and professional occupations in Memphis is 

a noteworthy finding in these data. On the one hand, the residents employed in service 

positions typically worked for whites; on the other hand, the Memphians employed in 

professional occupations typically worked in the black community. The journalist and the 

photographer, for example, both report working for the black press. The police officer 

talked about being able to walk his beats only in black neighborhoods. In their 
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occupational spheres, these speakers would have been interacting with markedly different 

populations.   

Table 6.7: Tests for Significance of Occupation Group Differences in Memphis 

 r-lessness  ccr copula 
absence 

plural –s 
absence 

verbal –s 
absence 

Ind./Ser. total Chi 
square 

21.849 
p<.01  

1.111 
not sig. 

8.732 
p<.01 

14.470 
p<.01 

.029 
not sig. 

Ind./Ed. total Chi 
square 

56.664 
p=0 

5.237 
p<.025 

14.943 
p<.01 

29.155 
p<.01 

12.263 
p<.01 

Ind./Prof total Chi 
square 

32.383 
p<.01 

.548 
not sig. 

3.284 
not sig. 

18.872 
p<.01 

4.091 
p<.05 

Ser./Ed. total Chi 
square 

9.207 
p<.01 

17.290 
p<.01 

.432 
not sig. 

2.371 
not sig. 

20.802 
p<.01 

Ser./Prof. total Chi 
square 

1.114 
not sig. 

3.424 
not sig. 

1.563 
not sig. 

.361 
not sig 

6.608 
p<.025 

Ed./Prof. total Chi 
square 

3.992 
p<.05 

4.761 
p<.05. 

4.148 
p<.05 

.832 
not sig. 

4.951 
p<.05 

 

6.3.3 Language and Social Class in Memphis 

The results of the GOLDVARB analyses for the AAE variables according to 

occupation and education, given in Table 6.8, confirm the pattern of less vernacular 

speech for the educator and most-educated groups in Memphis. For r-lessness, copula 

absence, and plural –s absence, the high school graduates are assigned the most-favoring 

factor weight for the presence of these features. The industrial occupation group is 

assigned similarly favoring factor weights compared to the other occupational groups for 

these three AAE variables and plural –s absence.  

The GOLDVARB results underscore some interesting effects of the interplay 

between education and occupation. When both of these socioeconomic class determiners 

are considered, we see that the educator group is not quite as super-standard in 
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comparison to other groups as the occupation data taken alone seemed to suggest. This is 

similar to what was found in the all-black rural town of Princeville, North Carolina. With 

respect to plural –s absence, for example, the factor of educator is assigned a neutral 

factor weight of .51, neither favoring nor disfavoring this variable. In contrast, the service 

worker group is assigned a disfavoring factor weight of .44. Careers in education do not 

seem to disfavor the presence of vernacular variables as much as the attainment of a 

college degree.  

Table 6.8: GOLDVARB Analysis of Memphis Class Data 

 r-lessness ccr copula 
absence 

plural –s 
absence 

verbal –s 
absence 

input 
probability 

.621 .277 .036 .059 .159 

Education: 
<HS 
HS 

College 

 
.47 
.56 
.41 

 
.58 
.57 
.33 

 
.45 
.60 
.38 

 
.60 
.63 
.22 

* 
[.60] 
[.58] 
[.36] 

Occupation: 
Industrial 

Service 
Education 

Professional 

 
.61 
.49 
.44 
.49 

* 
[.45] 
[.48] 
[.51] 
[.56] 

 
.72 
.45 
.36 
.59 

 
.59 
.44 
.51 
.49 

 
.74 
.72 
.22 
.56 

 stressed = 
.25 

unstressed = 
.74 

bimorphemic = 
.34 

monomorphemic 
= .68 

is = .30 
are = .93 

  

total Chi 
square=; 

Chi square 
per cell= 

 
26.450 

 
1.469 

 
29.072 

 
1.615 

 
8.210 

 
.456 

 
2.423 

 
.269 

 
7.259 

 
.807 

*knocked out in step-by-step analysis; not a viable factor group 

The only factor groups that were knocked out by a step-by-step analysis were 

educational attainment for verbal –s absence and occupational group for consonant 

cluster reduction. The number of data for the verbal –s absence analysis was quite low. 
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There were only twenty-one total potential instances of verbal –s absence for the group of 

speakers with less than a high school education. The consonant cluster data for the 

occupational groups was the least diverse of any of the AAE variables. The range of 

reduction was from 27% to 34% according to occupation divisions and the error rates for 

teachers were higher than normal because of low monomorphemic reduction numbers 

and high bimorphemic reduction numbers.   
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7. Early AAE in New Orleans 

The status of early AAE in New Orleans is examined by analysis of linguistic 

variables based on generation, gender, and socioeconomic factors of education and 

occupation. These data will contribute to the analysis of early Southern, urban AAE in 

general and the history of language varieties in New Orleans in particular. As 

demonstrated by the complex sociohistorical context of New Orleans, this city represents 

a unique linguistic situation for the study of AAE. Coles (1997) underscores the 

importance of New Orleans as a site of dialect study when she writes “the social 

complexity of New Orleans makes it ideal for investigation into the pragmatic function of 

dialect features” (219).  

7.1 Change Over Time 

The data from the New Orleans speakers are first analyzed by generation to look 

for interesting distributions or patterns of dialect variables over time. The oldest 

generation (Gen I) in New Orleans consists of seven female speakers and three male 

speakers. The middle generation (Gen II) has 15 New Orleans speakers: seven females 

and eight males. The youngest generation of New Orleans speakers, Gen III, totals seven 

speakers: four female speakers and three male speakers. The speakers in the New Orleans 

corpus represent 38 years in apparent time – with dates of birth ranging from 1903 to 

1941. A comprehensive breakdown of the New Orleans speakers is found in Table 7.1. 
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Table 7.1: New Orleans Speaker Demographics 

Age Category Speaker 
Pseudonym 

Year 
of 
Birth 

Sex Educational 
Attainment 

Occupation 

Gen I Nicole 1903 F College   Education 
Danielle 1905  F HS   Education 
Dawn 1906 F College  Education 
Ryan 1907 M College   Education 
Shane 1909 M <HS Service 
Dana 1911 F <HS Service 
Monica 1912 F College   Education 
Ronald 1912 M <HS Service 
Tara 1913 F College   Service 

 

Erica 1914 F College   Education 
Gen II Patrick 1916 M HS +  Professional 

Derek 1916 M College   Professional 
Erin  1917 F College   Education 
Latoya 1918 F College   Education 
Robin 1919 F College   Education 
Marcus 1921 M College   Service 
Felicia 1922 F  HS +  Professional 
Courtney 1922 F College   Education 
Monique 1923 F College    Professional 
Shawn 1923 M College   Education 
Alicia 1924 F College   Education 
Troy 1924 M HS   Industrial 
Keith  1925 M <HS Industrial 
Aaron 1925  M HS Industrial 

 

George 1927 M <HS Service 
Gen III Edward 1930 M <HS Service 

Brent  1931 M College Service 
Todd 1933 M HS+ Professional 
Natalie 1934 F <HS Service 
Rhonda 1938 F College Professional 
Donna 1941 F College Education 

 

Natasha 1941 F College Professional 
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7.1.1 Plural –s Absence  

The first dialect variable examined across generations in New Orleans is null 

plural marking, or the absence of the plural –s marker. In Figure 7.1, descriptive data for 

this dialect variable, as well as results of a GOLDVARB analysis, are listed. As the plot 

of the descriptive data illustrates, plural –s absence occurs at very low rates across all 

three generations of speakers in New Orleans, with total percentages of absence ranging 

from 3.1% to 3.7%. These rates are notably lower than rates of plural –s absence reported 

in other studies of AAE communities and do not show any marked change over time.  

The GOLDVARB analysis affirms the low rates of null plural marking, assigning 

no factor weights that strongly favor the absence of plural –s. The Chi square total for 

this analysis demonstrates a strong goodness-of-fit for the data, but each of the factor 

groups is eliminated in a step-by-step analysis.  

Neither linguistic factor group – semantic classification nor nominal reference - 

shows a strong favoring or disfavoring effect for the absence of the plural marker, and 

across generations the appearance of the steady low rates appears to be confirmed by 

relatively neutral factor weights. When a supplementary analysis of the plural –s tokens 

by lexical categorization is run in GOLDVARB, the results are very similar. As the factor 

weights in Table 7.2 indicate, there is no strong effect toward or away from null plural 

marking in the New Orleans data. 
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Gen. Nominal Reference & Semantic Classification Categories Total 
 +Q -Q +M -M   

 No/T % No/T % No/T % No/T % No/T % 
Gen I 14/363 3.9 15/449 3.3 3/169 1.8 26/643 4.0 29/812 3.6 
Gen II 26/562 4.6 21/719 2.9 8/199 4.0 39/1082 3.6 47/1281 3.7 
Gen 
III 

7/287 2.4 13/364 3.6 4/119 3.4 16/532 3.0 20/651 3.1 

  
GOLDVARB Results 
Input probability = .04 
Nominal Reference* 
with quantifier = [.53]; without quantifier = [.47]  
Semantic Classification* 
measure = [.46]; non-measure = [.51]  
Generation 
Gen I = .51; Gen II = .51; Gen III = .47 
Total Chi square = 5.210; Chi square per cell = .434 

*knocked out by step-by-step analysis; not a viable factor group 
Data for Plural –s Absence in New Orleans (No. Absent/N) 

Figure 7.1: Incidence of Plural –s Absence in New Orleans  

The consistently low rates of plural –s absence do not appear to be strongly 

related to any of the proposed factor groups from either GOLDVARB analysis. The low 

total token count of plural –s absence may indicate that this is a remnant dialect feature 
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that may have been present in earlier AAE in New Orleans. The consistently low count 

over time, on the other hand, may indicate that null plural marking was never a feature of 

New Orleans AAE. 

Table 7.2: Plural –s Absence by Lexical Categorization in New Orleans 

GOLDVARB Results 
Input probability = .04 
Lexical Classification* 
measure with quantifier = [.45]; non-measure with quantifier = [.55]; measure without 
quantifier = [.50]; non-measure without quantifier = [.48] 
Generation 
Gen I = .51; Gen II = .51; Gen III = .47 
Total Chi square = 4.435; Chi square per cell = .370 

*knocked out by step-by-step analysis; not a viable factor group 

7.1.2 Copula Absence 

Figure 7.2 summarizes the incidence of copula absence across the three 

generations of speakers in New Orleans. Is absence appears at very low rates in all three 

generations while are absence appears to decline in Gen III, as illustrated in the plot of 

the descriptive data. The difference between frequencies of are absence and of is absence 

is marked, with all generations showing more absence of the are copula form than of the 

is copula form. Like the data for plural –s absence, rates of copula absence for these New 

Orleans speakers are much lower than levels of copula absence reported in previous 

studies of AAE.  

The results of the GOLDVARB analysis reflect a strong goodness-of-fit for the 

data, as reflected in the Chi square score. Factor weights for the generational groups show 

that Gen III disfavors the absence of the copula, while Gen I and Gen II very slightly 

favor copula absence with nearly neutral factor weights of .53 and .52 respectively.  
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Generation is are Total 
 No/T % No/T % No/T % 
Gen I 4/174 2.3 22/49 44.9 26/223 11.7 
Gen II 8/289 2.8 24/53 45.3 32/342 9.4 
Gen III 6/155 3.9 13/40 32.5 19/195 9.7 
 
GOLDVARB Results 
Input probability = .05 
Copula Form 
is = .35, are = .93 
Generation* 
Gen I = [.53]; Gen II = [.52]; Gen III = [.43]  
Total Chi square = 3.851; Chi square per cell = .642 

*knocked out by step-by-step analysis; not a viable factor group 
Data for Copula Absence in New Orleans (No. Absent/N) 

Figure 7.2: Incidence of Copula Absence in New Orleans 

The factor weights assigned to the copula forms are expected: is has a factor 

weight of .35 disfavoring absence and are has a factor weight of .93 strongly favoring 

absence. In the step-by-step analysis, the generational factor group is eliminated as a 

viable factor group. This could be due to the slight increase in is absence for Gen III 

coupled with the marked decrease of are absence for the same cohort group. The Gen III 
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cells in the analysis were the only data cells that showed error rates greater than .5, thus 

reducing the strength of the predictive patterning of the analysis.  

7.1.3 Third Person –s Absence 

Unlike the other morphosyntactic variables examined for these New Orleans 

speakers, verbal –s absence displays a pattern of increasing incidence in the descriptive 

data given in Table 7.2. Like the other features, however, these verbal –s absence rates 

are still notably lower than those that have been documented in other AAE studies.  

Table 7.3: Incidence of Verbal –s Absence in New Orleans (No. Absent/N) 

Generation verbal –s absence 
 No/T % 
Gen I 4/29 13.8 
Gen II 13/82 15.9 
Gen III 15/53 28.3 
 
Chi square Results 
Gen I/Gen II total Chi square = .07; not significant 
Gen II/Gen III total Chi square = 3.035; not significant 
Gen I/Gen III total Chi square = 2.216; not significant 

 

Although the descriptive data show a trend of increasing absence of the third 

person singular verbal –s marker, p values for Chi-squares indicate that the changes 

between generations are not statistically significant increases. In fact, even the marked 

increase between Gen I at 13.8% and Gen III at 28.3% is not a statistically significant 

increase in the occurrence of verbal –s absence. While the rising rates of –s absence may 

indicate the increasing use of this variable over time, it does not do so at a rate that is 

rapid or marked enough to achieve significance. It is likely that the low number of tokens 

from these oral history interviews also is a factor.  
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7.1.4 Rhoticity 

While the morphosyntactic variables in New Orleans appeared at much lower 

rates than previous studies of AAE, r vocalization data for these speakers are comparable 

to rates found in previous urban studies of AAE in the north. Descriptive data and results 

of a GOLDVARB analysis for r-vocalization are given in Figure 7.3. The total rates of r-

lessness for the three generations appear to be slowly decreasing over time, but this 

variable is present at rates over 50% for all three generations.  

The stressed r-type is less likely to be reduced than the unstressed r-type, as 

illustrated in the chart and represented by the respective factor weights of .26 and .72 

from the GOLDVARB analysis. The generational factor groups are assigned factor 

weights that similarly reflect the trends illustrated by the descriptive data, i.e., there are 

gradually reduced factor weights for each generation over time. Only Gen I is assigned a 

factor weight that favors vocalization, .56; Gen II is assigned a relatively neutral factor 

weight of .49; and Gen III’s factor weight of .43 demonstrates a slight disfavoring effect 

for vocalization. The pattern of gradual change of r vocalization in New Orleans is 

supported as a significant trend by the Chi-square total for this analysis. 
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Generation stressed, non-nuclear unstressed Total 
 No/T % No/T % No/T % 
Gen I 330/782 42.2 716/836 85.7 1046/1618 64.7 
Gen II 383/1063 36.0 978/1208 81.0 1361/2271 59.9 
Gen III 170/517 32.9 414/548 75.6 584/1065 54.8 
 
GOLDVARB Results 
Input probability = .63 
r-type  
stressed = .26, unstressed = .72 
Generation 
Gen I = .56; Gen II = .49; Gen III = .43 
Total Chi square = 2.076; Chi square per cell = .346 

Data for r-vocalization in New Orleans (No. Vocalized/N) 

Figure 7.3: Incidence of r-vocalization in New Orleans 

7.1.5 Consonant Cluster Reduction 

Like r-lessness, consonant cluster reduction appears in the New Orleans data at a 

rate consistent with the findings of previous studies of AAE. In fact, the high rates of 

consonant cluster reduction for the oldest generation of New Orleans speakers, 22.4% 

reduction of bimorphemic clusters and 60.7% reduction of monomorphemic clusters, are 
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consistent with some of highest rates of cluster reduction from previous studies. Figure 

7.4 summarizes the incidence of consonant cluster reduction in prevocalic positions for 

the three generations of New Orleans speakers. 

 

Generation Monomorphemic Bimorphemic Total 
 No/T % No/T % No/T % 
Gen I 82/135 60.7 32/143 22.4 114/278 41.0 
Gen II 91/228 39.9 33/260 12.7 124/488 25.4 
Gen III 54/123 43.9 14/141 9.9 68/264 25.8 
 
GOLDVARB Results 
Input probability = .27 
Morphemic status 
bimorphemic = .31, monomorphemic = .71 
Generation 
Gen I = .64; Gen II = .45; Gen III = .45 
Total Chi square = 1.182; Chi square per cell = .197 

Data for Prevocalic Consonant Cluster Reduction in New Orleans (No. 
Reduced/N) 

 
Figure 7.4: Incidence of Prevocalic Consonant Cluster Reduction in New Orleans  
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As these descriptive data illustrate, consonant cluster reduction is present at the 

highest rates in the oldest generation of speakers in New Orleans. Rates of consonant 

cluster reduction, regardless of morphemic status, then appear to decline in Gen II and are 

maintained at roughly these same rates in Gen III. The maintenance of consonant cluster 

reduction in New Orleans and the other communities supports the status of this variable 

as evidence of a substrate effect.  As in previous studies, bimorphemic clusters are less 

likely to be reduced than monomorphemic clusters.  

The GOLDVARB analysis of these data confirms these descriptive trends 

according to both proposed factor groups. In fact, the generational factor group results in 

a factor weight favoring reduction for Gen I, and an identical factor weight, slightly 

disfavoring reduction, for Gen II and Gen III.  

7.1.6. Patterns Over Time 

Data for linguistic variables in early AAE in New Orleans exhibit noteworthy 

stability across generations and few dramatic changes across age cohorts. Both plural –s 

absence and copula absence are maintained at relatively stable rates across all three 

generations of speakers. Copula absence in Gen I is used at a rate of two more percentage 

points than in either of the following generations where it is documented at 9%. Plural –s 

absence is maintained at a rate between 3 and 4% across all three generations.  

Third person verbal –s absence shows a distinctly different change over time than 

the other grammatical variables. Between Gen I and Gen II, verbal –s absence is 

relatively stable, but then nearly doubles in rate of occurrence for Gen III. The increasing 
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rate of verbal –s absence is unique compared to any of the AAE variables in New 

Orleans. All other variables are either static or decreasing in frequency.  

Consonant cluster reduction declines by a significant amount between Gen I and 

Gen II, and then levels off so that rates of reduction are stable between Gen II and Gen 

III. This is in contrast to r-vocalization in New Orleans, which reduces in frequency by 

around 5% between each successive generation. The consistent decline in vocalization is 

unique compared to the other linguistic variables, but it should be noted that even in Gen 

III r-vocalization occurs in over 50% of the potential contexts. The drop in percentage 

rate by ten percent indicates the feature is receding, but probably not to an extent that 

would be noticeable among members of the speech community. Compared to the other 

communities in the study, AAE in New Orleans exhibits relative stability over time.  

7.2 The Role of Gender in Early New Orleans AAE 

The patterns over time that the generational analysis revealed in early New 

Orleans AAE are the result of complex negotiations and interactions of the patterns of 

language change for each gender in the community. This appears to be particularly true 

for the grammatical features, where men and women use variables at markedly different 

rates across generations. The phonological features examined in this analysis show a 

convergence of men and women’s feature use in Gen II with different relationships 

between men’s and women’s speech shown in the other generations.  

7.2.1 Variable Use by Gender Across Three Generations 

The descriptive data and GOLDVARB analysis for plural –s absence by gender 

and generation in New Orleans are given in Figure 7.5. Just as the generational analysis 
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revealed, plural –s appears to be maintained at relatively stable rates over time, regardless 

of gender. The primary gender difference with regard to this feature is that across all 

three generations of New Orleans AAE speakers, the men are more likely to exhibit this 

variable in their speech. This pattern is supported by the factor weights of .67 and .38 

assigned to the men and women, respectively.  

 

Generation Men Women Total 
 No/T % No/T % No/T % 
Gen I 17/224 7.6 12/588 2.0 29/812 3.6 
Gen II 37/644 5.8 10/637 1.6 47/1281 3.7 
Gen III 12/266 4.5 8/385 2.1 20/651 3.1 
 
GOLDVARB Results 
Input probability = .03 
Gender 
male = .67, female = .38 
Generation* 
Gen I = [.55]; Gen II = [.49]; Gen III = [.47] 
Total Chi square = 1.114; Chi square per cell = .186 

*knocked out by step-by-step analysis; not a viable factor group 
Data for Plural –s Absence by Gender in New Orleans (No. Absent/N) 

Figure 7.5: Incidence of Plural –s Absence in New Orleans According to Gender 
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Plural –s absence is the only variable examined in the New Orleans data that has 

such a clear male/female demarcation for rates of use. The Chi square results indicate a 

strong goodness of fit for these data such that the difference between men and women’s 

differing rates of plural –s absence is significant.  

In Figure 7.6, we see a much more complicated illustration of copula absence in men’s 

and women’s speech over time in New Orleans. For this feature, women in Gen I exhibit 

more copula absence than men, but then both gender cohorts converge to comparable 

levels and appear to maintain static levels of copula absence between Gen II and Gen III. 

The pattern of copula absence by the female AAE speakers in New Orleans mirrors the 

overall pattern for the generation, while the rate of copula absence in men’s speech is 

slowly rising across all three generations. A Chi square comparison of the men and 

women of Gen I resulted in a .08 p-value; this indicates that the difference between the 

genders is not significant. The GOLDVARB analysis for this feature knocked out the 

gender factor group. For the New Orleans speakers, gender is not a predictive indicator 

for copula absence.  
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Generation Men Women Total 
 No/T % No/T % No/T % 
Gen I 5/77 6.5 21/146 14.4 26/223 11.7 
Gen II 18/172 10.5 14/170 8.2 32/342 9.4 
Gen III 8/68 11.8 10/127 8.7 19/195 9.7 
 
GOLDVARB Results 
Input probability = .05 
Gender* 
male = [.52]; female = [.48] 
Generation* 
Gen I = [.54]; Gen II = [.52]; Gen III = [.43] 
Total Chi square = 9.740; Chi square per cell = .812 
 
Chi square Results 
Gen I male/female total Chi square = 3.047; not significant (p = .081) 

*knocked out by step-by-step analysis; not a viable factor group 
Data for Copula Absence by Gender in New Orleans (No. Absent/N) 

 
Figure 7.6: Incidence of Copula Absence in New Orleans According to Gender 
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Generation Men Women Total 
 No/T % No/T % No/T % 
Gen I 3/12 25.0 1/17 5.9 4/29 13.8 
Gen II 9/48 18.8 4/34 11.8 13/82 15.9 
Gen III 4/22 18.2 11/31 35/5 15/53 28.3 
 
GOLDVARB Results 
Input probability = .19 
Gender* 
male = [.51]; female = [.49] 
Generation* 
Gen I = [.41]; Gen II = [.45]; Gen III = [.63] 
Total Chi square = 4.723; Chi square per cell = .787 

*knocked out by step-by-step analysis; not a viable factor group 
Data for Verbal –s Absence by Gender in New Orleans (No. Absent/N) 

Figure 7.7: Incidence of Verbal –s Absence in New Orleans According to Gender 

Rates of verbal –s absence show nearly the opposite pattern by gender in New 

Orleans than what was seen for copula absence. As shown in Figure 7.7, the data for the 

women speakers show increasing rates of verbal –s absence over time, while the data for 

the men show a much higher rate than the women in Gen I. Both gender groups exhibit 

verbal –s absence at comparable rates in Gen II, but then diverge in the reverse ways in 
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Gen III so that men show the lowest rates in Gen III and women show the highest rates of 

verbal –s absence in Gen III. The GOLDVARB step-up and step-down analysis knocked 

out both gender and generation as factor groups that contributed to the predictive 

likelihood of the model.  

The data for consonant cluster reduction, given in Figure 7.8, also illustrate the 

pattern of convergence in rates of feature use by the men and women in Gen II. The 

GOLDVARB analysis for cluster reduction by gender knocked out the male/female 

factor group, possibly because of the interplay between Gen II, convergence, and gender. 

Chi square runs for the men and women of generational cohort groups revealed 

significant gender differences in these data. Like copula absence and verbal –s absence, 

the men and the women of Gen I exhibit markedly different rates of variable use. The 

difference in consonant cluster reduction for men and women is significant for Gen I 

AAE speakers in New Orleans, with men showing a much higher rate of reduction. In 

Gen II, the men and women’s rates converge and the significance of the gender variable 

diminishes. In Gen III, the men’s reduction of consonant clusters increases, while the 

women’s rate of reduction decreases. Again, the difference is significant. 
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Generation Men  Women Total 
 No/T % No/T % No/T % 
Gen I 46/87 52.9 68/191 35.6 114/278 41.0 
Gen II 74/268 27.6 50/220 22.7 124/488 25.4 
Gen III 40/116 34.5 28/148 18.9 68/264 25.8 
 
GOLDVARB Results 
Input probability = .26 
Gender* 
male = [.57]; female = [.44] 
Generation 
Gen I = .66; Gen II = .43; Gen III = .45 
Total Chi square = 10.424; Chi square per cell = .869 
 
Chi square Results 
Gen I male/female total Chi square = 7.371; p<.01 
Gen II male/female total Chi square = 1.521; not significant 
Gen III male/female total Chi square = 8.237; p<.01 

*knocked out by step-by-step analysis; not a viable factor group 
Data for Prevocalic Consonant Cluster Reduction by Gender in New Orleans 

(No. Reduced/N) 
 

Figure 7.8: Incidence of Prevocalic Consonant Cluster Reduction in New Orleans 
According to Gender 
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Generatio

n 
Men Women Total 

 No/T % No/T % No/T % 
Gen I 352/536 65.7 694/1082 64.1 1046/1618 64.7 
Gen II 729/1189 61.3 632/1082 58.4 1361/2271 59.9 
Gen III 299/440 68.0 285/625 45.6 584/1065 54.8 
 
GOLDVARB Results 
Input probability = .63 
Gender 
male = .55, female = .46 
Generation 
Gen I = .57; Gen II = .48; Gen III = .44 
Total Chi square = 48.689; Chi square per cell = 4.057 
 
Chi square Results 
Gen I male/female total Chi square = .368; not significant 
Gen II male/female total Chi square = 1.986; not significant 
Gen III male/female total Chi square = 52.102; p<.01 

Data for r-Vocalization by Gender in New Orleans (No. Vocalized/N) 

Figure 7.9: Incidence of r-Vocalization in New Orleans According to Gender 
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Figure 7.9 includes descriptive data and the results of a GOLDVARB analysis and 

Chi square tests for r-vocalization by gender in early New Orleans AAE. Unlike any of 

the other AAE variables, the Gen I men and women exhibit a shared rate of r-

vocalization at 66 and 64% respectively. Both men and women showed a very slight 

decrease in vocalization between Gen I and Gen II, but then the genders diverge 

significantly in Gen III. In Gen III, men show a significantly higher rate of vocalization 

compared to the women’s increasing rhoticity.   

7.2.2 Patterns of AAE by Gender in New Orleans 

The patterns of distribution for these AAE variables point to a meaningful 

convergence of dialect patterns for men and women in Gen II. Only plural –s absence, 

which was attested only at token rates in women’s speech and at only slightly higher rates 

in men’s speech, does not align in some way with this pattern.  

For each of the other four dialect variables, Gen II is a time of marked similarity 

for men and women. Notably, the convergence in Gen II follows a different path for each 

of these variables. Men and women AAE speakers start from different places in Gen I 

with regards to their rates of plural –s absence, verbal –s absence, and consonant cluster 

reduction. On the other hand, rates of r-vocalization for men and women in Gen I are 

almost the same, such that in the case of r Gen II is the place from which the genders 

diverge. The genders showed similar rates of rhoticity in Gen I and Gen II.  

Men and women start and end in opposite positions when considering rates of 

copula absence and rates of verbal –s absence. For copula absence, women exhibit a 

higher rate of absence in Gen I, while men show the higher rate of absence for verbal –s 
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in Gen I. In both types of absence, rates converge in Gen II and the positions of the 

genders reverse in Gen III. So, men have the highest rate of copula absence in Gen III 

and women have the highest rate of verbal –s absence in Gen III. The most noteworthy 

difference in these gender patterns for absence is that copula absence rates diverge less by 

gender in Gen III and verbal –s rates show a greater difference, with women’s rates of 

verbal –s absence rising and men’s rates decreasing.  

The pattern of convergence at Gen II for consonant cluster reduction is different 

from the differences between men and women for other features. The female New 

Orleans AAE speakers show a consistently declining rate of cluster reduction. The men 

converge with the women in Gen II, and then diverge back to a higher rate of reduction in 

Gen III. The convergence of men and women in Gen II is due only to the temporary 

decline of the men’s rates. The interesting relationship between the genders in Gen II is in 

contrast to the high feature rates for Gen II men in Memphis and in Birmingham.  

7.3 A Look at Social Class and Variation in New Orleans 

7.3.1 Educational Parameters 

The speaker corpus for New Orleans was very well educated and consisted 

primarily of educators. Of the thirty-two New Orleanians in the set used for this study, 

nineteen are college educated. Ten of the speakers who graduated from college also 

received a master’s degree. Of the remaining thirteen, six graduated from high school and 

seven were not high school graduates. Three of the six high school graduates did take 

some college classes and of the speakers who did not graduate from high school, all were 
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in school at least through the ninth grade. All three of the education groups have men and 

women represented in the data.  

The descriptive data for each of the AAE features as used by educational 

attainment groups and according to generation are illustrated in Figure 7.10. Except in 

the case of r-lessness, where the high school graduates exhibit equal rates to the speakers 

who did not finish high school, this chart illustrates a predictable pattern of feature use. 

The college educated speakers have the lowest rates of variable use in their speech and 

the speakers with less than a high school education show the highest rates of vernacular 

features in their speech. Like in Birmingham and Memphis, the overarching patterns are 

confirmed intra-generationally except for verbal –s absence. This feature is used at higher 

rates in the youngest generation. 
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 % r-lessness % ccr % copula 
absence 

% plural –s 
absence 

% verbal –s 
absence 

Generation I II III I II III I II III I II III I II III 
<HS 54 73 66 61 33 31 18 7 18 6 13 5 57 17 67 

HS Grad 73 69 72 24 31 39 11 8 14 2 5 8 0 21 22 
College 62 53 47 35 22 20 8 10 6 3 2 1 0 14 16 

 
Figure 7.10: New Orleans Education Classification Data 

 

The GOLDVARB analysis for generation cohorts and educational attainment, 

given in Table 7.4, knocks out the generational factor group for all of the grammatical 

categories. In these data, generation does not improve the predictive analysis beyond 

knowledge of a speaker’s level of educational attainment.  
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Table 7.4: GOLDVARB Statistics for New Orleans Education Data by Generation 

 r-lessness ccr copula 
absence 

plural –s 
absence 

verbal –s 
absence 

input 
probability 

.633 .263 .044 .030 .168 

Education: 
<HS 
HS 

College 

 
.63 
.64 
.42 

 
.61 
.57 
.45 

 
.78 
.47 
.42 

 
.73 
.63 
.41 

 
.80 
.54 
.40 

Generation: 
Gen I 
Gen II 
Gen III 

 
.57 
.48 
.43 

 
.64 
.45 
.45 

* 
[.45] 
[.58] 
[.43] 

* 
[.49] 
[.53] 
[.46] 

* 
[.38] 
[.46] 
[.62] 

 stressed = 
.25 

unstressed 
= .73 

bimorphemic = 
.32 

monomorphemic 
= .70 

is = .34 
are = .94 

  

total Chi 
square=; 

Chi square 
per cell= 

 
31.836 

 
1.769 

 
17.866 

 
.993 

 
18.624 

 
1.035 

 
11.731 

 
1.304 

 
8.541 

 
.949 

 *knocked out in step-by-step analysis; not a viable factor group 

Chi square statistics for educational attainment groups and AAE variables in New 

Orleans show that the difference between presence of phonological features for high 

school and college graduates in significant. The rate of plural –s absence also shows a 

significant decline with the attainment of a college degree. The only feature that appears 

to be distributed in a meaningful way between the speakers with less than a high school 

degree and the high school graduates is consonant cluster reduction. These data are given 

in Table 7.5.  
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Table 7.5: Tests for Significance of Education Group Differences in New Orleans 

 r-lessness  ccr copula 
absence 

plural –s 
absence 

verbal –s 
absence 

<HS/HS total Chi 
square 

.624 
not sig.  

6.420 
p<.025 

2.105 
not sig. 

2.871 
not sig. 

3.541 
not sig. 

HS/College total Chi 
square  

75.033 
p=0 

4.689 
p<.05 

.297 
not sig. 

12.972 
p<.01 

1.333 
not sig. 

 

7.3.2 Occupational Parameters 

The breakdown of careers in the occupation classifications in New Orleans is 

quite similar to what we have seen for the other communities, with one notable exception. 

In the New Orleans data, there are only three speakers in the industrial occupation 

classification. They are all male. These three workers were in manual labor jobs. One 

worked as a wagon driver (before trucks), another worked in a printing shop, and the 

third worked on the docks moving cargo. Nine New Orleans speakers worked in service 

professions. These jobs included domestics, waiters, an orderly, and a seamstress. There 

were thirteen teachers in the New Orleans corpus. The professional occupations totaled 

seven speakers in jobs ranging from social workers to realtors to a state archivist.  

The rates of feature use according to these occupation divisions are shown in the 

graph in Figure 7.11. The tables in this figure show generational data for each occupation 

group. GOLDVARB factor weights for each group and variable combination are given in 

Table 7.6. With the exception of the plural –s absence, the highest rate of feature use is 

typically in the speech of the service workers. The teachers exhibit the lowest use of AAE 

variables, except in the case of copula absence. The professional occupation class has 

high rates of all features in comparison to the other occupation groups. These speakers 
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never rank as the least vernacular speakers and never show levels of feature use that are 

markedly different from the other occupational classifications.  Looking within each job 

class and generation, there is the same general pattern of phonological feature 

maintenance that was found in Birmingham and Memphis. Educators show a declining 

use of AAE variables over time, but service workers exhibit a decline in Gen II followed 

by a subsequent rise in AAE grammatical features. The limited number of industrial class 

workers (none in Gen I or in Gen III) prevents any conclusions about the dialect status of 

these speakers.  

 

 % r-lessness % ccr % copula 
absence 

% plural –s 
absence 

% verbal –s 
absence 

Generation I II III I II III I II III I II III I II III 
Industrial X 67 X X 24 X X 10 X X 6 X X 17 X 

Service 67 70 65 63 35 29 16 5 15 5 7 3 44 15 40 
Education 64 51 37 30 17 15 9 10 2 3 1 2 0 8 0 

Professional X 65 57 X 36 29 X 9 9 X 5 4 X 38 29 
Figure 7.11: New Orleans Occupation Classification Data 
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Table 7.6: GOLDVARB Statistics for New Orleans Occupation Data by 
Generation 

 r-lessness ccr copula 
absence 

plural –s 
absence 

verbal –s 
absence 

input 
probability 

.633 .256 .049 .032 .147 

Occupation: 
Industrial 

Service 
Education 

Professional 

 
.60 
.60 
.40 
.58 

 
.49 
.63 
.36 
.64 

* 
[.49] 
[.62] 
[.42] 
[.54] 

* 
[.64] 
[.61] 
[.60] 
[.37] 

 
.56 
.71 
.22 
.73 

Generation: 
Gen I 
Gen II 
Gen III 

 
.60 
.48 
.39 

 
.69 
.46 
.37 

* 
[.53] 
[.55] 
[.39] 

 
.56 
.51 
.42 

* 
[.53] 
[.47] 
[.52] 

 stressed = 
.25 

unstressed 
= .73 

bimorphemic = 
.31 

monomorphemi
c = .71 

is = .35 
are = .93 

  

total Chi 
square=; 

Chi square 
per cell= 

 
28.205 

 
1.567 

 
9.359 

 
.520 

 
18.431 

 
1.024 

 
3.658 

 
.406 

 
6.546 

 
.727 

 

The GOLDVARB analysis for generation and occupation class does not favor 

either factor group in a predictability model for the grammatical variables. For copula 

absence and plural –s absence, occupation group was knocked out on a step-by-step 

analysis; for copula absence and verbal –s absence, generation was knocked out.  

There is little significance between the occupation groups and the relative rates of 

AAE feature use in New Orleans. Chi square statistics, given in Table 7.7 indicate that 

most significant differences in distribution are between the teachers and the group or 

groups using the highest rates of a given AAE variable. For all five linguistic variables, 

the use by the educators is significantly different from the use of the occupation group 

with the most vernacular use of the feature, as well as the service workers.  
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Table 7.7: Tests for Significance of Occupation Group Differences in New 
Orleans 

 r-lessness  ccr copula 
absence 

plural –s 
absence 

verbal –s 
absence 

Ind./Ser. total Chi 
square 

.378 
not sig. 

4.502 
p<.05 

1.922 
not sig. 

.551 
not sig. 

1.451 
not sig. 

Ind./Ed. total Chi 
square 

20.060 
p<.01 

.246 
not sig. 

.051 
not sig. 

9.698 
p<.01 

2.487 
not sig. 

Ind./Prof total Chi 
square 

3.214 
not sig. 

6.238 
p<.025 

1.947 
not sig. 

.547 
not sig. 

.804 
not sig. 

Ser./Ed. total Chi 
square 

28.905 
p<.01 

12.644 
p<.01 

6.404 
p<.025 

17.510 
p<.01 

16.027 
p<.01 

Ser./Prof. total Chi 
square 

6.775 
p<.01 

0 
not sig. 

14.253 
p<.01 

2.872 
not sig. 

.36 
not sig. 

Ed./Prof. total Chi 
square 

18.124 
p<.01 

26.486 
p<.01 

3.127 
not sig. 

10.479 
p<.01 

13.996 
p<.01 

 

7.3.3 Language and Social Class in New Orleans 

Table 7.8 lists the results of GOLDVARB analyses for each of the AAE features 

according to both occupation and educational attainment. In this data set, the educational 

attainment factor group is viable for all analyses and reveals some clear trends in the 

favoring of vernacular feature use according to type of feature – phonological or 

morphosyntactic. For both of the phonological variables, r-lessness and consonant cluster 

reduction, the high school graduates are assigned the factor weight that most favors their 

presence. For all three of the morphosyntactic features, the most strongly favoring factor 

weight is assigned to the factor of educational attainment of less than high school. In all 

cases except for verbal –s absence, college graduates are assigned the factor weight that 

least favors vernacular feature use.  
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Table 7.8: GOLDVARB Analysis of New Orleans Class Data 

 r-lessness ccr copula 
absence 

plural –s 
absence 

verbal –s 
absence 

input 
probability 

.633 .262 .045 .030 .138 

Education: 
<HS 
HS 

College 

 
.60 
.65 
.42 

 
.48 
.58 
.48 

 
.84 
.43 
.40 

 
.81 
.58 
.40 

 
.84 
.38 
.41 

Occupation: 
Industrial 

Service 
Education 

Professional 

 
.44 
.56 
.49 
.50 

 
.37 
.68 
.43 
.52 

* 
[.52] 
[.36] 
[.53] 
[.59] 

* 
[.51] 
[.38] 
[.50] 
[.60] 

 
.54 
.50 
.30 
.82 

 stressed = 
.25 

unstressed = 
.73 

bimorphemic = 
.32 

monomorphemic 
= .70 

is = .34 
are = .94 

  

total Chi 
square=; 

Chi square 
per cell= 

 
16.204 

 
1.013 

 
22.027 

 
1.377 

 
4.786 

 
.319 

 
3.655 

 
.457 

 
4.200 

 
.525 

*knocked out by step-by-step analysis; not a viable factor group 

The occupation factor group was knocked out by step-by-step analysis for two of 

the variables: copula absence and plural –s absence. Though both of these GOLDVARB 

analyses showed a strong goodness of fit based on Chi-square per cell numbers, the 

occupation groups did not improve on the predictive ability of the model. For both of the 

phonological features, the highest factor weight was assigned to the service workers and 

the lowest factor weights were assigned to the industrial class or manual workers. The 

factor weights for verbal –s absence indicate that the professional workers strongly favor 

–s absence and the teachers strongly disfavor –s absence.  
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8. Early Urban AAE in the American South 

In contrast to the seminal studies of early AAE that focused on the northern urban 

populations that were composed primarily of African American residents who had left the 

South as part of the Great Migration, these analyses of Birmingham, Memphis, and New 

Orleans AAE consider the African American residents who stayed in the South despite 

the social system. As the social histories of these communities demonstrated, their role as 

Southern urban centers does not necessarily indicate a similarity of community history or 

personal experiences. All of these speakers do have three critical elements in common. 

First, they are African Americans who lived through Jim Crow in the American South. 

Second, they are lifelong residents of the region and of their respective communities. And 

finally, they are all individuals who were either involved in or felt strongly about the civil 

rights movement. This third factor is a byproduct of the Behind the Veil corpus. These 

interviews were conducted to document the experiences of residents living during Jim 

Crow and the movements that put an end to institutionalized segregation in America. 

Whether or not this personal association impacts the status of these speakers as an 

ideologically bound cohort group, and whether that ideological foundation might have 

impacted language development remains unclear. The information needed to study this is 

simply lacking.  

The underlying idea that AAE is a trans-regional variety with a core set of shared 

features is widely accepted. Wolfram (2001) explains,  

Features such as habitual be, copula absence, inflectional –s 
absence, among a number of other grammatical and phonological 
structures, are found in locations as distant as Los Angeles, 
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California; New Haven, Connecticut; Meadville, Mississippi; 
Austin, Texas; and Wilmington, North Carolina, as well as in both 
urban and rural settings. Thus, we recognize regional variation in 
AAE while concluding, at the same time, that the regional 
differences do not come close to the magnitude of regional 
differences that exist across Anglo varieties. The basic core of 
features, regardless of where the variety has been studied in the 
United States so far, underscore the strong ethnic associations of 
this language variety (337). 
 

The variables used in this analysis are considered five of the core features of this 

ethnically defined dialect. When considering the shared characteristics and patterns of 

AAE in these communities, it is also important that the data be comparable to studies of 

AAE communities elsewhere.  

The notion of linguistic prestige underlies a number of sociolinguistic studies and 

could arguably be a major influence on the development of ethnolinguistic varieties, 

particularly those in segregated social settings. Coates explains the early notion of covert 

prestige, which was developed in relation to class differences: “linguists attempted to 

explain the persistence of vernacular (non-standard) forms in the speech of working-class 

speakers... in view of the resistance ... to the overt prestige of Standard English, we have 

to postulate the existence of another set of norms – vernacular norms – which have covert 

prestige and which therefore exert a powerful influence on linguistic behavior” (Coates 

80). It can be argued that in a social setting like the Jim Crow South, blacks had little to 

gain from speaking like their white neighbors. In the context of freedom, a black culture 

was able to develop. This idea has been explored in various ways in the AAE literature to 

describe post-bellum divergence, innovation, and dialect spread (Mufwene 2000; Bailey 

1997; Bailey & Thomas 1998).  
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This study is an attempt to uncover the AAE of the early urban South, but the 

reality is that the early AAE of these communities may have undergone massive change 

since the end of legal segregation, one of the most critical social revolutions in American 

history. When talking about discourse patterns of African Americans, Morgan writes “the 

actual reconfiguration of the discourse of African Americans occurred during the civil 

rights movement, where agentive and assured speech replaced tentative and self-effacing 

discourse ... the discourse style asserted a black presence on its own terms, one that 

reflected a different consciousness and a sense of entitlement” (Morgan 255). Just as the 

civil rights movement influenced discursive practices, the ideological and social upheaval 

of the American South may have changed the development of AAE. As the communities 

of Birmingham, Memphis, and New Orleans AAE speakers are contrasted, their 

respective social histories will be considered as a source of influence and distinction. 

8.1 Generational Patterns 

The underlying idea behind examining generational data in the development and 

change in a linguistic system is what Chambers (2004) calls the aggregate principle. 

According to this idea, “group results for any empirically-based phenomenon are more 

revealing than the results for any individual in the group” (365). The generations in each 

of these communities were defined using major national events, so that there were shared 

cohort experiences across the communities. Combined, these speakers represent three 

generations of early AAE speakers in the urban American South.  

Figure 8.1 illustrates overall rates of AAE variable use for each of the three cities. 

As this chart illustrates, the overall rates of r-vocalization and consonant cluster 
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reduction, the two phonological variables, are roughly comparable in all three 

communities. There is greater variation between the communities when we consider the 

percentages of grammatical feature use. For all three of the grammatical features, plural 

marking, verbal –s, and copula absence, the Birmingham speakers show the most 

vernacular use. The speakers in New Orleans and Memphis exhibit very similar rates of 

verbal –s absence and copula absence in their speech, but plural –s rates are more 

distinctive. New Orleans AAE has the least null plural marking of the three cities.  

 

Figure 8.1 Overall Incidence of AAE Features in Birmingham, Memphis, and 
New Orleans 

 
A comparison of the generations between the three sites enables a closer look. 

Figure 8.2 and Figure 8.3 show the incidence of r-vocalization and pre-vocalic consonant 

cluster, respectively, in each of the three generations from each community. The visual 

representation of rhoticity over time reveals that overall r-vocalization is not only similar 
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for each community, but the sites also appear to be slightly favoring rhotic realizations at 

similar rates over time. A strikingly similar pattern is seen in the consonant cluster 

reduction data. The descriptive data appear to underscore a shared phonology for early 

urban AAE in Birmingham, Memphis, and New Orleans. For both features, there is a 

shared general trajectory as well as comparable rates. In order to check the statistical 

validity of these visual patterns, GOLDVARB analyses for generation, site, and variable 

constraints (stress for r; morphemic status for cluster reduction) were conducted. These 

results are listed in Table 8.1.  

 

Figure 8.2:  Incidence of r-Vocalization Over Time in the South 
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Figure 8.3:  Incidence of Consonant Cluster Reduction Over Time in the South 

The GOLDVARB runs for phonological variables over time assign factor weights 

that align neatly with the descriptive data illustrated in the graphs. For both variables, the 

oldest generation shows the only factor weight that favors the use of the AAE variable. In 

the analysis of rhoticity, all factor groups were significant according to a step-by-step 

analysis, but the overall Chi square per cell was very high, indicating a poor goodness-of-

fit by the data. The error rates for the factor groups indicated that the Gen III speakers 

from Memphis and the Gen I speakers from Alabama were the groups that did not fit. In 

the factor weights for r-lessness in each of the communities, Birmingham favors the AAE 

production, but the other two sites are both assigned a neutral factor weight of .48.   

For consonant cluster reduction, the opposite results are found. The Chi square 

score indicates a strong goodness-of-fit, but the community factor group was knocked out 

in the step-by-step analysis. At least for consonant cluster reduction, it seems that the 
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three early urban communities follow similar patterns. This supports the idea that 

consonant cluster reduction is a substrate variable. Accordingly, it would not always be a 

salient production for speakers or hearers.  

Table 8.1: GOLDVARB Analysis of Phonological Features Over Time 

 r-lessness ccr 
input probability .637 .283 

Community: 
Birmingham 

Memphis  
New Orleans 

 
.55 
.48 
.48 

* 
[.52] 
[.50] 
[.48] 

Generation: 
Gen I 
Gen II 
Gen III 

 
.54 
.51 
.43 

 
.58 
.48 
.43 

 stressed = .29 
unstressed = .71 

bimorphemic = .34 
monomorphemic = .70 

total Chi square= 
Chi square per cell= 

152.461 
8.470 

21.415 
1.190 

*knocked out by step-by-step analysis; not a viable factor group for ccr 

A look at the grammatical AAE features shows a markedly different result than 

what was seen for the phonological variables. For these features, the communities align 

more distinctly over generations. Figure 8.4 illustrates the generational data for plural –s 

absence over time. In this graph, it is clear that each community is following a different 

trajectory for null plural marking over time. In Birmingham, the feature is receding 

across all three generations, but in New Orleans plural –s absence has been present at 

negligible rates for the duration of apparent time covered in this study. In Memphis, the 

absence of plural –s recedes at rates similar to Birmingham from Gen II to Gen III, but 

Gen I appears to exhibit this feature at rates between the oldest generations of New 

Orleans and Birmingham speakers.  
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Figure 8.4:  Incidence of Plural –s Absence Over Time in the South 

The other grammatical variables do not exhibit the same generational differences 

across sites, but are still attested in interesting distributions from community to 

community. In Figure 8.5, incidence of copula absence over time is marked by a different 

trajectory for each community, but the end result is a comparable rate of copula absence. 

Gen II speakers in both Birmingham and Memphis exhibit the highest rates of copula 

absence for their respective communities, but in New Orleans the Gen II speakers 

demonstrate the lowest rates of copula absence. Figure 8.6 gives the descriptive 

generational data for verbal –s absence, which mirrors the general description of copula 

absence. Again all three communities show distinctly different rates of –s absence in Gen 

I. The Birmingham and Memphis data peak at highest respective rates in Gen II, but then 

all three communities exhibit very similar rates of verbal –s absence in the youngest 

generation. The converging rates of feature use for Gen III supports the idea of an 

increasingly trans-community variety of AAE.  
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Figure 8.5:  Incidence of Copula Absence Over Time in the South 

 

 

Figure 8.6: Incidence of Verbal –s Absence Over Time in the South 

In Table 8.6, GOLDVARB analyses of each of the grammatical features are 

listed. It is not surprising that the analyses of copula absence and of null plural marking 
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resulted in high Chi square per cell statistics, questioning the goodness-of-fit that these 

data would have in the GOLDVARB model. All factor groups were significant in the 

step-by-step analysis, but the interplay between the factors prevented a stronger 

predictive outcome. For verbal –s absence, there was a significant goodness of fit for the 

generational data. Birmingham speakers favor the absence of the verbal –s marker, but 

Memphis and New Orleans speakers disfavor the absence of this marker. Over time, Gen 

II most favors this vernacular feature and Gen I clearly disfavors the non-standard form.   

Table 8.2:  Goldvarb Analysis of Grammatical Features Over Time 

 copula absence plural –s absence verbal –s absence 
input probability .089 .065 .249 

Community: 
Birmingham 

Memphis 
New Orleans 

 
.57 
.40 
.53 

 
.63 
.54 
.33 

 
.71 
.40 
.39 

Generation: 
Gen I 
Gen II 
Gen III 

 
.56 
.53 
.37 

 
.58 
.54 
.33 

 
.36 
.58 
.53 

 is = .36 
are = .88 

  

total Chi square=; 
Chi square per 

cell= 

67.414 
3.745 

19.379 
2.153 

12.004 
1.334 

 

While the phonological AAE features may share similar paths over time in 

Birmingham, Memphis and New Orleans, the grammatical features reach similar ends by 

markedly different paths. These data suggest that the phonological features of AAE may 

have been more firmly integrated into the speech of African Americans across the South 

than the grammatical features that varied in occurrence according to site. The Gen III 

similarities across all sites, however, should not be overlooked. Regardless of the earlier 
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presence or absence of these AAE features in the speech of older generations, there is a 

marked similarity in the dialect spoken by the generation of speakers who were born after 

the Great Depression in the early urban South. These data support the idea or a trans-

community AAE, but indicate that the development of this variety is relatively recent. 

The common levels of feature use are only attested for grammatical and phonological 

variables in Gen III.  

8.2 Gender and Southern Urban AAE 

Each of the three communities in this study exhibited very interesting and 

disparate patterns for the use of AAE variables according to the gender of the speakers. 

These patterns can be described as loosely fitting into three categories. In the first men 

and women showed the same general trajectories of change in feature use over time. In 

some instances, shared trajectories also share rates of feature use and in other instances, 

the men maintain the highest rates of the features across all generations. The data for 

plural –s absence in Birmingham, where both men and women are marking their plurals 

with greater frequency, and in New Orleans, where men and women are using null plural 

marking only minimally across all three generations, are two examples of similar 

trajectories.  

The second pattern is marked by notable shifts in trajectories so that there is a 

distinct convergence or divergence of the gendered use of variable rates in Gen II. This 

pattern is particularly prevalent in the data for men and women speakers in New Orleans. 

Copula absence, verbal –s absence, consonant cluster reduction, and r-lessness in the 

New Orleans AAE speaker data share comparable rates of feature use in Gen II. For these 
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four variables, a pattern of marked convergence from Gen I to Gen II is followed by 

marked divergence of the genders in Gen III. The Gen II data are also marked in 

Birmingham men and women’s AAE, where the men show significant difference from 

the women in rates of copula absence and consonant cluster reduction only in this 

generation.  

The third pattern is one of convergence of the genders in Gen III. This pattern 

distinguishes the gender analysis of AAE in Memphis, where plural –s absence, copula 

absence, and consonant cluster reduction are all exhibited at the most similar rates by 

men and women in Gen III.  

It is difficult to explain the trends of men and women over time across the South. 

It is clear that there are marked linguistic differences between the genders, and in many 

cases these differences are statistically significant. Lakoff underscores the need for 

investigation of these gender differences when she writes, “ Linguistic imbalances are 

worthy of study because they bring into sharper focus real-world imbalances and 

inequities” (Lakoff 69). To look more closely at the aggregate data of early AAE in the 

urban South by gender, Figure 8.7 shows the overall incidence of these AAE features 

over time. 

Regardless of feature or of gender, these charts illustrate that there is a pattern 

toward less vernacular AAE speech across the early urban South. The patterns reflected 

in the community data that indicate a time of unique expression in Gen II are not 

reflected in the aggregate data, with the exception of men’s copula absence data and 
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women’s verbal –s data. For all linguistic variables, men exhibit higher rates of the 

features than the women.  

 

 

Figure 8.7: Overall Incidence of AAE Features by Gender in the South 
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The pattern whereby men exhibit higher rates of the features as a whole aligns 

neatly with the findings of previous sociolinguistic studies. We see this same trend in 

Wolfram’s (1969) study of AAE in Detroit, Labov’s (1966) work in New York City, and 

in Fischer’s (1958) study of boys’ and girls’ –ing endings. There are competing 

explanations for the difference between the genders. Eckert reminds us that “Peter 

Trudgill (1972) was the first variationist sociolinguist to attribute women’s standardness 

to lack of access to the marketplace, arguing women’s relative lack of access to 

advancement through symbolic means” (Eckert 168). The community data for the women 

in this study do not support the idea that women did not have access to the covertly 

prestigious forms of AAE. In almost all variables, women exhibit rates comparable to 

those of the men in at least one generation in each of the communities. Chambers 

underscores possible explanations for the women’s and men’s linguistic differences: “The 

empirical evidence clearly shows women as much more able performers than men in the 

whole spectrum of sociolinguistic situations ... they command a wider range of linguistic 

variants ... they have the linguistic flexibility to alter their speech as social circumstances 

warrant” (Chambers 1992: 199). It could be argued, therefore, that the women may be 

using a more standard version of AAE because they are in a formal interview setting in 

the collection of all of these data.  

Holmes argues that “Men are the socially and politically dominant group in most 

societies, and male discourse patterns reflect and enact this power and control. Men’s 

linguistic patterns are regarded as ways in which they display power, a power based in 

the larger social order” (478). If, in fact, this statement is true for the status of AAE 
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during Jim Crow, the heightened use of AAE features by men is an indicator of power in 

the black community. This does not necessarily mean that women did not have the same 

access; they just did not exert the same power.  

If we consider the social histories of each of the communities in context of men’s 

and women’s AAE use, the patterns for the distribution of variables do align with intra-

community power and affiliation. In Birmingham, for example, the Gen II men show a 

significantly higher use of copula absence, verbal –s absence, and consonant cluster 

reduction. They also exhibit a slight increase in r-vocalization in this generation. These 

speakers, born between 1915 and 1929, were the generation of speakers who were 

entering adulthood at the end of WWII when protests about the inequities of racism were 

on the rise in American political discourse. These speakers also would have been young 

adults at the time of the most volatile and dangerous incidents of the civil rights 

movement in Birmingham, such as the “Bombingham” era. These men, in particular, 

were the age cohorts of leaders like Ralph Abernathy, Martin Luther King, Jr., and 

Birmingham’s own Fred Shuttlesworth. As a cohort group, the Gen II men may have 

been asserting power through their AAE choices.  

In contrast, the Gen II data for New Orleans indicate a different kind of pattern. 

For copula absence, verbal –s absence, and consonant cluster reduction, Gen II speakers 

show a convergence to the same or significantly more similar rates of feature use 

regardless of gender. The social history in New Orleans at this time was markedly 

different from that of Birmingham. By the early 1950s in New Orleans, libraries and 

parks were integrated, voting rights were relatively secure for black residents, and there 
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was black representation on the New Orleans police force. Mayor Morrison, who was in 

office for all of the progress, was a committed supporter of segregation. However, he did 

a great deal to advance opportunities for blacks and to appease the black community. One 

of Morrison’s biggest steps was the creation of the New Orleans Recreation Department 

(NORD) that created and built segregated facilities, including swimming pools, for 

blacks and whites. Even during the movement to integrate schools, considered a massive 

civil rights conflict, there was little violence and no mass arrests that compare to those of 

Birmingham. Morrison’s 15 years as mayor of New Orleans was markedly less volatile 

than the rule of Crump in Memphis or Connor in Birmingham. The Gen II 

accommodation of men and women AAE speakers to one another may reflect this 

different sort of history. Neither gender was more or less at the front of social 

discrimination and struggle.  

It seems not only plausible but also probable that the social conditions of a 

community would have a strong influence on the speech of its residents. Cheshire (2004) 

refers to James’ (1996) assertion that “local economic conditions, the employment and 

educational opportunities available to each sex, social conditions affecting network 

strengths, the amount of status and respect accorded women in particular communities 

and the extent to which they can participate in public life are just some of the factors that 

may account for the choices that women and men make in the speech forms that they 

use” (427). In the time of Jim Crow, the limits on public life were imposed on both 

women and men. The different ways that the communities responded to these limitations 
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may have fostered situations for the genders to respond to, linguistically and otherwise, in 

similar or different manners.  

8.3 Class in Southern AAE 

The education and occupation data for each community reflected some shared and 

some distinct trends. As a general rule, the more formal education that speakers received, 

the fewer vernacular forms appeared in their speech. Some slight variance of this trend is 

noted, most particularly in the stable use of phonological features. This is in line with 

previous research that has indicated that “Grammatical variables are much more likely to 

be absolute markers of class membership” (Chambers 2004, 350).  

One of the greatest difficulties in studies of class is determining the paradigm by 

which to define the various statuses of community members. According to Ash (2004), 

“If social class is determined by a combination of features, the single indicator that 

accounts for by far the greatest portion of the variance is occupation” (Ash 2004, 419). 

This was the motivation for the design of occupation parameters used in this study. Data 

for the occupation groups in each community are listed in Table 8.3. 

The phonological features do not show significant variation according to 

occupation, much like what was seen for educational attainment. The grammatical 

features do show some marked patterns of distribution. In each community, the educators 

use lower rates of AAE vernacular features in their speech. These instances for 

grammatical features are all italicized and bolded in Table 8.3. There is also an overall 

trend for the blue collar/industrial workers and service workers to show high rates of 

vernacular features in their speech. Every instance in which these occupation classes use 
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the first or second highest rate of a grammatical feature, as compared to the other 

occupation groups, is highlighted in the table. The four instances where these occupation 

categories do not represent the most vernacular speakers, it is the professional 

classification that is more vernacular.  

Table 8.3: Occupation Data for Southern Communities (% feature use) 

 Birmingham Memphis New Orleans 
Occupation I S E P I S E P I S E P 

r-
vocalization 

76.4 56.2 60.6 58.0 68.5 59.7 54.4 57.8 67.0 68.8 55.7 62.4 

ccr 38.2 25.5 30.5 23.7 34.3 28.7 27.1 32.7 24.2 38.2 21.8 38.1 
copula 
absence 

22.7 16.2 11.5 11.9 20.0 8.2 6.6 12.2 9.8 17.8 8.9 8.5 

plural –s 
absence 

24.4 6.0 9.8 10.2 12.7 6.9 5.1 6.1 5.7 4.9 2.1 4.6 

verbal –s 
absence 

58.1 50.0 6.7 52.2 43.8 46.4 4.0 18.2 16.7 35.7 4.6 29.3 

I=industrial, agricultural jobs; S=service; E=educators; P=professional 
 

The professional occupation category is the most bound by race. All of the cities 

in this study had strong black business districts. The nurses, office workers, bookkeepers, 

and realtors from this professional class often worked in African American businesses. 

The nurses, like the police officers, may have been employed by whites but were often 

permitted to interact professionally only with other blacks. The high rates of some AAE 

features by the professional class may be constrained by their professional cohorts and 

environments.  

Keeping in mind the segregated business districts, the class data correspond to 

what traditional sociolinguistic studies would predict. The jobs with greater prestige, 

educators and professionals - generally show the lowest rates of AAE vernacular features. 
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The jobs with the lowest socioeconomic positions and with the least social prestige, blue-

collar work and service industries, show the highest rates of vernacular feature use across 

the Southern cities. The differences according to class seem to be significant for the 

college-educated group and for the educators, where the data indicate that in the period of 

Jim Crow, they were able to more significantly accommodate to less vernacular norms. 

Labov recognizes a similar class-based trend in the North where he notes that “we find a 

growing black middle class whose use of English grammar is not very different from that 

of other dialects. But besides this upwardly mobile group who are taking advantage of the 

opportunities opened in the 1960s, there is an even larger group of blacks who are 

isolated by increasing residential and economic segregation from the rest of the 

community” (Labov 1987: 6). This is the same distribution that these data present 

according to the more and less educated and the status of occupation.  
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9 Limitations and Contributions of the Study 

This chapter offers tentative conclusions, limitations, and further research needs 

based on the analysis of AAE in these three Southern cities. Underlying these summaries 

is Wolfram’s argument that  “The reduction of dialect change to generic, bipolar 

directional designations such as “convergence” and “divergence” may not serve 

comparative scrutiny or the study of language change most judiciously” (Wolfram 2001, 

337). The conclusions from these data are about these data alone and are not an attempt 

to homogenize early AAE in the urban South or the experiences of these speakers.  

9.1 Southern Urban AAE in Context 

A number of shared characteristics of the AAE spoken in Birmingham, Memphis, 

and New Orleans are evident in the data. The most marked of these is the aggregate data 

from each of the communities in the youngest Gen III cohort group. All of the 

communities exhibit markedly similar use of AAE features, regardless of the differences 

in Gen I or Gen II. This shared structure of AAE across the Southern region contributes 

to the discussion of trans-regional AAE and to the general uniformity of AAE varieties.  

One of the assumptions underlying the idea of black and white divergence is that 

“black and white vernaculars, especially in the South, were converging for many years, 

that convergence has ended” (Bailey & Maynor 1989: 13). The data from this study 

indicate a general convergence of AAE norms in the South during the period of 

institutionalized segregation. There is no indication in these early data of large-scale 

divergence or increasing AAE vernacularity in the urban South. If we are to accept the 

notion of divergence as “symptomatic of a split between the black and white portions of 
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our society,” then the process of that divergence in the urban South will be a response to 

the failure of the civil rights movement and the end of legal segregation to end the split 

between the races (Labov 1987: 10). It is possible, of course, that the pattern in 

convergence illustrated by Gen III in these data is a symbol of the social moment. 

Rickford (1987) writes that the later divergence in AAE may be a result of “a whole 

series of political movements in the 1960s which made ethnicity something that it was 

much more acceptable to claim and to display and to talk about” (56-7).  The social 

histories that shaped the Gen III convergence may be leading up to the later divergence. 

Wolfram, in personal communication with Rickford, explains that “relationships of 

convergence and divergence may change over time as sociohistorical conditions change, 

so that convergence at one period of historical development may be replaced by 

divergence at another period of time, or vice versa” (Wolfram 1987: 41). This may 

describe the exact trajectory outlined in part by these AAE data.  

These data also reinforce the significance of the social histories and circumstances 

surrounding speakers. The Gen II distinctions in Birmingham and New Orleans indicate 

that speakers in this cohort were linguistically unique, in different ways, from the 

preceding and following generations. The difference, given the later convergence of the 

variety, is likely due to social factors. This is particularly evident if we compare the 

trajectories of AAE variable use in Memphis. The civil rights history in Memphis was 

unlike the other communities because it was a movement of empowerment, mass 

movement, and institutional organization. In Memphis, the two largest civil rights 

movements were the sanitation strikes and the “Black Monday” protests. Both of these 
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efforts engaged thousands of people, were organized either by a union or a teacher’s 

organization, and fundamentally impacted the day-to-day prosperity of the city of 

Memphis. The patterns of AAE variables over time reinforce these social situations. With 

the exception of plural –s absence, which is receding rapidly in all documented 

communities, the other dialect variables show steady trajectories of gradual reduction 

over time. They are not marked by significant generational shifts like Birmingham or 

New Orleans.  

Finally, the data for social class indicate that regardless of the particular social 

history of a community, class factors will influence dialect alignment.  

9.2 Limitations 

Though these data provide a window into the AAE patterns in the early urban 

South, a number of limitations became apparent during analysis. First, I weighed the 

positives and negatives of using data collected by others. Using the Behind the Veil 

database provided access to hundreds of interviews from a range of communities and 

generations, but prevented any first-hand knowledge or intuitions about the speakers. 

Also, the influence of interviewer speech and face-to-face communication styles cannot 

be retrieved. These data, while covering 50 years in apparent time, do not provide any 

insight into later or earlier generations of speech that would provide additional context 

for discussions about change over time and dialect alignment.  

Another limitation was the demographic breakdowns of the populations in 

Memphis and New Orleans. In Memphis, the speakers were overwhelmingly women. In 

fact, no male speakers are represented in the Gen I data. Given the marked relationship 
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between the genders, whereby men used higher rates of vernacular AAE variables across 

the South, this gender disparity may have skewed the Gen I data, as well as potential 

interpretations of Gen II data. In New Orleans, the majority of the speakers were college 

educated. One of the clearest trends in the Southern urban data as a whole was that 

increased education decreased the use of AAE variables. A more equitably distributed 

cross-section of the New Orleans population by class would have enhanced the analysis. 

Finally, the analysis of verbal –s absence was compromised as a result of the low 

numbers of tokens. Because these interviews were conducted as oral histories to capture 

the past experiences of residents during segregation and throughout the civil rights 

movement, most conversation was in the past tense. Present tense constructions were 

rare.  

9.3 Future Directions 

These data also underscore the need for additional research into the already well-

documented AAE variety. A closer examination of the social histories of communities 

where studies have been conducted and are currently being conducted is necessary to 

document dialect change over time. Changes over time are necessary points of inquiry, 

but changes in context provide valuable linguistic and social knowledge. The issues of 

convergence, divergence, and uniformity are all conversations in AAE studies that can be 

enhanced by fuller consideration of Southern urban, suburban, and rural varieties. AAE is 

undoubtedly a variety with Southern origins, but the study of evolution of AAE in 

Southern communities has been largely limited to rural enclaves. 
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The status of null plural marking also evokes some interesting questions. 

Commonly, the analysis of this variable looked at its absence in the contexts of nominal 

reference, semantic classification, and surrounding phonological environment. Here, the 

nominal and semantic factors were not statistically meaningful. The unique combinations 

of these features into lexical categorizations did provide interesting statistical evidence 

for the distribution of null plural marking in two of the three communities. In variation 

analysis, there is a tendency to break factors down into the smallest possible 

discriminators. This analysis indicates that the discriminating factors may work in 

combination to create meaningful variation where it may not otherwise be seen.  

All of the speakers used in this study and in the Behind the Veil corpus are older 

or elderly. These data provide a unique opportunity to contribute to scholarship on 

language over the life span. Studies in aging indicate that older speakers are constrained 

by working memory limitations, changes in preference for syntactic structures, and 

patterns of simplifying grammatical complexity (Wingfield & Stein-Morrow 2000). 

Could these types of age-grading influence the convergence of dialect forms in 

generational cohort groups and what impact would this have on the use of apparent time 

data? 

This analysis is only a small glimpse into the wealth of AAE data in the Behind 

the Veil corpus. There are almost twenty additional Southern communities – urban and 

rural – in the corpus that can be studied. These interviews also provide a wonderful 

opportunity for a closer analysis of the ideological impacts of social histories on dialect 

alignment. A study of individuals, their dialect alignment, and their unique roles in civil 
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rights or experiences in Jim Crow may uncover more measurable relationships between 

social experiences and dialect patterning. The stylistic variation of speakers as they talk 

about various experiences will also provide greater insight into early Southern AAE.  
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Appendix  

Interview Questions for Interviews Conducted 1993-1995 

(http://library.duke.edu/digitalcollections/rbmscl/btv/inv/#index) 

This set of questions serves only as a guideline for oral history interviewers by 

suggesting topics for discussion and inquiries. The interview itself often follows the lead 

of the interviewee; therefore follow-up questions should respond to the interviewee's 

answers. Also, these questions are not specific to any category (gender, region, 

occupation, etc.); instead, they are geared to documenting general life histories. 

When did you come here (to this town/city)? Why? With whom? What 

neighborhood or community did you live in at first? How many people lived in your 

home? Anyone besides your immediate family? 

What do you remember about your grandparents? Where did they live? When did 

you see them? Did you see them often? What would you do with them? Did they ever 

talk about their youth or share stories with you about their lives? 

What was your first job? What were your wages? How long did you stay at this 

work? What other jobs have you held? For how long? What job did you like best and 

what job did you like least? Who else worked in your family? When did you retire? 

Define your neighborhood community. Can you give geographic boundaries? 

What was most important to people in that community? How has the community changed 

within your lifetime? As far as physical appearance is concerned? What were the "bad 

sections" of town? Can you describe them? Were you afraid to go there? 
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What do you remember about your home and your neighbors' homes? Can you 

describe them? Who were your neighbors? Did relatives live nearby? Which relatives? 

What were the occasions for family gatherings? What do you recall about them? 

What are some of your earliest childhood memories? Can you recall the greatest 

joy or sadness in your childhood? Who were your childhood role models? What were the 

things that you enjoyed doing as a child? 

How were decisions made in your family? Who made decisions about 

housekeeping, budget, etc.? How about other decisions like schooling, moving, 

occupation, approval of marriage? Do you ever remember any conflicts over decisions or 

decision-making? Who took responsibility for childcare and discipline in your family? 

Did you treat your own children the same or differently than your parents treated you? 

What kinds of values do you think your parents instilled in you? How were you 

expected to behave in front of adults, both black and white? What contact did you have 

with white children? 

Do you remember a point at which people stopped treating you like a child? Or 

when you considered yourself grown up? 

Who were the people most important to you? How were unmarried people viewed 

in your neighborhood? 

What property (land or house) do you own today? How did you come to own it? 

Did your family ever rent? 

Did you go to school? Where did you go and for how long? Did you attend school 

for the entire school year? What did you like and dislike about school? Were you ever 
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disciplined by your teachers? Did the teachers in your school play favorites? How were 

your parents involved in your schooling? What kinds of things did you learn in school? 

Were you taught any African American history? What were the major differences 

between your education and your parents’ education? Your children's education? 

Did your family attend church? Do you continue to go to church? If you do not 

attend, why? If you do, what churches have you attended and why? Who from your 

community belongs to your church? What was your church and ministers' role in civic 

affairs? 
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